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Abstract: One of the challenges currently faced by emerging countries is to get their citizens to
decide to use sustainable transport for their regular trips, in order to reduce the current vehicular
pollution rates. The objective of this descriptive research is to examine the perceptions of Dominicans
regarding the state of the country’s transport systems and road infrastructure. For this purpose,
a nationwide survey procedure was performed. This cross-sectional research used the data retrieved
from a sample of 1260 citizens aged over 18, proportional in gender, age, habitat, and province
of the Dominican Republic. The results showed how Dominicans believe that, compared to other
road features, pedestrian roads and public transport vehicles remain in a very poor condition.
Further, citizens report to be more interested about the improvement of road infrastructures than in
the implementation of any other set of measures performed to promote sustainable road mobility,
including those related with alternative transport means. Finally, this study claims for the need of
fostering educational, communicative and participative actions and measures aimed at increasing
the value given to sustainable transportation, and the relevance of integrate potential structural and
vehicular improvements with those related to human behavior in mobility.

Keywords: perception; mobility; road safety; cities; infrastructures; Dominican Republic

1. Introduction

Given the recently released Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), many govern-
mental authorities around the world are developing action plans to encourage sustainable
transport as an essential part of their regional development plans [1]. In brief, it is a fact that
the present and future of cities is bound to be greener [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce
the pollution rates produced by the high concentrations of vehicles on the roads [3,4]. One
of the main measures in this regard is the implementation of actions to improve mobility in
cities and, thus, avoid traffic jams [5,6].

Over the last two decades, transport mobility problems have turned in a particularly
concerning phenomenon worldwide, but especially in emerging countries, whose resources
and capability remain more limited to face several problems present in many spheres,
including those other than mobility [7]. The idiosyncrasies of these countries exacerbate
this situation due to several factors [8]. On the one hand, the existing infrastructures are
deficient, and there is a lack of technological systems [9,10]. Further, technical reports
frequently show how inadequately constructed sidewalks and roads with obstacles hinder
the flow of traffic, endangering users’ urban trips. In addition, on many occasions, public
roads are not prepared or adapted to the needs of city dwellers [11]. Dangerous road scenes
occur due to the lack of traffic lights, pedestrian crossings or level crossings in areas with
a high concentration of population and frequency of travel. Thus, poor planning of road
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construction has a direct impact on the road safety of citizens [12]. On the other hand,
another aspect that should be emphasized is that the quality of public transport service is
not optimal because of the condition of vehicles and the planning of transport routes [13].

All these elements modify the way citizens move around. In fact, many studies
indicate that a large number of people do not commute on foot or use a bicycle because
their towns and cities do not have an efficient infrastructure for this purpose, even though
these would be their preferred modes of transportation [14].

Some recent studies have been systematically showing how, in addition to socioe-
conomic factors, there are other issues greatly influencing the quality of infrastructure
of countries. These factors include, e.g., the region’s size, tourism density, the degree of
urbanization and motorization, and government strategies [15,16]. In the particular case of
the Dominican Republic, the large annual volume of tourists is, in fact, one of the reasons
that have allowed the wider development of the road network, as well as the conditions
and coverage of public transport services [9].

However, perceptions in these regards may vary among users, especially when com-
pared to objective data. Indeed, users’ perceptions of road infrastructures also tend to
substantially differ across countries. Azik et al. (2021) found that road systems tend to be
positively evaluated in Russia and Estonia, highlighting its adequacy for pedestrians and
cyclists, while Turkish citizens stated that the infrastructural adequacy for driving in their
country was rather unsafe for users [17]. Similarly, a study performed in the UK reported
that sidewalk and traffic conditions were commonly perceived barriers to pedestrians and
key factors in the choice of travel route [18]. In other research conducted in the United
States, citizens perceived an improvement in road conditions compared to two decades
ago, even though not to a very extensive extent. Still, most respondents agreed with a
moderate tax increase to improve the road infrastructure in their area [19]. Overall, all
these studies show how important it is for the population to have adequate and safe road
networks in constant development [20].

1.1. Study Area

The situation in the Dominican Republic is framed within the aforementioned particu-
larities. The country has 4,842,367 private vehicles registered in its national vehicle fleet
as of 2020, representing an increase of 4.5% over the previous year [21]. This number of
vehicles, together with the state of the road infrastructure, has an impact on the country’s
mobility problems and its high accident rate, which is one of the highest in the world [22].
Although the Dominican Republic has multiple means of public transport, the quality of
these means that citizens choose to travel by private car or motorcycle [23]. The public
transport supply is mainly composed of motorcycles, cabs, and urban buses, although
there are also metro and metropolitan buses in the major cities of Santo Domingo and
Santiago [24].

Additionally, in recent years national and local authorities have tried to promote
sustainable transport through communication campaigns, but they have not been assessed
as very effective [25]. Data from 2018 indicate that only 21% travel by foot regularly, 36%
by public transport, and less than 1% make regular trips by bicycle [26].

In regard to economic settings, most trade in the Dominican Republic is carried out by
land transport, with the country’s road network being the main facilitator of the distribution
of goods and services [27]. In addition, the existing literature in the field generally agrees
on the importance of counting on adequate development and maintenance actions of roads,
routes, and public transport vehicles, given that all them constitute potential engines to
invigorate many other important dynamics of the country’s economy, including tourism
and regional development [28].
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1.2. Objectives

The present study aims to examine the perceptions of the population of the Dominican
Republic regarding the state of their road infrastructure, public transport, and the degree
to which they believe their cities are prepared for the travel needs of their citizens. In
addition, opinions regarding future measures that the government plans to implement
were also analyzed, in order to assess the degree of peoples’ predisposition to partake in
such changes, and to suggest some practical guidelines for transport-related policymakers
in the region.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

This study analyzed the information provided by a nationwide sample of n = 1260
Dominican Republic residents from different cities of the country. It was a completely
voluntary and anonymous process and corresponded to the main features of the general
Dominican population. According to the ONE census (National Statistics Office of Do-
minican Republic), the sample distribution was proportional to the population by gender,
age (over 18), habitat, and province [18] (Table 1 and Figure 1). If we assume a degree of
confidence of 99 percent, a maximum margin of error of 5 percent (=0.05), and a beta of
0.20, which allows for an 80 percent power, the minimum sample size should be around
n = 680 (Table 1).

Table 1. Sociodemographic data of the sample.

Feature Category
Total Male Female

n % n % n %

Age range

18–24 260 20.6% 136 21.6% 124 19.7%
25–34 311 24.7% 146 23.2% 165 26.2%
35–49 366 29.0% 193 30.6% 173 27.5%
50–64 221 17.5% 108 17.1% 113 17.9%
>65 102 8.1% 57 17.1% 55 8.7%

Total 1260 100% 630 100% 630 100%

Do you drive a motor vehicle?
Yes 580 46.0% 458 72.7% 122 19.4%
No 680 54.0% 172 27.3% 508 80.6%

Total 1260 100% 630 100% 630 100%

Do you have a driver’s license?
Yes 273 21.7% 244 38.7% 29 4.6%
No 987 78.7% 386 61.3% 601 95.4%

Total 1260 100% 630 100% 630 100%

Do you normally drive?
Yes 470 37.3% 392 62.2% 78 12.4%
No 790 62.7% 238 37.8% 552 87.6%

Total 1260 100% 630 100% 630 100%

Type of driver
Professional 202 35.1% 190 41.5% 12 9.8%

Private 373 64.9% 264 57.6% 109 89.3%
Total 685 100% 454 100% 121 100%

2.2. Design, Procedure and Instruments

The data used in this study came from the Dominican Republic’s National Survey
on Mobility, which was conducted in 2019 [29]. The questionnaire covered topics such
as institutional knowledge and traffic rules, public transportation, private transportation,
on-foot movements, bike use, ITS systems and measures, and the variables studied in this
study. It is a first-of-its-kind questionnaire in Latin America, where such comprehensive
instruments had never been used. It was first administered in 2018 to examine the situation
in the country and detect changes in the way Dominicans move as a result of INTRANT’s
different programs.
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Figure 1. Distribution of the study sample by provinces or regions.

Personal, in-person interviews were used to administer the survey. The sample was
collected between 24 November and 7 December of this year. The information was gathered
using a CAPI system (Computer Assisted Personal Interviews) on tablets, which recorded
and geo-referenced the interviews in order to shorten the interview time and eliminate any
recording errors.

In order to achieve the proposed objectives, the following variables were taken into account:

• Sociodemographic variables and driving data: gender, age group, habitat, Do you
habitually drive? Are you a professional driver? Do you currently hold have a
driving license?

• Perceptions of road infrastructure: aspects such as street lighting, traffic density and
speed, the distance of pedestrians from vehicles, safety or the condition of sidewalks
are evaluated. In addition, a general evaluation of the degree to which the Dominican
Republic is prepared for walking. All on a Likert scale of 0–10.

• Perceptions of public transport: elements such as comfort, pre-fare, accessibility,
cleanliness and punctuality, evaluated on a 10-point Likert scale.

• Assessment of possible future measures in the field of transit mobility: various concrete
actions such as the construction of bridges and tunnels, the improvement in the
prioritization of transport, the improvement of sidewalk and road conditions or
the development of road education programs and traffic communication campaigns
scored on a Likert scale ranging between 0 and 10.

2.3. Data Processing

The goal of this study was to describe and characterize the general memory of the
Dominican public on traffic campaigns through descriptive (frequency) analysis. ANOVA
tests were also run to see whether there were any statistical correlations with sociodemo-
graphic factors. Following the collection of these data, statistical analyses were conducted
using IBM SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences), version 23.0.

2.4. Ethics

The Ethics Committee of Research in Social Science in Health of the University of
Valencia was consulted before the study, and it confirmed that the research met general eth-
ical criteria and was in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki (IRB approval number:
HE0001251019). After the team had given them a detailed description of the research goal
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and all preceding considerations, participants gave their informed consent to participate in
the study. It is important to remark that the administration of personal information was
carried out in compliance with current data protection regulations and ethical standards
(including their full anonymity and the blinding of any potential identification informa-
tion, except for generic demographic features), as it was also explained to each one of the
participants before starting the survey.

3. Results

The general perception of Dominicans is that their country does not have streets
sufficiently prepared for walking (M = 5.20; SD = 3.69). Such assessment is determined
by the state of the roads and the road infrastructures linked to pedestrian displacements.
Figure 2 shows the scores given to various specific aspects of public roads in the Dominican
Republic. The perception that there are few places to cross the street (M = 4.78; SD = 3.57),
the short green time at traffic lights when pedestrians are crossing (M = 4.67; SD = 3.78),
and the lack of separation between pedestrians and other road users, particularly with
vehicles on the road (M = 4.98; SD = 3.61) stand out among them. In addition, citizens
point out the low level of safety they perceive when walking (M = 4.59; SD = 3.69). This
situation has repercussions for pedestrians, who relatively frequently have to avoid certain
streets due to the danger they perceive (M = 6.15; SD = 3.94), as well as having to change
sidewalks because of parked vehicles or other obstacles in the road (M = 6.38; SD = 3.88).

Figure 2. Assessment of roadway features by Dominican pedestrians.

The evaluation of public transport is relatively positive, especially in relation to
accessibility (M = 7.08; SD = 3.19) and frequency (M = 6.99; SD = 3.08). However, there are
some aspects that present insufficient scores. Especially comfort (M = 5.11; SD = 3.56), price
(M = 6.27; SD = 3.40), and cleanliness (M = 5.42; SD = 3.67) (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Assessment of public transportation conditions in the Dominican Republic.

In general, there was observed a favorable predisposition towards the possible new
measures that could be adopted by the Dominican government in terms of road mobility,
as none of them were rated, on average, below 7.5 out of 10 possible points (see Figure 4).
The improvement of public transport priority (M = 8.93; SD = 2.03), the improvement of
sidewalks for pedestrians (M = 8.92; SD = 2.24), and the improvement of roads, highways,
and connectors (M = 8.85; SD = 2.24) stand out over the other possible issues presented
in relation to transportation system features. In other words, this shows how, overall,
there is a perceived priority for improving road conditions and traffic infrastructure over
other more educational or transportation planning measures over other relevant issues,
such as transport cleanness (especially if the impact of the current COVID-19 pandemic is
considered) and transport security.

It should be also noted that most of the measures were more highly rated by women
than by men. However, there were only significant differences between these two groups
in a total of four items, all of them related to public transport. Therefore, it was determined
that females are more willing than males to adopt measures that encourage shared transport,
allow greater priority to be given to public transportation, generate specific routes for public
transport, and improve modal interchange between different modes of transport. Although
there were no significant differences between provinces, there were differences according
to habitat. Some measures showed differences between people with a driver’s license
and those without one. However, given the characteristics of Dominican citizens, it is
curious that there were no such significant differences between regular and nonregular
drivers. Table 2 presents the mean comparison test scores and significance levels of all the
variables analyzed.
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Figure 4. Assessment of future mobility measures by Dominican citizens.

Table 2. Differences in the assessment of mobility measures according to citizens’ genders.

Mobility Measures and Improvements

Gender

ANOVAMale Female

n M SD n M SD

Generating lanes to prioritize public transportation * 620 8.14 2.58 614 8.51 2.30 F(1,1233) = 6.924; p = 0.009
Improving priority pass public transportation * 625 8.76 2.21 626 9.10 1.82 F(1,1250) = 8.832; p = 0.003

Encouraging shared cars * 604 7.95 2.67 595 8.31 2.43 F(1,1198) = 6.058; p = 0.014
Potentiating intermodal transportation * 610 8.03 2.43 302 8.30 2.44 F(1,1211) = 3.804; p = 0.050

Habitat

ANOVAUrban Rural

n M SD n M SD

Building tunnels * 1020 8.01 3.10 226 7.04 3.50 F(1,1245) = 17.423; p < 0.01
Generating lanes to prioritize public transportation * 1012 8.40 2.41 222 7.99 2.61 F(1,1232) = 5.158; p = 0.023

Establishing fixed stops public transportation * 1021 8.72 2.39 229 8.31 2.50 F(1,1248) = 5.465; p = 0.020
Regulating spaces to park * 1023 8.83 2.23 228 8.48 2.37 F(1,1249) = 4.323; p = 0.038

Communications campaigns * 1021 8.41 2.52 228 7.98 2.66 F(1,1247) = 5.320; p = 0.021

Driving License

ANOVAYes No

n M SD n M SD

Building tunnels * 272 8.28 2.68 974 7.71 3.31 F(1,1245) = 6.782; p = 0.009
Regulating spaces to park * 272 9.01 1.93 979 8.69 2.34 F(1,1249) = 4.187; p = 0.041

Promoting the use of non-fossil fuels * 269 8.57 2.21 967 8.16 2.65 F(1,1235) = 5.309; p = 0.021
Encouraging walking * 270 8.82 2.04 977 8.32 2.77 F(1,1245) = 7.623; p = 0.006

* All study variable comparisons appended in the table correspond to significant differences (p < 0.050).
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4. Discussion

This manuscript aims to examine the perceptions of the citizens of the Dominican
Republic regarding the state of the national road infrastructure and transport vehicles.
This is a first approximation of the travel needs of Dominicans, which has direct practical
implications for the development of future measures affecting road construction and
transportation mobility planning in the country.

There is a general perception that the state of the roads is not entirely adequate.
Respondents are clearly dissatisfied with the road conditions, which even forces them to
change some of their routes. The proximity to vehicles, the density and speed of traffic,
and the obstacles on the sidewalks are some of the problems pedestrians have in their daily
lives. Additionally, this is a problem that not only affects mobility and travel, but also
has direct repercussions on the road safety of users [30,31]. Factors such as the absence of
pedestrian infrastructure [32], poor lighting [33], or the type of street [34] are linked to road
accidents. In addition, it has been proven that walking on a street in poor conditions affects
pedestrians and makes them more prone to jaywalking or other risky behaviors [35].

This situation undoubtedly makes pedestrians in emerging countries, where pedes-
trian protection is less developed, particularly vulnerable [36–38]. Data indicate that more
than 40% of the annual deaths caused by traffic accidents involve pedestrians in Asia,
Africa, and the Caribbean. In comparison, this figure is less than 20% in Europe and
the United States [39]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop actions specifically aimed at
the protection and safety of pedestrians [40,41]. In fact, one of the measures most highly
valued by Dominicans is the improvement of sidewalks as well as roads. In any case, and
until an increase in the quality of these road infrastructures is designed and implemented,
pedestrians should be aware of the risks of the road and try to protect themselves to the
best of their ability [42]. Avoiding being distracted by a phone and being aware of the road
circumstances can be crucial to prevent a crash [43].

In this sense, a second group harmed by road conditions is the cyclists. In the Domini-
can Republic, they are a tremendously reduced road group. In fact, the latest data indicate
that only 1% use bicycles on a daily basis [25]. In countries such as Denmark, the United
Kingdom, or Australia, infrastructure improvement for cyclists led to a substantial increase
in this type of user [44,45]. Therefore, it is very likely that the Dominican Republic would
substantially increase its cycling population if appropriate actions are taken.

It is important to promote walking and cycling to reduce pollution rates and increase
the sustainability of the country [46]. In addition to this, citizens should also be encouraged
to use public transport [47]. The vehicular circumstances and conditions in which the
public transport fleet of many emerging countries is in, among other factors, cause citizens
to tend not to use them as much as desirable [48]. In these places, public transport tends
to have poorer planning and service [49,50]. In particular, the Dominican Republic has
several transportation systems but with poorly defined routes that are not adapted to the
needs of citizens [51]. In fact, the most commonly used public means of transport are urban
buses and motorcycle cabs, which generally do not have established stops but pick up
passengers at points of high passenger density that are not defined in the metropolitan bus
routes [52]. This leads to some road chaos, traffic jams, and mobility problems [53].

In this sense, it is not surprising that measures focused on improving public transport
routes are among the most highly valued. In addition, it should be noted that these
types of actions are the ones in which the most significant differences are found according
to gender, with females being the ones who prioritize them the most. This is logical
given the dynamics of displacement in the country, where there are practically no women
drivers [25]. Therefore, they especially demand conditions that are more appropriate to the
characteristics of their trips [27].

The lack of safety perceived by users is another element to be mentioned. For both on
foot and public transport, security is poorly rated. In these scenarios, robberies, violent
actions, or harassment can occur, which also determines the consumption level of public
transport services [54,55]. This is undoubtedly an important problem, as it indicates that
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improving road infrastructure conditions may not be enough to change travel dynam-
ics [56]. Not feeling safe and comfortable is sufficient motivation to avoid traveling in the
area or vehicle that causes such insecurity [57].

This context is especially important with women [58]. Figures indicate that public
roads, and more specifically, public transport, are areas where harassment situations
frequently occur [59–61]. In addition, they have the problem that, even if they do not want
to use any particular transport, they are often forced to do so because they have no other
travel options [62]. This occurs especially in countries such as the Dominican Republic,
where it is very rare to find women drivers [25]. Harassment in transportation is a common
phenomenon worldwide, so in recent years specific actions have been developed to reduce
the insecurity of female users [63]: from basic measures such as the installation of security
cameras [64] or education and social awareness campaigns [65] to major actions such as
“pink” vehicles or cars for females only [66], or specific mobile applications [67].

In short, if the authorities intend to change the dynamics of travel of Dominicans in
favor of more sustainable mobility, concrete actions must be developed to improve road
infrastructure and the conditions of public vehicles [68]. Only this way will it be possible to
initiate a change that increases walking, cycling, and public transport in the country [69].

5. Conclusions

After analyzing the perceptions of Dominican users regarding the conditions of their
country’s transportation and infrastructure, the results of this study allow to describe a
considerably low valuation of these key transport-related spheres.

On the other hand, citizens tend to support the implementation of new measures to
improve these conditions, in order to adapt them to their actual needs. In this regard, these
measures should be aimed at improving the public transport fleet, as well as planning
routes that meet the needs of the population. In addition, it is necessary to improve the
condition of sidewalks and pedestrian walkways, in order to both enhance walkability and
active transport, thus fostering sustainable mobility.

The results of this study may be of great use to the authorities of the Dominican
Republic and other emerging countries with similar contexts and characteristics [9]. This
is the first step before the planning, design, and implementation of concrete actions to
improve mobility and, consequently, the pollution levels produced by the large number of
trips in private transport.
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Abstract: Distracting activities while driving are common and can result in errors that threaten
road users’ safety. The main objectives of this study were to investigate drivers’ perspectives of the
factors contributing to distraction, determine the relative rank of types of distractions, recognize
the road factors and environmental effects that make distractions more dangerous, and identify the
most effective measures to reduce driver distractions. A survey was conducted to assess Jordanian
drivers’ experiences with distracted driving, and what solutions they believed could be implemented
to solve the problems. The study’s outcomes revealed that drivers perceive visual distractions as
the most dangerous, followed by cognitive, manual, and auditory distractions, respectively. It was
also found that “mobile phone texting or dialing” was ranked the top most dangerous visual and
manual distracting factor. “Baby is crying or kids are fighting in the back seat” was perceived by
all demographic groups as the riskiest auditory factor. Regarding cognitive distraction, four factors
were perceived as the most serious, of which “Baby is crying”, “Driving while angry or sad or
agitated”, “Talking on a cell phone—even a hands-free one” and “Conversing with passengers” were
determined to be the top four distracting factors. The results also revealed that drivers believe that
“laws and enforcement” is the most effective measure to reduce distractions while driving.

Keywords: attention; COVID-19; driver’s distraction; mobile phone; perspectives; traffic safety

1. Introduction

Distracting activities while driving are common and can result in driving errors that
threaten road users’ safety, as they might result in crashes. This is a crucial factor in the
occurrence of traffic accidents, because the safety performance of the driver is reduced [1,2].
It has been reported that over 90% of traffic accidents are the outcome of human error and
are caused by visual information acquisition issues [3]. Moreover, drivers are responsible
for causing 90% of critical conditions in traffic [4,5].

Particular activities or events can distract the driver while driving. The distraction
can be minimal or have no influence on the attention and driving performance of the
driver, or it might be so extensive that the driver is not able to provide the required
attention to the driving task, which greatly reduces his/her driving performance [6].
Hanowski et al. [7] described a distraction as occurring in the inattentive event, causing
a delay in identifying information that is required for safely performing a driving task.
Topolšek et al. [8] emphasized that there is no fundamental definition of driver distraction
presently appropriate, but they argue that the most authentic definition would be that
of Oviedo-Trespalacios et al. [9] who defined distraction as an occurrence encompassing
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the diversion of a driver’s attention, temporarily focusing on something not related to
his driving, which particularly mitigates his awareness, performance, and ability to make
driving decisions.

Causes of driving distractions can be associated with any cognitive procedure, such as
solving mathematical issues, using information systems in the vehicle, mind-wandering, or
daydreaming; all of these can impact a driver’s attention that should be directed to the driv-
ing process [10]. Drivers are fundamentally flexible and can shift their driving-associated
behavior in a manner that enables them to meet an elevated demand for activities not
associated with their driving [7]. Kinnear and Stevens [11] categorized driver distractions
into four categories, which are not mutually exclusive, and drivers have been known to be
involved in more than one type of distraction at the same time.

• Visual: taking the eyes off the road and glancing elsewhere to engage in a secondary
activity inside or outside the vehicle.

• Manual: taking one or both hands off the steering wheel to engage in another activity.
• Cognitive: taking one’s mind off the driving task.
• Auditory: diverting attention while driving. This type is mostly mutual with other dis-

tractions.

Potentially the most common distracting factor is the use of mobile phones, explored
in a previous study by Sterkenburg and Jeon [12]. The use of such devices reduces driving
precision and causes up to 50% slower responses to risks, thus causing a deterioration in
performance [13]. Wood et al. [13] indicated that the use of hands-free systems also in-
duces distracting effects. In-vehicle entertainment systems also influence driving behavior
through acts such as adjusting radio volume [14,15].

The use of navigation systems has different impacts on the efficiency of driving, associ-
ated with the manner of controlling the device, manually or vocally [16]. Jenness et al. [17]
revealed that manually operated devices take more attention from the driver, require a
longer time to operate, and cause drivers to take their eyes off the road, compared with
voice-operated devices.

Elements of the roadside can also present critical driver distractions as compared
to in-vehicle distractions. Although observation of the traffic environment and road-
side is an essential activity in driving, some elements outside of the vehicle may draw
drivers’ attention and present a critical distraction. For instance, roadside billboards and
posters, electronic billboards, and landscape heritage sites are considered key distractors to
drivers [18–20].

Mind-wandering is another important distraction, which commonly occurs when a
driver is 30–50% awake [21,22]. Née et al. [23] reported that half of the drivers acknowl-
edge experiencing some mind-wandering prior to having a traffic accident. Xu et al. [24]
examined the correlations and frequency of driver mind-wandering, and found that whilst
mind-wandering drivers do not reveal most of the vehicle-control impairments, they barely
focus their visual attention on the road. Therefore, mind-wandering is associated with
a reduced ability to monitor one’s environment. Xu et al. [24] also reported that mind-
wandering is positively associated with risky driving, negative emotional or cognitive
driving styles, aggressive driving, and driving under the impact of alcohol.

Cognitive distractions and visual distractions are the most important distractions that
reduce driving performance, and include visual perception efficiency, steering control,
response to hazards, and lane variation [25].

In Jordan, accident statistics show a relatively low level of traffic safety compared to
that in developed countries, which causes large socio-economic losses. The Annual Report
of Traffic Accidents in Jordan for the year of 2019 [26] presents the following facts about
the status of traffic safety in Jordan:

• (161,511) traffic accidents occurred in Jordan (a country of 10 million people), of which
(10,857) were accidents that caused human injuries, with (643) deaths and an estimated
financial cost of JOD 454 million.
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• Jordan was ranked among the top four countries to have (4.3) deaths per (10) thousand
vehicles in 2017.

• Human error was responsible for 98.2% of accidents involving human injuries in 2019.
• Driver fault (i.e., not taking the necessary precautions) was completely responsible for

a high percentage (i.e., around 40%) of injuries and deaths in 2019.
• In 2019, passengers constituted the highest percentage of the total injuries (41.13%),

followed by drivers (33.03%), and pedestrians (25.84%), while passenger deaths scored
the highest percentage (41.7%), followed by pedestrians (37%) and then drivers (21%).

Furthermore, the Jordan Traffic Institute’s statistics show that distracted driving was
responsible for 24.2% of traffic accidents on rural and suburban roads for the years 2014
to 2018.

Several research studies have examined the significance of different driver distractions
on traffic accidents. However, none have investigated these distractions from the driver’s
perspective. It is important to understand how drivers perceive distraction factors, which
would help researchers, auto-manufacturers, in-vehicle infotainment system developers,
traffic experts, and public authorities identify the most effective measures to reduce driver
distractions and teach different driver groups the best practices that fit their driving
behaviors and keep them attentive. Therefore, as mentioned before, this study aims to
investigate drivers’ perspectives of factors contributing to driver distractions, determine
the rank and order of distraction types, recognize the road factors and environmental
effects that make distractions more dangerous, and identify the most effective measures
that must be taken to reduce driver distractions. This study is the first in Jordan and,
perhaps worldwide, that attempts to pinpoint and rank the major distraction factors and
types from drivers’ perspectives.

2. Methodology

To achieve the study’s objectives, a survey was conducted among Jordanian drivers
who are licensed and registered with the Vehicle License Department. The survey, written
in the Arabic language, was randomly distributed and collected electronically. A total of
850 drivers responded intentionally and returned their responses within four months (July
2020–October 2020). However, due to incomplete responses to the questions, the final sam-
ple size used for the analysis was 826 responses that were relevant to the study’s objectives.

The survey questionnaire was designed to collect demographic, behavioral, and
perspective data from respondent drivers. The questionnaire was divided into (four)
sections. Section A was designed to collect information about the driver’s gender, age,
education, employment type and the age of their car, driving license type, and the holding
period. Sections B and C were to collect information related to the driver’s behavior
during driving and the driver’s perspective about distraction types and factors. Section D
collected information related to road factors and environmental effects that might increase
distraction risks and consequences.

Furthermore, respondents were asked to rank (i.e., give weight or order) each factor of
each type of distraction on a scale from 1 to 10 (i.e., 10 for highest danger and 1 for lowest
danger) for visual, manual, and cognitive distraction types, and from 1 to 5 for auditory
distraction. Moreover, respondents were asked to rank the distraction types from 1 to 4
according to their danger as perceived by drivers, with higher values indicating higher
danger (section C). In addition, they were asked to select the most effective measure, in
their opinion, to reduce the driver’s distractions (section D).

The collected survey data were analyzed using both Microsoft Excel and SPSS software.
Descriptive statistics were presented in the form of frequencies and percentages, and rating
questions as means and medians. In addition, rankings, which were based on average
weights provided by respondent drivers, were used to identify the types of distractions,
and the most important distracting road and environmental factors for drivers.
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3. Results

The analysis of the collected survey data is presented in the following subsections.

3.1. Demographic and Driving Characteristics

The demographic characteristics of respondents are summarized in Table 1. Male
respondents constituted 68% of the respondents while 32% were female drivers. Out
of 826 drivers, 38% of the drivers were aged 24–40 years, 35% 41–60 years, and 19%
18–23 years. Forty-four percent of the participants had a bachelor’s degree, 28% had a
master’s degree, and 18% had a high school certificate. Table 1 clearly shows that the
respondents were a rich reflection of the basic profile of both the population of Jordan, and
of Jordanian licensed drivers. The respondents cut across different age groups, genders,
and education levels.

Table 1. Demographic profile of respondents.

Factor Frequency Percent

Gender
Male 558 68

Female 268 32
Age (years)

18–23 160 19
24–40 314 38
41–60 286 35
>60 66 08

Education
High school 152 18

Diploma 78 09
Bachelor degree 366 44

Master’s degree and above 230 28
Employment

Full-time 440 53
Part-time 76 09
Retired 76 09
Student 130 16

Home maker/others 104 13

The driving characteristics of participants are presented in Table 2. The majority of
the participants had a privately owned vehicle (76.0%). About fifty-two percent (51.6%)
had driven vehicles manufactured in the last 10 years. About 44.3% of drivers always wore
seat belts and a similar percentage (44.3%) had never been involved in a crash. Fifty-four
percent (54.0%) of the respondents occasionally sent text messages, whereas (28.6%) of
the drivers kept their mobile phones close and within reach. Mobile phones were used by
(61.7%) as a means for navigation when car navigation was not available and (48.2%) of the
drivers used only one hand to hold the steering wheel except when passing by the police,
or during heavy traffic or bad weather. About forty-one percent (41.4%) of drivers used
the radio knob to adjust the volume or change the channel, whereas (53.5%) of the drivers
occasionally listened to very loud music. In addition, (58.8%) of the drivers occasionally
ate, drank, or smoked while driving.

3.2. Drivers’ Perceptions of Distraction Factors and Types

As stated earlier, respondents were asked to rank (i.e., give weight to) each of the
distracting factors for each type of distraction on a scale from 1 to 10 (i.e., 10 for highest
danger and 1 for lowest danger) for visual, manual, and cognitive distraction types, and
from 1 to 5 for auditory distraction. Respondents were also asked to rank the distraction
types from 1 to 4 according to their danger level as they perceived them, with higher values
indicating higher danger.
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Table 2. Driving characteristics of respondents.

Factor Observations Percent

Number of years having a driver’s license
<2 118 14.3
2–5 116 14.0
5–10 118 14.3
>10 474 57.4
Type of driving license
Private (Type 3) 704 85.2
Public (Type 4) 64 7.7
Two axles bus and truck < 7.5 ton (Type 5) 36 4.4
All vehicle (Type 6) 22 2.7
Vehicle type
Private/owned 628 76.0
Private/rented 18 2.2
Private/work 28 3.4
Private/borrowed 70 8.5
Public/car 48 5.8
Public/bus 34 4.1
Vehicle age (year)
<10 426 51.6
10–20 262 31.7
>20 138 16.7
Wearing seat belt
Always 366 44.3
Occasionally 332 40.2
Never 128 15.5
Crash involvement and cause
Never 366 44.3
Speeding 94 11.4
Close following (tailgating) 122 14.8
Distracted 138 16.7
Others 106 12.8
Text messaging while driving
Always 66 8.0
Occasionally 446 54.0
Never 314 38.0
Mobile phone position in vehicle
Never use phone while driving 110 13.3
In hand 210 25.4
Fixed on dashboard 102 12.3
Close so it can be reached easily 236 28.6
Use of blue tooth 168 20.3
Navigation system Used
Car navigation system 58 7.0
Mobile phone because car navigation has no local maps identified 166 20.1
Mobile phone because car navigation is not available 510 61.7
Mobile phone even if the car has navigation system 92 11.1
Holding steering wheel
Both hands all the time 106 12.8
One hand all the time 64 7.7
Both hands most of time 258 31.2
One hand most of time except when passing police or in bad weather or heavy traffic 398 48.2
Adjust volume or change channel by:
Radio knob 342 41.4
Steering wheel control (if available) 340 41.2
Radio knob even if steering wheel control available 144 17.4
Turning the volume to very loud when listening to favorite music
Always 130 15.7
Occasionally 442 53.5
Never 254 30.8
Eating, drinking, or smoking while driving
Always 144 17.4
Occasionally 486 58.8
Never 196 23.7
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Table 3 presents the ranking of distraction factors by type as reported by all respon-
dents. The average value of all the ranks (weights) was used as the basis for ranking the
distraction factors and types in Table 3. According to respondents, the visual distraction
type was perceived as the most dangerous type of distraction (i.e., ranked 4/4). The second
riskiest distraction type was the cognitive distraction, followed by manual distraction,
while the auditory distraction was perceived as the least dangerous type.

Table 3. Ranking of distraction factors by type as reported by all respondents.

Distraction Type Factors
Average of

Weights
* Rank Based on
Average Weight

Median of
Weights

Visual (Overall) 3.338 4/4 4
Mobile phone texting or dialing 8.184 10/10 10

Outside person, object, event 6.842 9/10 8
Rubbernecking 6.406 7/10 6

Smoking, looking for a cigarette or lighter 5.016 2/10 4
Programming the navigation (GPS) 5.332 3/10 6

Searching for or changing radio station or
car controls 3.801 1/10 2

Looking for something in car or in purse 5.830 5/10 6
Distracting events (spilled packages or drinks or

dropped cigarette) 6.653 8/10 6

Moving persons/objects in the vehicle (kids, pets,
equipment, things) 6.213 6/10 6

Fixing clothes or putting on makeup (grooming) 5.447 4/10 6
Cognitive (Overall) 2.791 3/4 3

Talking on a cell phone—even a hands-free one—or
running in-vehicle voice command systems 6.518 10/10 6

Conversing with passengers 5.656 6/10 6
Thinking about a problem that needs solving 5.215 4/10 6

Focusing on an engaging news report 4.029 1/10 4
Engine is making a weird noise 5.297 5/10 6

Music is loud 5.113 2/10 4
Baby is crying 6.440 7/10 6

Reprimanding children (kids are fighting in the
back seat) 6.518 10/10 6

Driving while holding a full bladder 5.147 3/10 4
Driving while angry or sad or agitated 6.484 8/10 6

Manual (Overall) 2.622 2/4 3
Using phone (texting, dialing, charging) 8.343 10/10 10

Changing the radio station or volume 4.387 3/10 4
Checking navigation (GPS) programming (no voice

operated GPS system) 6.314 7/10 6

Adjusting car climate control 4.038 1/10 4
Adjusting mirror, seats, or opening window 4.135 2/10 4

Reaching for a sandwich or drink 5.443 3/10 6
Smoking; reaching for a cigarette or lighter 5.452 4/10

Looking for something in car or in purse 6.803 9/10 8
Moving objects in the vehicle (kids, pets,

equipment, things) 6.610 8/10 6

Fixing clothes or putting on makeup (grooming) 5.966 6/10 6
Auditory (overall) 2.266 1/4 2

Mobile phone ringing 2.481 2/5 2
Engine is making a weird noise 3.019 4/5 3

Music is loud 2.886 3/5 3
Baby is crying or kids are fighting in the back seat 3.566 5/5 4
Audible vehicle warning (seat belt warning or lane

departure warning) 2.438 1/5 2

* Higher values reflect higher danger and lower values reflect lower danger.
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Among the visual and cognitive factors, “mobile phone texting or dialing” and “talk-
ing on a cell phone” or “dealing with vehicle voice command systems” were the factors
that most distracted the respondents from the surrounding traffic environment. More-
over, “outside person, object or event”, “distracting events”, “rubbernecking”, “moving
objects in the vehicle”, and “looking for something in the car” were other visual factors
that distracted the attention of Jordanian drivers. Likewise, “driving while angry, sad or
agitated”, “crying baby”, “conversing with passengers”, and “weird engine noise” were
other cognitive factors that distracted their attention (Table 3).

In terms of manual factors, “use of phone”, “looking for something in the car or in a
purse”, “moving objects in the vehicle”, and “checking the navigation programming” were
the factors distracting drivers’ attention. In terms of auditory factors, “children making
noises”, “fighting or crying”, and “engine making a weird noise” were some of the factors
that distracted attention, according to respondents.

The median of weights was also used as another way to rank the distracting factors
for each type of distraction as shown in Table 3. For visual distraction, the median value
of (10) suggests that “Mobile phone texting or dialing” was perceived as the highest risk
distraction factor in this type. Moreover, the median of weights was equal for a number
of factors together, thus putting them in the same risk level. For example, in the case of
cognitive distraction, the median values for all the factors were four or six, thus making it
hard to order these factors according to risk. It is believed that using the average weights
was much more helpful in ranking the factors based on how risky the respondents believe
the consequences to be.

In order to investigate how each demographic group perceives distraction types,
Table 4 was extracted from the collected data based on the average weight value of re-
spondents’ rankings. Table 4 lists the ranks of distraction types as perceived by each
demographic group, the top ranked distraction factor among each distraction type, and
the most effective measure to reduce distraction. Table 4 clearly shows that almost all
demographic groups see that visual distraction is the most dangerous type, followed by
cognitive distraction, with manual and auditory distractions coming last. Only educated
people with master’s degrees and above ranked manual distraction in second place and
cognitive in third place, while visual and auditory shared the same ranking with other
groups. To make Table 4 more informative, the percentage of drivers in each group who
selected each factor as the most distracting one was presented.

Table 4 also shows that “mobile phone texting or dialing” was ranked the top most
dangerous visual distraction factor by almost all demographic groups. Only the age group
18–23 and drivers with high school education believed that “Outside person, object, or
event” was the most dangerous visual distraction factor. Among all manual distraction
factors, “Using phone (texting, dialing, charging)” was perceived as the most distracting
factor by all groups. Similarly, “Baby is crying or kids are fighting in the back seat” was
perceived by all as the riskiest auditory factor.

Regarding the cognitive distraction type, four different factors were perceived as the
most distracting by different demographic groups. “Baby is crying” was perceived as
the most dangerous by females, drivers who had had their driving license for 5–10-years,
and home makers. “Driving while angry or sad or agitated” was perceived as the most
dangerous factor by males, age groups 24–40, and 41–60, people who had had their driving
license for >10 years, full-time employees, and drivers with a bachelor’s degree or higher.
The “Talking on a cell phone—even a hands-free one” cognitive factor was perceived as
most dangerous by drivers with part-time employment, retirees, students, people with
high school and diploma certificates, people with 0–5 years driving experience, and drivers
more than 60. Only one group (18–23 years young people) considered “Conversing with
passengers” as the most dangerous cognitive distracting factor.
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Table 4. Rank of distraction types and top ranked distraction factors as perceived by demographic groups.

Demographic
Variable

Distraction Type Rank Top Ranked
Visual Factor

** (%)

Top Ranked
Manual Factor

** (%)

Top Ranked
Cognitive Factor

** (%)

Top Ranked
Auditory Factor

** (%)

Most Effective Measure in
Reducing Driver Distraction

** (%)Visual Manual Cognitive Auditory

Gender

Females 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(27%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(31%)

Baby is crying
(22%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(18%)

Laws and enforcement
(19%)

Males 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(57%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(66%)

Driving while angry or sad
or agitated

(25%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(26%)

Laws and enforcement
(38%)

Age

18–23 4 2 3 1
Outside person, object,

or event
(48%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(65%)

Conversing with
passengers

(41%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(39%)

Laws and enforcement
(43%)

24–40 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(57%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(56%)

Driving while angry or sad
or agitated

(28%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(29%)

Laws and enforcement,
Education and training

(29%)

41–60 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(62%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(66%)

Driving while angry or sad
or agitated

(20%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(21%)

Laws and enforcement
(41%)

>60 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(67%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(94%)

Talking on a cell
phone—even a hands-free

one
(61%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back sea

(46%)

Laws and enforcement
(49%)

Driving
Experience
(Number of
years having

driving license)

<2 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(46%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(58%)

Talking on a cell
phone—even a hands-free

one
(39%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(32%)

Laws and enforcement
(46%)

2–5 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(48%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(64%)

Talking on a cell
phone—even a hands-free

one
(41%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(43%)

Laws and enforcement
(33%)

5–10 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(46%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(63%)

Baby is crying
(17%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(25%)

Laws and enforcement
(25%)

>10 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(63%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(67%)

Driving while angry or sad
or agitated

(24%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(26%)

Laws and enforcement
(40%)
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Table 4. Cont.

Demographic
Variable

Distraction Type Rank Top Ranked
Visual Factor

** (%)

Top Ranked
Manual Factor

** (%)

Top Ranked
Cognitive Factor

** (%)

Top Ranked
Auditory Factor

** (%)

Most Effective Measure in
Reducing Driver Distraction

** (%)Visual Manual Cognitive Auditory

Education

High School 4 2 3 1
Outside person, object,

or event
(76%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(86%)

Talking on a cell
phone—even a hands-free

one
(66%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(49%)

Laws and enforcement
(46%)

Diploma 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(54%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(72%)

Talking on a cell phone
and baby is crying

(59%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(44%)

Laws and enforcement
(49%)

Bachelor degree 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(56%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(54%)

Driving while angry or sad
or agitated

(31%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(32%)

Laws and enforcement
(31%)

Master’s degree
and above 4 3 2 1

Mobile phone texting
or dialing

(63%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(64%)

Driving while angry or sad
or agitated

(23%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(22%)

Laws and enforcement
(39%)

Employment

Full-time 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(56%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(60%)

Driving while angry or sad
or agitated

(25%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(21%)

Laws and enforcement
(36%)

Part-time 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(40%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(66%)

Talking on a cell
phone—even a hands-free

one
(32%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(37%)

Laws and enforcement
(34%)

Retired 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(63%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(95%)

Talking on a cell
phone—even a hands-free

one
(47%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(40%)

Laws and enforcement
(47%)

Student 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing(
43%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging)

(62%)

Talking on a cell
phone—even a hands-free

one
(40%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(37%)

Laws and enforcement,
Technical approaches to restrict

distraction
(66%)

Home Maker 4 2 3 1
Mobile phone texting

or dialing
(52%)

Using phone (texting,
dialing, charging).

(65%)

Baby is crying
(23%)

Baby is crying or kids are
fighting in the back seat

(40%)

Laws and enforcement
(46%)

** (%) percentage of drivers in each group who selected this as the most distracting factor.
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Table 4 also conveys an interesting finding on how drivers in Jordan think about cor-
rective measures to reduce distractions. Most demographic groups believe that “laws and
enforcement” is the most effective measure to reduce distraction on the road. This reflects
the belief of Jordanian drivers, who daily witness and commit many traffic violations,
that the only way to succeed in reducing such violations is by enforcing traffic laws and
showing no tolerance to careless driving.

3.3. Drivers’ Perceptions Regarding Effect of Environment, Vehicle Type, and Road Factors

Table 5 presents drivers’ perceptions of environmental and vehicle type factors on dis-
traction. From the findings, (61.3%) of the participants indicated that both “non-daylight”
and “adverse weather conditions” had a similar effect on distraction while driving. How-
ever, (64.6%) indicated that driving a non-passenger car was more distracting, while (30.3%)
believed that driving a passenger car or a non-passenger car had a similar effect.

Table 5. Drivers’ perceptions of environmental and vehicle type factors on distraction.

Effect Frequency Percent

Environmental
Non-day light 98 11.8

Adverse weather conditions 222 26.9
Both will have similar effect 506 61.3

Vehicle Type
Passenger car 42 5.1

Non-passenger car (SUVs, pickup trucks, vans) 534 64.6
Both will have similar effect 250 30.3

Drivers were also asked if wearing a face mask while driving as a precaution against
COVID-19 might cause them any kind of distraction and affect their driving. Of the
respondents, 284 (34.4%) agreed that it had an effect, while 266 (32.2%) disagreed with such
a statement, and the remaining (33.4%) had a neutral perception of the mask’s effect on
distracting drivers and adversely affecting their driving skills. Table 6 shows the ranking
of road factors that influence drivers’ distractions based on the average weight given
by respondents. According to the responses, intersections were perceived as the most
dangerous road element to distracted drivers, followed by high-speed roads >70 km/h,
non-level grade, and roadways with more than two lanes.

Table 6. Ranking of road factors’ effect on distracting drivers as reported by all respondents.

Road Factor Intersections
Roadways with More

than 2 Lanes
Non Level Grade

High Speed
Roads > 70 km/h

Average of Weight 3.208 2.254 2.617 2.695
* Rank based on
Average Weight (4) (1) (2) (3)

Median of Weights 4 2 3 3

* Rank: higher value reflects higher danger and lower value reflects lower danger.

3.4. Drivers’ Perception of Measures to Reduce Drivers’ Distraction

One of the core objectives of this study was to emphasize the measures that can be
used to reduce distraction. Figure 1 shows drivers’ responses to the questions related
to the aforementioned objective. They reveal that laws and enforcement is the drivers’
preferred choice to reduce distraction, followed by measuring and understanding the effect
of distraction on safety, and then by education and training.
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Figure 1. Drivers’ choices of measures to reduce driver’s distraction.

4. Discussion

The main goal of this study was to rank the major distraction factors and distraction
types from drivers’ perspectives. The methods often used in studies of driver distraction
are not always effective or feasible in certain conditions. To achieve the purpose of the
current research, a naturalistic method was followed to evaluate drivers’ distractions in
Jordan. Observational studies are considered the most feasible, effective, and appropriate
for the recording of continuous data, with the core advantage being the fact that driving
is very close to natural reality. Therefore, a high degree of validity and reliability can be
associated with the findings.

As introduced earlier, Jordan suffers from a high rate of accidents, resulting in a large
socio-economic loss. In fact, it has been ranked among the top four countries in traffic
deaths for the year of 2017 [26]. In 2019, traffic accidents in Jordan resulted in 10,857 human
injuries and 643 deaths at a financial cost estimated at JOD 454 million. Several factors have
been confirmed to cause traffic accidents, mostly related to vehicle, road, or human error.
Among these factors, driver fault (“Not taking the necessary precautions”) was reported as
the cause of a high percentage (around 40%) of injuries and deaths in 2019 [26].

The analysis above showed that Jordanian drivers perceive visual distraction as the
most dangerous distraction type, followed by cognitive distraction, manual distraction,
and auditory distraction, in this order. It could be observed that drivers of all demographic
groups are well aware of the effects of visual distraction on driving, as it involves taking
the eyes off the road and glancing elsewhere to engage in a secondary activity inside or
outside the vehicle. Such an action may negatively interfere with the driver’s performance,
causing a prolonged period of reaction time, poor response to road signals, and difficulty
keeping to the appropriate lane, or to an appropriate tracking distance. Similar effects can
be observed with cognitive distractions, as the drivers’ attention is taken away from what is
happening during driving. This finding is consistent with Alizadeh and Dehzangi [25] who
found that cognitive and visual distractions are the most important noted distractions that
negatively influence performance, including visual perception efficiency, steering control,
response to hazards, and lane variation.

In addition, it was observed that the use of a mobile phone is one of the most distract-
ing risk factors. Responses indicated that drivers practice risky acts by using their mobile
phones while driving, without paying attention to its consequences. For example, it was
noticed that the extent of mobile phone usage for activities other than talking was alarming.
More than 50% of respondents occasionally sent a text message, and more than 90% of
respondents used mobile phones for navigation. These practices cause the drivers to take
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their eyes off the road, their attention away from the task of driving, and their hands off the
wheel, which would increase crash risks. This finding is also consistent with Sterkenburg
and Jeon [12], and Niu et al. [27], who highlighted the very negative impact of mobile
phones on performance.

Furthermore, the results showed that respondents perceived the use of wireless tech-
nologies and hand-free systems as a cause for distraction, which is consistent with earlier
findings by Wood et al. and Jenness et al. [13,17]. Wood et al. indicated that the use of
hands-free systems led to multiple distractions. Jenness et al. [17] revealed that manually
operated navigation systems are a major source of distraction because they take even more
attention from the driver and a longer time to operate.

Moreover, the acts of eating, drinking, or smoking were observed by more than half of
the drivers as a cause of distraction, despite the fact that these factors are not commonly
emphasized by safe driving campaigns. Theses campaigns tend to focus instead on mobile
phone use, despite the numerous other distractions which have unfavorable effects on
driving. These findings are consistent with others by Huemer and Vollrath [28], who
revealed that drivers were predisposed to agree that secondary task involvement can be
generally hazardous. However, a majorly mitigated ratio in the same study agreed that they
were distracted on particular occasions in which they were involved in secondary activities;
an even smaller ratio acquiesced that being involved in such factors put themselves at risk
of crashing.

Additionally, drivers’ responses revealed that more than 60% believed that both
“non-daylight” and “adverse weather conditions” had a similar effect on distraction while
“driving a non-passenger car” was more distracting than driving a passenger one. A similar
finding was reported by Stutts et al. [29], where distractions were more likely to occur
while driving during non-daylight hours, and while driving a pickup truck, van, or sport
utility vehicle.

Drivers’ perceptions of road factors also showed that intersections were perceived as
the most dangerous road component to distracted drivers, followed by high-speed roads of
>70 km/h, non-level grade, and roadways with more than two lanes. Drivers’ awareness
of the most dangerous sections of the roadway may cause them to be more alert and
attentive when going through these sections. This interpretation supports Stutts et al. [29],
who found that those who were distracted at the time of crashes were less likely to be
traveling on multilane roadways and less likely to have crashed at an intersection or other
road junction.

In addition, it was observed that most Jordanian drivers did not follow driving
instructions or use safety features. A considerable percentage of them did not wear
seatbelts, held the steering wheel with one hand, ate or smoked while driving, and listened
to very loud music while driving.

Based on the previous discussion, generally a good agreement can be observed be-
tween the analyzed perceptions of Jordanian drivers and findings in the literature re-
garding distractions rankings, the impact of using mobile phones, wireless technologies
and hand-free systems, eating, drinking, or smoking, and road and environmental fac-
tors [12,13,17,25,27–29].

Similarly, a good agreement can be observed between the opinions of Jordanian
drivers, and the real causes of traffic accidents related to drivers’ faults in Jordan. Al-
Rousan et al. [30] examined the characteristics of traffic accidents caused by distracted
driving on rural and suburban roadways in Jordan. The study analyzed 10,200 accidents
on nine road segments in Amman, Jordan’s capital city, from 2014 through to 2018. It
was found that 73% of reported accidents were related to the drivers’ faults. Among
these, 25.95% were related to distracted driving, while 9.6%, 2.63%, 2.44%, and 1.63%
were related to traffic rules violations, reckless driving, loss of control, and ignoring road
signs, respectively.

Furthermore, Albdour and Marafi [31] analyzed data of traffic accidents that were
caused by the fault of the driver in Jordan from 2009 to 2012. It was observed that these
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faults were the leading cause of traffic accidents in Jordan. Moreover, it was found that
“Tail gating”, “Not taking the necessary precautions while driving”, “Using Incorrect
Lane”, “Priorities false”, and “Reversing Incorrect” were the main factors related to traffic
accidents. The authors recommended enhancing driver training before licensing them
to drive on the road, increasing traffic education campaigns in schools and universities,
and strengthening the written and practical driving tests to reduce accidents caused by
driver faults.

In addition, Al-Omari and Obaidat [32] analyzed the pedestrian accidents in one
Jordanian city (i.e., Irbid city) for the period of 1999–2001. The study data showed that 37%
and 0.57% of pedestrian accidents related to the driver’s fault were caused by “Not Giving
Priority to Pedestrians” and “Failing to Comply with Obligatory Traffic Signs”, respectively.

As indicated earlier, the analysis revealed that Jordanian drivers did not follow traffic
laws or safe driving instructions and did not use the safety features in their cars. A
considerable percentage of drivers did not wear seatbelts, consumed food and drink or
smoked while driving, and used mobile phones while driving. Although drivers were
aware of laws banning such acts, they still engaged in them.

Responses demonstrated that the majority of Jordanian drivers considered traffic laws
and their enforcement as the most effective measure to reduce distraction. Traffic laws in
Jordan are very strict regarding behaviors which are distracting to drivers. Fines are applied
for distracting behaviors such as smoking and eating while driving and for installing any
devices or gadgets inside the vehicle that contribute to the driver’s distraction. For example,
a JOD 15 (USD 21) fine is issued for drivers caught holding their mobiles in their hands to
make a call or use its applications [33].

These laws have been legislated and must be well enforced, as a lot of traffic violations
have been reported. For example, 20,493 fines were issued during a two-day traffic cam-
paign in mid-June 2018 [34]. Moreover, around 217,000 traffic violations were recorded by
42 cameras across Amman during the third quarter of 2018 [35]. Additionally, 553,616 traffic
violations were reported in 2016 [36]. In 2015 and 2016, the total value of traffic fines was
estimated to be around JOD 88.5 million (USD 125 million) [37]. Due to a large number of
violations, including frequent phone use, there is a will to modify traffic laws in Jordan
by increasing the penalties for violations that lead to hazardous situations and/or cause
accidents [33].

Currently, several other strategies are applied to reduce the numbers and conse-
quences of traffic accidents in Jordan. Traffic surveillance and traffic awareness are among
the strategies of the Jordanian Central Traffic Department (JCTD). Traffic surveillance of
different forms (i.e., exposed, hidden, or modern (using cameras)) is used to cover most of
the roadway networks and inhibit traffic violations [33].

Furthermore, the level of traffic awareness among drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists
at the national level is one of the main goals of the Public Security Directorate’s (PSD)
work plans. Several approaches are used to enhance awareness levels, including traffic
awareness brochures and booklets, traffic awareness lectures given in universities and
schools, sending traffic awareness messages via Short Message Service (SMS), the pub-
lishing of a traffic news magazine, producing videos covering traffic violations and their
consequences and broadcasting them through the national TV Station, and developing
an effective communication channel with the public to obtain feedback and to receive
suggestions and complaints [33].

In addition, education and awareness campaigns are held to increase awareness
on the dangers of phone use while driving, urging people to respect traffic laws, and
helping to promote the culture of safe driving by evading dangerous traffic violations [33].
These campaigns are performed regularly and increase during the activation of seasonal
surveillance plans in the summer, during the fasting month of Ramadan when traffic
greatly increases, especially during the late afternoon hours, schools opening, and winter
emergency plans. They are held in coordination with the participation of other parties such
as the Ministry of Public Works and Housing, municipalities, the Royal Automobile Club,
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and several civil society organizations (unions, associations, and clubs). These companies
are held at the national level and can sometimes target specific locations or categories such
as one city/town, or only the youth, depending on the traffic situations and risks.

However, the current implemented approaches (e.g., law enforcement, education
and awareness campaigns) have a limited effect in most cases [38]. For example, drivers
can hide their phones to avoid police surveillance. So, certain inventive methods may be
essential to reduce distraction risks. Oviedo-Trespalacios et al. [39] suggested the use of
mobile phone applications which would reduce distractions while driving. These applica-
tions limit interactions with the mobile device (for example, block text messaging and/or
browsing) while the vehicle is in motion. Nguyen-Phuoc et al. [40] proposed reducing
distractions through custom-made interventions involving a variety of players (legislators,
police enforcement, psychological health specialists, advocacy groups and the extensive
community) in order to increase awareness, adjust attitudes and improve risk perceptions
related to the use of mobile phones during driving. They suggested educational tools and
road safety campaigns that include customizing road safety programs for individuals and
groups affected by problematic mobile phone use through targeted advertising.

A limitation of this study is that the findings are based on an analysis of Jordanian
drivers’ perspectives, which may have unique social, demographic, cultural, and other,
conditions. Therefore, the findings may not be extendable to other countries. The authors
recommend following an approach similar to the one in the current study to explore
intercultural differences and to get a deeper understanding of drivers’ faults that contribute
to distraction. Another limitation of the present study is that it relied on self-assessment
of general driving experiences, as compared to an external objective assessment. Thereby,
the study proposes that similar research be conducted with an objective measuring of
cognitive and visual distractions, while eliciting drivers’ perceptions of changes in their
traffic environment.

5. Conclusions

Jordan has suffered from a high rate of traffic accidents, resulting in a large socio-
economic loss. Human error was responsible for 98.2% of accidents involving human
injuries in the year of 2019. Among these errors, driver fault (“Not taking the necessary
precautions”) has been confirmed as the most recurrent cause responsible for a high
percentage of injuries and deaths [26]. This study aimed to investigate and rank the major
distraction factors and distraction types causing accidents from the drivers’ perspectives.
Based on the findings of this study, the following can be concluded:

1. Visual distraction was perceived as the most dangerous type, followed by cognitive
distraction, and then manual distraction, while auditory distraction came last.

2. Among visual and manual distraction types, “mobile phone” was one of the highest
risk factors that distracted drivers; therefore, more campaigns should be launched to
elucidate its risks and enforce the banning of its use in driving.

3. “Crying babies” and “fighting kids in the back seat” were the riskiest auditory factors.
4. Regarding cognitive distractions, four factors were perceived as the most distracting

by different demographic groups. They are the following: “Baby is crying”, “Driving
while angry or sad or agitated”, “Talking on a cell phone—even a hands-free one”,
and “Conversing with passengers”.

5. Laws and their enforcement were perceived as the most effective measure to reduce
distraction on the road. Therefore, legislated laws that ban handheld phones and
careless driving should be well enforced. In addition, phone applications that can
reduce distractions should be considered.

6. Educational tools and road safety awareness campaigns to encourage and enforce
personal responsibility for driving safely should focus on individuals and groups
with problematic driving behaviors, such as using mobile phones while driving, not
putting on seatbelts, holding steering wheel with one hand, and eating, drinking or
smoking while driving.
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7. Navigation systems with voice commands can be a better choice and a safer alternative
for using mobile phones for navigation.
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Abstract: Road traffic signs are part of the road infrastructure components meant to ensure the safe
use of roads by motorists and pedestrians alike. A good knowledge and comprehension of road signs
helps ensure smooth flow of traffic, improves safety for other motorists and provides drivers with
good reaction time to comply with the message dictated by the signs. Abu Dhabi, being the capital of
the UAE, brings together people from all over the world for work, business or tourism. Abu Dhabi
has quality roads and traffic signage together with an efficient police force that enforces adherence
to traffic rules. Despite all these and the reduced fatalities in absolute terms, traffic violations have
been increasing exponentially, resulting in five million traffic fines in 2019 for a population of about
2.9 million inhabitants. This study sought to assess motorists’ comprehension of the various traffic
signs used across the UAE. The results of the survey (N = 200) revealed that the drivers were able
to correctly identify 77% of the road signs in the survey. It was also found that the respondents
failed to correctly identify traffic signs within the specific category referred to as “advance warning
signs”. Respondents’ education, nationality, gender, and marital status did not have any statistically
significant effects on the results compared to earlier studies. It is recommended that more attention
be focused on driver education and training.

Keywords: Abu Dhabi; comprehension; driving behaviors; traffic signs; traffic safety

1. Introduction

Road transport is the most common transportation form globally. Road transportation
provides benefits both to nations and to individuals by facilitating the movement of
goods and people. It enables increased access to jobs, economic markets, education,
recreation, and health care, which in turn have direct and indirect positive impacts on
the health of populations [1]. However, driving on roads is a complex task that involves
extensive interactions between road users and the other components of the transport system,
such as the driver, the vehicle, and the road traffic environment [2]. This interaction, if
well-coordinated with appropriate road signs, effective drivers’ road sign education and
comprehension, can result in smooth flow of traffic, enhanced road safety and a general
reduction in traffic violations and accidents [3]. However, it has been reported that over
1.2 million deaths and about 50 million non-fatal injuries result from road accidents globally
on an annual basis [1]. The global cost of road accidents has been estimated to cost the
world economy USD 1.8 trillion between 2015–2030 or 0.12% of global Gross Domestic
Product [4]. In a bid to reduce this number of deaths, governments around the world
are taking different measures depending on the local domestic characteristics and driving
behaviors they wish to stop or encourage. Researchers have also undertaken assisting
governments by assessing the relationships between various factors and driving safety on
roads. Governments respond to bad driving behaviors mostly through punitive measures
such as fines to curb bad driving practices. Others have suggested the standardization
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of traffic signs internationally to enhance the ability of tourists to drive without further
host-country training [5].

The roads in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) are some of the best in the world in
terms of quality, as evidenced by their ranking in the road quality index. The UAE roads
were ranked ahead of more developed countries such as Germany, USA, UK and France in
the 2019 report of the World Economic Forum [6]. Oil wealth has led to the rapid growth
and development of Abu Dhabi and its sister Emirates within the UAE arrangement. This
rapid economic growth has attracted people from different regions of the world to the UAE
with its attendant need for smooth and efficient means of transportation. A large volume
of tourists also frequents the UAE annually, reaching over 15 million tourists in 2018 [7].
Some of these tourists prefer to rent cars and drive around on their own in order to get a
better feel of the country. While the Emirate of Dubai has introduced the Dubai metro in
addition to other modes of public transportation, the Emirate of Abu Dhabi only relies on
public buses, taxis, rental cars and private cars for the movement of people. This has led to
pressure on residents to own a personal car to ease movements from point to point. With
so many drivers from diverse backgrounds and driving educations, the situation is ripe for
traffic violations and accidents.

The police in Abu Dhabi issued five million fines against drivers in 2019 [8], with
a population of about 2.9 million (2016 estimates from Statistics Centre of Abu Dhabi
(SCAD)); this translates to 1.7 fines for every resident. Despite the increased volume of
fines against drivers, it has been found that road traffic injuries in the UAE remained
stable from 2012 to 2016 [9]. Another alarming factor in the road injuries and fatalities is
the overrepresentation of UAE nationals among the fatalities and the injured [10]. One
study of five countries within the Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) found that the drivers
correctly comprehended only 56% of the traffic signs they were presented [11]. The authors
also found that for the UAE in particular, the respondents (N-861) correctly comprehend
only 62% of the traffic signs presented to them. They attribute the poor performance
to the manner in which drivers are licensed and the laxity of the assessments. Similar
studies carried out in the United States by Ward et al. [12] also found that drivers could
not comprehend a large percentage of the international road signs they were presented. In
Turkey, Yakut [13] found that on average, participants correctly identified 81% of the signs
presented. In Kano city, Nigeria, it was found that the average traffic sign comprehension
level was as high as 79%, with the least comprehension being 54.7% on the “Park and Ride”
sign. However, they found that truck drivers had a lower understanding level than all other
classes of road users [14]. A study of drivers’ sign comprehension across four countries
(Poland, Finland, Canada and Israel) found that on average the drivers identified 58.5%
of the signs correctly [5]. This goes to show that the problem is not limited to developing
countries only, developed countries are also struggling.

A recent study of road crashes in Abu Dhabi between 2012 and 2017 revealed that
there were 1.26 million crashes, 9327 injuries, and 1305 fatalities during the period covered.
The study went on to reveal that the crashes tended to be fatal when collisions occurred
between 22:00 and 5:59 o’clock, occurred under adverse weather conditions, involved
pedestrians or drunk drivers, occurred on higher speed limit highways, as well as when
drivers were male, minors and/or Emiratis [10]. The economic costs of these accidents
to the GCC have been estimated to be around $7.5 billion annually [15]. While the police
attempt to use fines to correct poor driving behaviors, governments, on the other hand,
focus on road improvement projects. Little attention has been paid by governments in
assessing drivers’ knowledge and comprehension of traffic signs, which facilitates and
enhances safety and better road use compliance. The situation is further compounded due
to today’s travel culture where people are often licensed in one country and then drive
without any further training or assessments in another country [5]. This happens to be the
case across the GCC where Americans and Europeans seldom undergo any assessments
but are issued licenses upon presenting their home-country drivers’ licenses. A good
understanding of traffic signs assists drivers in proper use of roads, contributes to the
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smooth flow of traffic and enhances safety. Therefore, this study seeks to assess the level of
road traffic signs comprehension among drivers in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.

2. Literature Review

Road traffic signs help regulate traffic, provide crucial visual guidance, can alert
drivers to potential hazards on the road and give drivers important preview time during
night-time conditions [16]. In addition, well placed and maintained traffic signs provide
drivers with clear guidance that enables them to act in a timely manner in accordance with
the displayed instruction. Poorly maintained and illegible road signs can cause travelling
delays and increase the potential for accidents for road users, especially drivers using
such roads for the first time. Poorly maintained road signs are a growing problem even in
developed countries. For instance, European Union Road Federation (ERF) [16] reported
that 33% of Germany’s 25 million road signs are considered non-readable, while another
25% are older than 15 years. Traffic signs come in both text and symbols, while in some
instances may be text alone or a symbol alone. Researchers have assessed which option
is more effective in delivering the required message to drivers. While it was found that
text signs were difficult to comprehend by tourist respondents in Thailand [17], in Israel,
a combination of text and symbols was found to be more acceptable and reduced driver
comprehension time [18].

Past studies have also found that personal and social factors significantly affect drivers’
comprehension of road signs [5,11,17,19,20]. In the case of Al-Madani and Al-Janahi [11],
in their comparison of the countries within the GCC, they found that the drivers’ educa-
tion level, income range and nationality affected their ability to correctly identify traffic
signs. Interestingly, they also found that males had a better comprehension than females
and western drivers performed better than their Arab counterparts did. In Thailand,
Choocharukul and Sriroongvikrai [17] assessed tourists in the country and found that
drivers’ age, experience in a foreign land and their nationality had a significant impact on
ability to comprehend and translate road traffic signs. In the case of Shinar et al. [5] who
assessed comprehension across four countries (Canada, Finland, Israel and Poland), they
found that the age, gender and country (nationality) all had a significant impact on the
comprehension levels of the respondents.

Taamneh and Alkheder [20], in their study of Jordanian drivers, found that only 61%
of the drivers comprehended regulatory signs, 66% of drivers comprehended warning
signs and 75% of drivers comprehended guidance traffic signs. They also found higher
comprehension levels among drivers holding a commercial driving license and drivers
with driving experience of more than 11 years.

Kirmizioglu and Tuydes-Yaman [21], in their study in Ankara-Turkey, found that out
of 39 signs, only 12 were recognized correctly by almost 70% of the participants. They
further found that over 10% of the drivers comprehended five of the signs oppositely,
and they argued that the implication of this was riskier than not knowing at all. In Iraq,
Ismail [19] found that drivers’ comprehension of traffic signs increased with increasing
education levels, the urbanization level of his residence and daily driving practice. Males
and private car drivers were found to have a higher comprehension than females and
other driver categories, respectively. He also found that marital status had no significant
effect on the comprehension level of drivers. Ou and Liu [3] studied the influence of sign
design features and training on the comprehension of 65 selected Taiwanese traffic signs on
Taiwanese and Vietnamese drivers. They found that training outcome was positive in both
user groups. The average comprehension improved from 0.63 and 0.41 pre-training to 0.98
and 0.89 post-training for Taiwanese and Vietnamese drivers, respectively. More importantly,
comprehension scores measured after one month remained higher than pre-training.

Traffic signs are a simple and cost-effective intervention that can yield impressive rates
of return in terms of road safety, and thus reducing the socio-economic consequences [16].
The European Union Roads Federation’s review revealed that having good signage reduced
fatalities by up to 87% in the UK. In Norway, the value derived from improved traffic
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signs was found to outweigh the costs by a factor of 3.5:1 [22]. While in Australia, its
National Black Spot program was estimated to have reduced fatal and casualty crashes at
the treated sites by 30%; the report went on to reveal that traffic sign interventions had the
best cost-benefit ratio, ranging between 15:1 and 20:1 depending on the financial hypothesis
made on the project [23].

3. Methodology

This study was conducted in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE). A review of relevant past literature was undertaken to understand the state of
research in the area of traffic sign comprehension levels among motorists. Traffic compre-
hension studies at the global, regional and country level were explored. The UAE is a
melting pot of people from across the globe working or visiting for tourism. Despite the
efficient public transportation, residents often opt to own and drive their own cars, result-
ing in a highly diverse respondent population within the survey sample. A Likert-based
questionnaire was designed based on similar ones used for past studies by Al-Madani and
Al-Janahi [11]. The questionnaire was composed of two parts. Part one intended to collect
information about drivers’ age, gender, nationality, marital status, education level, number
of years having a driving license and whether they have multiple ones, the number of fines
and number of accidents they have had. Part two of the questionnaire was designed to
present to the respondent a list of 18 traffic signs (including regulatory, warning, and guide
sign types) with a multiple-choice query so they could pick the meaning of the traffic sign
from the offered choices.

Purposive sampling technique [24] was adopted for the administration of the ques-
tionnaires. The respondents were chosen among visitors to three major shopping malls
within Abu Dhabi, including Marina mall, Al Wahda mall and Abu Dhabi Mall. Due to the
often high temperatures, these are the places many residents like to visit and stay during
the day, engaging in shopping, dining and amusement activities for children. The parking
managers at the three malls were used to distribute the questionnaires to drivers on their
way in and they dropped off the questionnaires on their way out. About 203 questionnaires
were returned out of the 300 that were distributed. However, only 200 were used for the
analysis; three questionnaires were removed for incomplete information. The number
of respondents was comparable with previous studies that reported 32 respondents, 59
respondents and 53 respondents used by Alnuaimi and Al Mohsin [25], Ruqaishi and
Bashir [26] and Oyegoke and Al Kiyumi [27], respectively. The response rate of about
67% can be regarded as good considering the low responses to surveys within the GCC,
knowing that the average response rate for survey data collection from organizations was
35.7% [28].

4. Results

The analyses involved 200 respondents who owned a UAE drivers’ license as a
minimum requirement to be eligible to complete the questionnaire. The respondent’s
educational profile showed that there were five respondents with a PhD., 10 respondents
with a Master’s degree, 85 respondents with a B.Sc. degree, 36 with a Diploma certificate
and 64 respondents with a high school certificate. In terms of marriage status, there were
88 married and 112 single respondents within the sample. The respondents were a rich
reflection of the basic profile of Abu Dhabi’s residents, with 20 respondents from Europe,
10 Americans, 42 Asians, 19 Africans and 109 Middle Easterners, as shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Crosstab marital status vs. region of respondents.

Marital Status European American Middle Eastern Asian African Total

Married 10 8 42 22 6 88
Single 10 2 67 20 13 112
Total 20 10 109 42 19 200
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A further analysis of the respondents’ profile, shown in Table 2, revealed that respon-
dents with only one country’s drivers’ license constituted 50.5%, while respondents with
over three countries’ drivers’ license constituted only 4% of the total respondents. The
respondents’ profile also showed that 170 respondents drove their private cars, 12 were
taxi drivers, 7 drove a bus or a lorry, while 11 rode motorcycles.

Table 2. Crosstab of vehicle type vs. number of drivers’ licenses.

No. of Licenses Private Car Taxi Bus or Truck Motorcycle Total

1 84 6 4 7 101
2 61 5 1 2 69
3 18 1 2 1 22

Over 3 7 0 0 1 8
Total 170 12 7 11 200

A normality test was conducted on the data to determine the distribution and decide
whether parametric or non-parametric procedures would be used in the analysis. Both
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests, presented in Table 3, revealed that the
data violates normality assumptions, hence non-parametric procedures were employed in
analyzing the data [29].

Table 3. Tests of normality.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov a Shapiro-Wilk

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

Mean18 0.159 200 0.000 0.973 200 0.001
a Lilliefors Significance Correction.

There are two variables within the data set that qualify for analysis using the Mann-
Whitney U test for independent samples: they are the gender and marital status variables,
while the Kruskal-Wallis H test was used for independent samples with more than two
categories. The Mann-Whitney U test to determine whether there exists a statistically sig-
nificant difference in responses between the genders (males and females) and respondents’
marital status returned non-significant results, indicating that these independent variables
did not affect road sign comprehension in any way, as shown in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Mann-Whitney U test.

Independent Variable Median N Mann-Whitney U Z Assymp. Sig. (2-Tailed)

Gender (Male/Female)
M 2.0556 146

3400 −1.505 0.132F 2.0556 54
Marriage Status

(Married/Single)
M 2.0556 88

4221 −1.758 0.079S 2.0556 112

Kruskal-Wallis H test was conducted on the independent variables of age, academic
qualifications, type of vehicle driven, and the region of origin of the respondents. The
results shown in Table 5 reveal that there was no statistically significant difference across
the respondents based on age of respondents (p-value = 0.184); academic qualification
(p-value = 0.217); type of vehicle driven (p-value = 0.541); and region of respondents
(p-value = 0.390). The implication of this result is that road sign comprehension capacity is
not affected by a driver’s age, academic qualification, type of vehicle or the geographical
region from which the driver originates. This last result is especially important given the
fact that non-citizen residents in the UAE are treated based on their country of origin when
seeking to convert their home-country drivers’ licenses to a UAE drivers’ license. However,
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the test revealed that there was a statistically significant difference based on respondents’
number of licenses.

Table 5. Kruskal Wallis H test results.

Independent Variable Z-Score df Assymp. Sig.

Age of Respondents 4.834 3 0.184
Academic Qualification 5.775 4 0.217

Type of Vehicle 2.157 3 0.541
Number of Licenses 19.913 3 0.000
Nationality (Region) 4.122 4 0.390

To investigate further and determine which group was responsible for the difference,
a Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA was conducted, and the results are shown in Table 6
below. This test compares the median of the distribution to determine which group differs
from the others [29]. The group with more than three licenses was responsible for the
difference, even though the number of cases in this group was very small (8). However,
due to their very small number, it would be unwise to generalize the results of this
research endeavor.

Table 6. Kruskal-Wallis One-Way ANOVA test.

No. of Licenses N Median

One 101 2.0556
Two 69 2.1111

Three 22 2.0833
Over Three 8 1.9167

Total 200 2.0556

The overall average performance of the study sample was 77% across all 200 respon-
dents in terms of their ability to correctly recognize the road traffic signs presented to them.
This is an improvement on the earlier study which found a 56% average performance in
the comprehension of traffic signs [11]. The performance of the sample is shown in Table 7.
The performance of the respondents was below 90% on 8 out of the 18 road signs that were
presented. Good comprehension of road signs reduces driving mistakes on the road, and
consequently a reduction of accidents on the roads. However, the government relies on
punitive measures such as fines to ensure adherence and compliance. As the results above
reveal, there are a couple of areas where more sensitizations will be required, especially
because all the signs used in the questionnaire were taken from the UAE’s Emirates Driving
Institutes’ (EDI) Guidance chart for road signs, road markings and traffic signals.

A further breakdown of the performance of the respondents according to gender (see
Table 8) reveals a very interesting trend. A higher percentage of males failed to correctly
name each of the “advance warning signs” they were presented compared to their female
counterparts. This finding is contrary to the earlier GCC-wide study by Al-Madani and
Al-Janahi [11] who found that male drivers performed better than females.

Interestingly, all the road signs where the respondents failed to pick the correct
answer were contained in the “advance warning signs” section of the EDI Guidance chart.
Therefore, it has become pertinent that training instructors and police driving assessment
officers pay more attention to these areas when training or assessing potential drivers,
respectively. Furthermore, the government should consider a traffic sign retest exam for all
drivers when they apply for their driving license renewal. While the importance of driver
education is recommended [20] and aggressive campaigns have been suggested [21], it has
also been empirically proven that driver training [3] holds the most potent potential for
enhancing safety on our roads.
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Table 7. Road sign comprehension performance.

S/No. Road Signs Sign Type % Correct

1 Maximum Speed

 

Regulatory 92%

2 Petrol Filling Station
 

Guide 96%

3 Hospital

 

 
Guide 79%

4 Restaurants
 

 

Guide 89%

5 Parking

 

 

 

Guide 100%

6 One-Way Traffic

 

 

 

Regulatory 90%

7 Hazard Ahead

 

 

 

Warning 77%

8 Dual-Carriage Way Ends

 

 

 

Warning 17%

9 Traffic Merges From Left

 

 

 

Warning 18%

10 Pedestrian Crossing

 

 

 

Warning 95%

11 Children Crossing

 

 

 

Warning 75%

12 Hump

 

Warning 95%

13 Minimum Speed  Regulatory 33%

14 Left Only

 

 
Regulatory 93%

15 Turning Left Or Right

 

 

 
Regulatory 90%

16 U-Turn

 

 

 
Regulatory 90%

17 Round-About

 

 

 
Regulatory 95%

18 Shared Track For Pedestrians
And Bicycles

 

 

 

Regulatory 67%
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Table 8. Percentage of the seven road sign comprehension failures by gender.

Signs with Comprehension Issues
Males

146
Females

54

Hospital Sign 24% 15%
Hazard Ahead 27% 13%

Dual Carriage Ends 84% 80%
Traffic Merges From Left 84% 78%

Children Crossing 28% 19%
Minimum Speed 64% 78%

Shared Track for Pedestrians and Bicycles 39% 19%

5. Discussion

As indicated earlier, the respondents were a rich reflection of the basic profile of
Abu Dhabi’s residents, which makes the study results more realistic and reflects the real
prevailing situation of sign comprehension of drivers in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.

The results revealed that there was no statistically significant difference in responses
between the genders (males and females) and respondents’ marital status, indicating that
these independent variables did not affect road sign comprehension in any way. Both
results tend to be an improvement on an earlier study conducted by Al-Madani and
Al-Janahi [11] across the GCC countries. However, the majority of earlier studies have
consistently found that differences exist between the genders when it comes to traffic-
related issues and accidents [30–33]. Cordellieri et al. [30] and McKenna et al. [32], however,
found that these differences do not exist in terms of driving risk perception, while the
SIRC [33] argued that these differences can best be explained by virture of fundamental
evolutionary differences in behavior and psychology rather than levels of competence and
driving skills. In a related study, Massie and Campbell [31] found that the differences
witnessed between male and female drivers disappear by the age of 60 and onwards. The
results from this study may, however, have been impacted by the low number of female
respondents, which was about 27%. Another possible explanation could be the large
number of under 40 respondents (76%), since it has been found that age tends to mediate
the observed difference [31,34].

Moreover, several earlier studies on gender revealed that males were in general better
than females regarding traffic sign comprehension [19,35]. Al-Madani and Al-Janahi [36]
indicated that posted signs were comprehended better by male drivers than females in
Arab, European and American countries. Similarly, Hawkins Jr et al. [37] reported that men
better recognized one fifth of the warning signs correctly. When education background is
controlled for, the differences between males and females may become less remarkable [35].
Gender was found to have no statistically significant impact in a study that considered male
and female European and American drivers having at least undergraduate degrees [11].
Likewise, Ng and Chan [38] indicated that there was no significant difference for traffic sign
guessability between males and females of similar education levels. In regards to marital
status, the findings of this study were in line with the finding of Ismail [19], who also found
that marital status had no significant effect on the comprehension level of drivers.

The results revealed that there was no statistically significant difference across the
respondents based on age, academic qualifications, type of vehicle driven and region of
respondents. The implication of this result is that road sign comprehension capacity is not
affected by a driver’s age, academic qualification, type of vehicle and the geographical
region from which the driver originates. These results disagree with Al-Madani and Al-
Janahi [11], who found that the driver’s education level, income range and nationality
impacted ability to correctly identify traffic signs in countries within the GCC. However,
this could be interpreted as an improvement in the training and testing methods in Abu
Dhabi. Previous studies in general indicated that drivers’ comprehension of traffic signs
increased with increasing education levels [19,35,38].
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As presented in the Results section, the overall average performance of the study
sample was 77%, reflecting respondents’ ability to correctly recognize the road traffic signs
presented to them. This result can be considered as an improvement on the earlier study
which found a 56% average performance in the comprehension of traffic signs, and 62% for
the UAE in particular [11]. Similar studies showed that drivers could not comprehend a
large percentage of the road signs presented to them [12]. In Turkey, participants correctly
identified 81% of the signs presented [13]. In Kano city, Nigeria, it was found that the
average traffic sign comprehension level was as high as 79% [14]. A study of drivers’ sign
comprehension across four countries (Poland, Finland, Canada and Israel) found that on
average the drivers only identified 58.5% of the signs correctly [5]. This goes to show
that the problem is not limited to developing countries only, as developed countries are
also struggling.

The timeliness and the robustness of traffic sign comprehension while driving is very
important to drivers. Safe driving and accident avoidance can be ensured when a timely
visual recognition of traffic signs takes place [21,39,40]. Zhang et al. [41] clustered the
factors that affect a traffic sign’s visual recognizability into three groups: (1) geometric
factors of traffic sign, such as sign’s size, placement, mounting height, aim, depression
angle, occlusion angle, curvature of road and changing road surface [41]; (2) movement
factors of vehicle, such as speed, Geometric Field Of View (GFOV), which decreases with
speed being increased [42], and height and direction of line of sight which governs whether
the traffic sign is contained by the GFOV; and (3) other factors, for example, weather
conditions [43], lighting conditions [44], drivers’ view reaction time which is affected by
drivers’ age and sight capabilities [44], and traffic density cognitive burden [45]. Moreover,
occlusion may cause interruptions to visual continuity, thus affecting the recognition of the
traffic signs [46]. Considering the abovementioned factors that affect the recognizability of
the traffic sign in real-life driving practice, it is expected that the level of comprehension
of drivers will reduce to an extent that might be significant if the above factors are not
considered in the design and placement of these signs.

Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) systems have recently become common in car manu-
facturing industries. Road safety enhancement can be achieved using TSR technology by
providing timely warnings and dynamically assisting drivers in adhering to posted speed
limits [47]. The most basic TSR systems employ vehicle-mounted cameras for identification
of traffic signs. Their main function is to notify the driver of near traffic signs in a process
that starts with scanning the roadside for signs, then using real-time image processing soft-
ware to identify and inform the driver by a sound or displaying a symbol on the vehicle’s
dashboard panel [48]. Zhang et al. [41] indicated that the most current traffic sign detection
and classification methods are based on color and shape information within images or
videos. These methods use color information to segment the sign candidate area, and then
to extract the traffic sign. Challenges to the vision-based TSR systems include variations
in lighting and weather conditions, occluded signs and image distortion due to vehicle
motion [41,48]. Zhang et al. [41] pointed out that there are different methods for recognition
evaluation (simulator and image methods and naturalistic driving experimentation), but
each has its own limitations. As indicated earlier, deployment of TSR systems will bring
great enhancement to road safety and reduce accident involvement. Meanwhile, limitations
to TSR deployment should be addressed, which include fixing conflicts in signage design,
cooperation between the vehicle industry and road operators to achieve reliability of the
TSR system, and adaptation with continuous development of the TSR technology which is
expected to become more accurate and more reliable [48].

The study outcomes clearly show that traffic safety can be enhanced by means of
providing well maintained, readable and well-placed signs; driver education and training;
inclusion of TSR technology into the transportation system; and consideration of traffic
sign retest exams for all drivers when they apply for their driving license renewal.
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6. Conclusions

Traffic signs are components of road infrastructures that are meant to assist road users
in safely navigating to their destinations. This study sought to assess the comprehension
level of drivers in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi (UAE). The respondents’ overall performance
was an improvement on earlier studies, however, there is still much to be improved
upon. Although earlier studies found that driver’s age, marital status, gender, nationality,
level of education and type of vehicle all had a statistically significant impact on road
sign comprehension, the data analysis for this study did not support such a conclusion.
Furthermore, contrary to earlier studies, a higher percentage of males failed to correctly
identify the “advance warning signs” compared to female respondents. One of the most
critical findings from this study is the ability to identify the category of road signs that are
problematic to drivers in Abu Dhabi. This finding should assist driving instructors and
police driving assessment officers in redesigning their teaching materials and assessments,
respectively. The fact that despite increased fines driving violations persist points to the
need to shine a spotlight on the training of drivers and the assessment methods for issuing
licenses, as well as requirements for license renewal.
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Abstract: The objective of this study was to identify the most salient driver faults that cause crashes
on some Jordanian rural and suburban roadway segments, to examine crashes with distracted
driving as the driver’s fault, and to investigate the differences between crashes caused by distracted
driving. Data for more than 10,200 crashes on nine roadway segments (five rural and four suburban)
were accessed from the relevant government agency, but only n = 2472 were used for analysis after
controlling for crashes specified as being caused by drivers’ distracted driving. IBM SPSS version
22 was used to perform descriptive analysis and independent samples’ t-tests. The results revealed
that distracted driving was the second most common driver fault to cause crashes and the second
main cause of fatalities and injuries on both rural and suburban roadways. Distracted driving on
rural highways appears to be more fatal, whereas it caused more crashes with severe injuries on
suburban roads. The variables at junction, road grade, number of lanes, weather condition, crash
type, and number of vehicles involved were found to be statistically significant but with a small
effect size. The following categories showed high percentages of distracted driving crashes on rural
and suburban roadways: males, drivers 25–39 years old, non-holidays, weekdays, tangent sections,
two-way divided roads, not at junction, level roads, two-lane roads, clear weather, dry surface,
daylight, and automobile vehicles showed high percentages of distracted driving crashes on rural
and suburban roadways. Differences between crashes on rural and suburban roadways caused by
distracted driving were found to be small.

Keywords: attention; crashes; distraction; drivers’ fault; traffic safety

1. Introduction

Safe driving entails a complex combination of behaviors in which the driver is re-
quired to successfully perform a number of complex activities concurrently [1]. Such
activities include (but are not limited to) route detection and tracking, speed and lateral
position controlling, collision avoiding, road laws obeying, and vehicle systems status
monitoring [2]. Drivers are often observed as engaging in activities that will likely divert
their attention away from the main crucial activity required for safe driving [1]. Pashler [3]
pointed out that humans normally have limited capability to carry out more than two tasks
in parallel.

The definitions of distracted driving reported in the literature vary. Distracted driving
occurs when the recognition of the information required for safe driving is delayed due
to something such as an individual, an event, or an activity inside or outside the vehicle,
forcing the driver to divert his attention away from the driving task [4,5]. Distraction
can undermine driving performance and impact driver behavior in different ways and to
various degrees. Dingus et al. [6] maintained that driver distraction and slips of attention
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have a significant influence on road crashes and other related road safety issues. Distraction
reduces the performance of the driver and is an important factor in the occurrence of traffic
accidents [7,8]. Louw et al. [9] indicated that over 90% of reported traffic accidents were
the outcome of human error and caused by issues related to the acquisition of visual
information. Moreover, drivers can be held responsible for causing 90% of critical traffic
conditions [6,10]. Khattak et al. [11] indicated that human factors still contribute to 93%
of crashes, whereas recognition errors (including distraction) are found to be the driving
error contributing to the highest percentage of crashes.

Regan et al. [12] defined driver inattention as “ . . . insufficient, or no attention, to
activities critical for safe driving”. They also listed several forms of driver inattention such
as biological factors that block the driver from noticing crucial information for safe driving;
misprioritized attention of drivers (i.e., drivers’ attention focused on one side of driving
while excluding another); and driver distraction, which is considered as one form of driver
inattention where a competing or a secondary task (which can be driving-related or non-
driving-related) diverts the attention of the drivers away from crucial safe driving tasks.

Goodsell et al. [1] conducted a comprehensive review of studies on driver distraction
and listed four major moderating factors that might influence the occurrence of driver
distraction. The first moderating factor is driver characteristics (age and driving experience).
The second moderating factor is the level of demand of the driving task. Weather, traffic,
and road conditions were found to influence the demand of driving tasks [13]. The third
moderating factor is the level of demand for attention of the competing activity (i.e., visual–
manual vs. auditory–vocal). The fourth moderating factor is the drivers’ ability to change
their behavior to keep satisfactory driving performance in the face of competing tasks (also
known as self-regulation) [14].

Shortfalls of driving performance due to engagement in competing tasks have been
found to include the following: poor lane keeping and speed control, increase in reaction
time, skipping traffic signals, inadequate headway distances, risky gap acceptances, reduc-
tion in situational awareness, and visual scanning of the roadway [15–18]. Many of these
shortfalls in driving performance are correlated with a substantial risk of crashes [6]. For
example, poor speed control, when examined separately from other causal factors such as
driver distraction, might increase crash risk by 12.8 times, and short headway distances
can increase crash risk by 13.5 times [6].

Young et al. [13] indicated that driver distraction might be affected by the demand
of the driving task, which in turn may be influenced by factors such as weather, traffic,
and road conditions. Generally, more demanding tasks impair driving performance more.
Accordingly, it is expected that distractions in different areas and road types may vary.

Driving tasks might be affected by road aggressiveness [19]. Spanish drivers’ percep-
tions of aggressive behavior and the most aggressive acts performed when driving were
studied by Alonso et al. [19]. Their results show that both infractions and dangerous be-
haviors correspond to aggressive driving, which definitely becomes a source of distraction.
It has also been found that drivers who tend to have several accidents give less importance
to elements that can affect the driving task such as distraction.

Xuedong et al. [20] indicated that crash rates in rural sections are regularly lower
than those in urban ones. They also indicated that rural areas have lower crash risk when
compared to urban places. Additionally, it was found that an increase in traffic volume
and section length would increase the frequency of crashes and lower the chances of the
occurrence of severe crashes. Research indicates that fatality rates in rural areas are higher
than in urban locations [21–23]. Similarly, it is expected that suburban roadways will have
similar characteristics of crash potential. Suburban roadways are transitional high-speed
roadways between low-speed urban streets and high-speed rural highways. They have
the characteristics of both rural (i.e., high-speed) and urban (i.e., with curb and gutter
used for drainage) roadways [24]. Territorial variables (built environment and physical
severance) can affect the occurrence of accidents, even due to distraction. In their study
on traffic crashes on rural roads with older pedestrians, Casado-Sanz et al. [25] indicated
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that a small number of studies in the literature have discussed territorial variables (built
environment and physical severance). Casado-Sanz et al. [25] aimed at determining the
significant factors that increase the probability of a fatal outcome in the case of a crash
involving at least one seriously injured individual at rural crosstown roads. The results
revealed that the physical severance index (territorial variable) was very significant and
suggested that the probability of a fatal outcome on a lateral rural crosstown road is almost
two times higher than that at the baseline condition of a central rural crosstown road.

In Jordan, the rapid growth in population was accompanied by an increase in ve-
hicle ownership. According to Jordan’s Department of Statistics [26], there were about
10.5 million inhabitants in 2019. Additionally, Driver and Vehicle License Department
(DVDL) [27] records show that the number of licensed drivers in 2019 exceeded 2.5 million,
and that there were around 1.6 million registered vehicles. The majority of Jordan’s popu-
lation (90.33%) live in urban or suburban areas (areas are classified as follows: urban when
the population > 10,000 inhabitants, and suburban when the population falls between
5000 and 10,000 inhabitants [28]). Consequently, a rapid growth in population and vehicle
ownership has contributed, among other factors, to the increasing number of crashes.

Accident statistics clearly show that when compared to developed countries, Jordan
suffers from a relatively low level of traffic safety, which results in great socio-economic
losses. The Annual Report of Traffic Accidents in Jordan [29] showed that 161,511 traffic
accidents occurred in Jordan in 2019, of which 10,857 were human injury accidents that
resulted in 643 fatalities at an estimated financial cost of around USD 454 million. When
compared with accidents worldwide, Jordan ranked in the top four countries in the year
2017 in relation to deaths per 10,000 vehicles. In the year 2019, human-related factors were
responsible for 98.2% of accidents in Jordan that resulted in human injuries. Driver fault
(not taking the necessary precautions) accounted for a high percentage (around 40%) of
injuries and deaths in 2019 [26].

Due to the significant impact of distraction on driver performance and the great losses
resulting from it, this study aimed to identify the most salient driver faults that cause
crashes on nine segments of Jordan’s rural and suburban roadways using the available
crash data. The study also sought to examine crashes with distracted driving as the driver’s
fault and to investigate the differences between crashes caused by distracted driving on
rural and suburban roadways. Knowing which road factors influence distracted driving
on rural and suburban roadways can help researchers, traffic experts, and authorities
to identify the most effective measures that may reduce driver distraction and target
different driver groups with the best practices that fit their driving behaviors and keep
them attentive. Likewise, the best practices can be implemented on different roadway
types, under varying weather conditions, and at different times of the year.

2. Methodology

2.1. Crash Data

The data used in this study were extracted from traffic accident records obtained
from the Jordan Traffic Institute for the years 2014 to 2018. The available data provide
information about more than 10,200 crashes on nine roadway segments (five rural and
four suburban), which connect different areas with Amman (capital city of Jordan). The
information includes crash date and time; driver’s age, gender, and fault; pavement
surface type and condition; lanes’ direction, number, horizontal alignment, and grade;
weather and lighting conditions; crash type and speed of vehicles involved; severity;
and location coordinates. Some of the driver age records were incomplete (missing or
mistakenly entered). The retention of cases with outliers (out-of-range values) can distort
the results of the analyses; hence, such cases were either corrected or deleted [30]. It is
worth mentioning here that distracted driving was listed among drivers’ faults, but the
records mentioned nothing about what caused the distraction. Therefore, it is assumed that
distracted driving may be attributed to any of the known distraction types (visual, manual,
cognitive, and auditory) or a combination of them. Although some of the drivers’ faults
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can be interrelated—for example, distraction can lead to degraded lane keeping, speed
control problems, missed traffic signal, etc.—the results presented here depend solely on
the provided information, and thus, there is no way to find such a link between the driver’s
faults. Therefore, the total sample size analyzed in this study was restricted to those cases
that the police clearly indicated as being caused by distracted driving (n = 2472). Among
the 2472 crashes that were caused by distracted driving, 910 (36.8%) occurred in suburban
areas, and 1562 (63.8%) took place in rural areas. The details of the collected data and their
categories are discussed in the next section.

2.2. Data Analysis

The IBM SPSS version 22 statistical software package was used to perform independent
samples t-tests to determine whether there were statistically significant differences between
drivers. The analysis conducted in this work consisted of two levels. In the first level, an
analysis of drivers’ faults was conducted by using descriptive statistics to discover the most
common driver faults responsible for causing crashes on rural and suburban roadways. In
the second level, on the other hand, an independent samples t-test analysis was used to
examine the characteristics of distracted driving crashes and investigate the differences
between crashes caused by distracted driving on rural and on suburban roadways based
on human- and location-related factors.

3. Analysis and Results

3.1. Drivers’ Faults Analysis

The analysis of the available accident data for both rural and suburban roadway
segments for the years 2014–2018 is shown in Table 1 below. The analysis revealed that
three of the drivers’ faults listed in Table 1 were responsible for almost 73% of all reported
crashes. Lane departure (25.95%), distracted driving (24.19%), and tailgating (22.79%) were
the top driver faults causing crashes. In fourth and fifth places came traffic rules violation
(9.6%) and wrong-way driving (8.21%). The remaining driver faults, listed in Table 1, were
responsible for less than 10% of reported crashes. Moreover, the analysis of the severity
of crashes showed that the most frequently occurring driver’s faults (lane departure and
distracted driving) were the causes of crashes with the highest severity. These driver faults
were responsible for almost 81% of the total reported fatalities, 77% of severe injuries,
63% of moderate injuries, 67% of slight injuries, and almost 46% of property damage only
(PDO) crashes. Reckless driving was ranked as the third major fault causing fatalities with
almost 7%, and control loss and traffic rules violation were also responsible for nearly 7%
of reported fatalities.

Table 1. Percentage and severity of crashes based on drivers’ faults.

Drivers’ Faults % of All Crashes Fatal Severe Injury Moderate Injury Slight Injury PDO

Lane departure 25.95 95 202 67 919 2089
Distracted driving 24.19 37 85 35 522 1963

Tailgating 22.79 3 13 10 215 2211
Traffic rules violation 9.6 5 16 0 164 901
Wrong-way driving 8.21 2 9 2 69 799

Reckless driving 2.63 8 10 12 65 219
Control loss 2.44 6 10 5 68 207

Ignoring road signs 1.63 1 1 0 17 152
Overtaking 0.71 1 14 22 33 60

Commercial vehicle loads 0.55 0 0 0 2 55
Speeding 0.44 1 7 4 22 31

Red light running 0.29 0 2 0 17 24
Improper stopping 0.28 0 3 2 10 21
Reckless at curves 0.24 4 0 3 15 16

Vehicle defect 0.03 0 2 0 5 1
Brake failure 0.02 0 0 0 0 2
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3.2. Distracted Driving Analysis

As stated earlier, distracted driving was found to be the second highest ranking
drivers’ fault responsible for crashes on rural and suburban roads, and it was the second
most hazardous cause of fatalities and injuries. Available records show that the number
of crashes with distracted driving listed as the driver’s fault is 2472, which represents
24.19% of all crashes. Distracted driving as a driver’s fault was responsible for 22.7% of
fatalities, 22.7% of severe injuries, 21.6% of moderate injuries, 24.4% of slight injuries, and
22.4% of PDO crashes. The characteristics of these crashes are discussed based on statistics
acquired from the available data. Differences between crashes on rural and suburban
roads caused by distracted driving were investigated based on three different factors:
human- and time-related factors, presented in Table 2; road- and environment-related
factors, presented in Table 3; and crash-type- and vehicle-related factors, shown in Table 4.
Among the 2472 crashes with distracted driving listed as the driver’s fault, 910 (36.8%)
occurred in suburban areas and 1562 (63.8%) took place in rural areas. The severity of
crashes in rural and suburban roads is presented in Figure 1. Distracted driving in rural
areas seemed to be more fatal, whereas that on suburban roads led to more severe injuries.

Table 2. Distracted driving crashes on rural and suburban roadways according to human- and
time-related factors.

Factor Category
Percent of Total Distracted Driving Crashes on

Rural and Suburban Rural Suburban

Gender
Females 32.81 33.93 30.77
Males 67.19 66.07 69.23

Age

Below 25 5.4 5.81 4.76
25–39 64.2 64 63.11
40–54 22.7 22.61 24.46

Above 60 7.7 7.58 7.67

Holiday No 96.04 96.29 95.6
Yes 3.96 3.71 4.4

Time of the day

Evening 32.4 32.46 32.31
Morning 13.03 12.04 14.72
Midday 36.93 38.35 34.51

Night time 17.64 17.15 18.46

Day Weekday 75.32 75.67 74.73
Weekend 24.68 24.33 25.27
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Figure 1. Severity of crashes with distracted driving listed as driver’s fault on rural and suburban
roads.
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Table 3. Distracted driving crashes according to road- and environment-related factors.

Factor Category
Percent of Total Distracted Driving Crashes on

Rural and Suburban Rural Suburban

Alignment Curve 1.7 1.54 1.98
Tangent 98.3 98.46 98.02

Direction
One-way 6.19 8.06 2.97

Two-way divided 66.07 62.04 73.07
Two-way undivided 27.74 29.9 23.96

At junction No 87.62 88.67 85.82
Yes 12.38 11.33 14.18

Grade
Ascending 7.36 7.36 7.36
Descending 4.41 3.33 6.27

Level 88.23 89.31 86.37

No. of lanes
1 0.65 1.02 0
2 87.62 98.98 68.13
3 11.73 0 31.87

Surface
Dry 95.45 94.81 95.7
Wet 4.55 5.19 4.3

Weather

Clear 95.1 94.24 96.7
Dust 0.73 1.03 0.22
Fog 0.57 0.7 0.33
Rain 2.99 3.2 2.53
Snow 0.04 0.06 0

Storm wind 0.57 0.77 0.22

Lighting

Dark 2.87 3.65 1.54
Daylight 68.07 67.35 69.23

Night with insufficient lighting 9.07 8.52 10
Night with sufficient lighting 14.24 14.6 13.62

Sunrise 0.57 0.83 0.22
Sunset 5.18 5.05 5.39

Table 4. Distracted driving crashes according to crash-type- and vehicle-related factors.

Factor Category
Percent of Total Distracted Driving Crashes on

Rural and Suburban Rural Suburban

Crash type
Collision 83.62 89.18 74.07

Pedestrian 14.24 7.87 25.16
ROR 2.14 2.95 0.77

Vehicles
involved

1 25.81 29.58 19.34
2 68.28 65.81 72.31
3 5.14 3.84 7.14

4 or more 0.77 0.77 1.21

Vehicle speed

<40 4.05 3.91 4.29
40–<60 35.32 26.18 50.99
60–<80 32.36 32.52 32.09
80–100 16.46 33.87 12.63
>100 11.81 3.52 0

Vehicle type

Automobile 50.93 52.56 48.13
Heavy vehicle 5.7 4.29 8.13
Light vehicle 32.61 27.78 40.88

Medium vehicle 8.74 12.36 2.53
Motorcycle 0.28 0.45 0

Tractor vehicle 1.74 2.56 0.33
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Table 2 shows the characteristics of crashes caused by distracted driving as the drivers’
fault according to human- and time-related factors. According to the table, males were
responsible for almost two-thirds of the crashes on both rural and suburban roadways.
The differences in crash percentages between rural and suburban areas for males and
females indicate that females were more distracted on rural roadways than males were,
who appeared to be more distracted on suburban roadways where driving tasks are more
demanding. Table 2 shows that drivers in the age group of 25–39 years were responsible
for 64.2% of crashes, while drivers in the age group of 40–54 years caused only 22.7%
of distracted driving crashes on both rural and suburban roadways. The percentages of
crashes between age groups for rural and suburban areas show no major difference, except
a slight increase in percentage in suburban areas for drivers of the age group 40–54.

The analysis in Table 2 shows that the majority of crashes (96%) occurred on “no
holiday” days. The percentages of crashes between “holiday” and “no holiday” show
no major differences between rural and suburban roadways. Distracted driving crashes
during weekdays are almost three times more frequent than those that occur on weekends.
Unlike suburban roadways, rural roadways seem to have slightly more distracted driving
crashes during weekdays, although suburban roads show more crashes during weekends.
Table 2 also shows that around 69% of distracted driving crashes occurred at midday and
evening on both rural and suburban roadways. Morning and night-time crashes caused by
distracted driving seem to be slightly more common on suburban roadways. Meanwhile,
rural roadways show a higher percentage of crashes due to distracted driving around
midday.

The characteristics of crashes caused by distracted driving as the drivers’ fault ac-
cording to road- and environment-related factors are shown in Table 3. More than 98% of
these crashes took place on tangent sections on both rural and suburban roads. A higher
percentage of crashes caused by distracted driving on two-way divided roads took place
on suburban roads, whereas a higher percentage of crashes were seen on one-way and two-
way undivided rural roads. The analysis shows that the majority of crashes (87.62%) took
place at “no junction” roadway sections in both rural and suburban areas. The percentage
of “at junction” crashes was slightly higher on suburban roads.

Table 3 shows that the majority of distracted driving crashes occurred on level grades,
under dry surface conditions, in clear weather, and on two-lane roads for both rural and
suburban areas. Rural roads witnessed more crashes at level grades, while suburban
roadways saw more crashes on descending sections. No major difference was noticed in
terms of the surface condition between urban and suburban areas. A higher percentage of
crashes with distracted driving was noticed on two-lane rural roadways, while a higher
percentage of crashes was seen on three-lane suburban roads. Suburban roads witnessed
more crashes with distracted driving noted as the driver’s fault during clear weather
and daylight hours, whereas more crashes were seen on rural roadways when lighting
conditions were dark.

The characteristics of crashes caused by distracted driving as the driver’s fault ac-
cording to crash-type- and vehicle-related factors are shown in Table 4. Collision, with a
percentage of 83.62%, was the most often occurring crash type in both rural and suburban
areas. Crash types caused by distracted driving seem to occur in different percentages in
rural and suburban roadway sections. Collision and run-off-road (ROR) crashes occurred in
higher percentages on rural roads, whereas more pedestrian crashes were seen on suburban
road sections. Crashes that involved more than one vehicle were seen in higher percentages
in suburban road sections.

Distracted driving crashes that occurred at speeds of 40–80 km/h were the most
observed among all speed categories. The highest percentage of crashes on suburban roads
occurred at speeds of 40–80 km/h, while for rural roads, the highest percentage of crashes
occurred at speeds of 60–100 km/h. Crashes at speeds of higher than 100 km/h seemed to
occur on rural roads only. Rural roads witnessed a higher percentage of crashes caused by
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distracted driving involving automobiles, medium vehicles, and tractor vehicles. On the
other hand, crashes on suburban roads involved more light and heavy vehicles.

After comparing the differences between crashes resulting from distracted driving on
rural and suburban roads based on crash percentages, a statistical analysis was conducted to
assess whether these differences are statistically significant. Table 5 shows the results of the
independent samples t-test for rural and suburban roadways. Six variables were found to be
statistically significant: at junction, road grade, number of lanes, weather condition, crash
type, and number of vehicles involved. For these variables with statistically significant
differences, the effect size was calculated using Eta square and classified using Cohen’s [31]
guidelines, where 0.01 = small effect, 0.06 = moderate effect, and 0.14 = large effect. From
the foregoing, and as shown in the table below, the six variables with statistically significant
differences ended up having only a small effect. This indicates that the reported differences
do not have a strong effect.

Table 5. Independent samples t-test: rural vs. suburban roadways.

Variables F t df Sig. (2-Tailed) Effect Size

Holiday 2.804 −0.838 2470 0.402 -
Time of day 4.133 −0.059 1830.403 0.953 -

Weekday/weekend 1.098 0.527 2470 0.599 -
Horizontal alignment 2.680 0.819 2470 0.413 -

Direction 44.532 −0.392 2196.874 0.695 -
At junction 16.922 −2.020 1756.910 0.044 0.001
Road grade 35.640 2.821 1601.583 0.005 0.001
No. of lanes 10,307.452 20.620 909.000 0.000 0.01

Surface condition 7.561 −1.419 2112.542 0.156 -
Weather condition 17.967 −2.256 2203.157 0.024 0.001
Lighting condition 0.643 −0.069 2470 0.945 -

Crash type 137.264 6.956 1770.340 0.000 0.003
No. of vehicles involved 31.675 5.507 2094.276 0.000 0.002

Moreover, the independent samples test was also conducted to explore whether
differences exist between genders in terms of distracted driving. The results shown in
Table 6 below indicate that differences only exist under three conditions, namely road
surface conditions, weather conditions, and lighting conditions. However, the effect size
calculations revealed that the differences were very small, as reflected by the fact that no
values crossed Cohen’s [31] guideline classifications for a small effect size (0.01).

Table 6. Independent sample t-test: males vs. females.

Variables F t df Sig. (2-Tailed) Effect Size

Holiday 9.101 1.439 1413.70 0.150 -
Time of day 0.136 −0.245 2470 0.806 -

Weekday/weekend 7.885 1.396 1656.194 0.163 -
Horizontal alignment 1.369 0.584 2470 0.559 -

Direction 3.639 −0.529 2470 0.597 -
At junction 0.036 0.095 2470 0.924 -
Road grade 2.244 0.731 2470 0.465 -
No. of lanes 14.353 1.933 1755.32 0.053 -

Surface condition 80.096 5.155 2385.556 0.000 0.002
Weather condition 68.251 4.812 2400.721 0.000 0.002
Lighting condition 15.670 2.224 1774.341 0.026 0.001

Crash type 0.044 0.104 2470 0.917 -
No. of vehicles involved 1.393 −0.056 2470 0.956 -
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4. Discussion

The driver fault analysis conducted in this study proves the significant influence of
distraction on driver performance and the great losses resulting from it. The analysis
revealed that distracted driving was responsible for causing nearly one-fourth of the
reported crashes included in this study. Moreover, the analysis of the severity of crashes
showed that distracted driving was responsible for 22.7% of all reported fatalities, 22.7%
of severe injuries, and 22.4% of PDO crashes. These results are in line with previous
findings [6–11] indicating that human error was responsible for a very high percentage
of crashes, and distraction had a significant influence on road crashes. These results also
prove that humans continue to have limited capability to perform more than two tasks in
parallel, as reported by Pashler [3].

The analysis of distracted driving on rural and suburban roads was performed
based on three different groups of factors: human- and time-related factors, road- and
environment-related factors, and crash-type- and vehicle-related factors. Distracted driving
in rural areas seemed to be more fatal, whereas suburban roads witnessed more severe
injuries. The higher frequency of fatalities on rural roads could be attributed to the fact that
traffic on rural roads runs at higher speeds, resulting in more severe and fatal crashes. This
finding is in line with those of Eberhardt et al. [21], Kmet et al. [22], and Gonzalez et al. [23],
who indicated that fatality rates in rural areas are higher than those in urban locations.

The analysis of distracted driving based on human factors revealed that males were
responsible for almost two-thirds of the crashes on both rural and suburban roadways. This
percentage is reasonable considering that the number of licensed male drivers in Jordan is
almost twice that of licensed female drivers [23]. The differences between genders in terms
of distracted driving were investigated using an independent samples t-test. Statistically
significant differences with a small effect size were found between male and female drivers
under three conditions, namely road surface conditions, weather conditions, and lighting
conditions. As reported by Young et al. [13], distractions and road and environmental
factors are expected to make the driving task more demanding, thus leading to impaired
driving performance.

Differences were noted between drivers’ age groups in that younger age groups were
causing crashes due to distracted driving almost three times more often than older groups.
This finding is in line with that of Regan et al. [12], who suggested that older and/or
more experienced drivers are more skillful at conducting multiple activities while driving,
unlike younger and/or less experienced drivers. The slight difference in percentages of
crashes between age groups for rural and suburban areas can be attributed to the more
demanding driving tasks on suburban roads due to higher traffic volumes and extra
accessing maneuvers.

Road aggressiveness is one important human factor that was not included in the crash
records. Alonso et al. [19] indicated that drivers who tend to have several accidents give
less importance to elements that can affect the driving task. The number and types of traffic
violations (accident history) of drivers can be used to indicate the road aggressiveness
factor. Therefore, the availability of the driver’s accident record in the crash report can be
very helpful in studying driving behaviors and can contribute to a better understanding of
driver distraction for reducing road crashes.

The study of the effect of time-related factors on distracted driving showed that the ma-
jority of crashes occur on “no holiday” days and during weekdays, which can be attributed
to the higher exposure to risky situations resulting from higher traffic volumes that occur
on roads on regular working days. Rural roadways showed a slightly higher occurrence
of distracted driving crashes during weekdays, although suburban roads showed more
crashes during weekends. Morning and night-time crashes were slightly more frequent on
suburban roadways; this could be due to the higher traffic volumes on suburban roadways
during these times. Meanwhile, rural roadways showed a higher percentage of crashes
due to distracted driving at midday; this could also be attributed to the active movement
of traffic on rural roads during this time.
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Young et al. [13] indicated that distraction on different areas and road types may
vary. Weather, traffic, and road conditions influence the demandingness of the driving
task. Therefore, the characteristics of crashes caused by distracted driving according to
road- and environment-related factors were investigated. The result of the independent
samples t-test revealed that four variables were statistically significant with a small effect
size: at junction, road grade, number of lanes, and weather condition. The percentage of
at-junction crashes was slightly higher on suburban roads, which could be attributed to the
higher demandingness level of the driving task due to higher traffic volumes. The majority
of distracted driving crashes were seen on level grades, under dry surface conditions, in
clear weather, and on two-lane roads for both rural and suburban areas. Suburban roads
witnessed more crashes with distracted driving as the drivers’ fault during clear weather
and daylight times, whereas more crashes were recorded on rural roadways when the
lighting conditions were dark. This is consistent with Stutts et al. [32], who found that
those who were distracted at the time of their crashes were less likely to be traveling on
multi-lane roadways and were less likely to have crashed at an intersection or other road
junction.

Casado-Sanz et al. [25] suggested using the physical severance index in future research,
which considers the distribution of urban land as a relationship between the difference
in the built areas on both sides of the road and the total built area. Territorial variables
(built environment and physical severance) can affect the occurrence of accidents. Since
the available data provide the coordinates of crashes, it might be possible to consider such
territorial variables in future studies.

The analysis of the crashes caused by distracted driving as the drivers’ fault according
to crash-type- and vehicle-related factors showed that collision was the most common crash
type in both rural and suburban areas. The crash types and the number of vehicles involved
were statistically significantly different between rural and suburban roads. Collision and
run-off-road (ROR) crashes occurred in higher percentages on rural roads, whereas more
pedestrian crashes were seen on suburban road sections. The high percentage of pedestrian
crashes in suburban areas makes sense, as pedestrians are seen in urban and suburban
areas more often and are only occasionally seen on rural roadways. Crashes that involved
more than one vehicle were seen in higher percentages in suburban road sections, which
could be explained by the existence of traffic-congested sections in suburban areas. The
number of distracted driving crashes involving one vehicle was higher in rural areas due
to less traffic and higher speeds.

As presented in the previous section, the highest percentages of crashes on suburban
roads occurred at speeds of 40–80 km/h, while for rural roads, the highest percentages of
crashes occurred at speeds of 60–100 km/h. Crashes at speeds of higher than 100 km/h
seemed to occur on rural roads only. This is consistent with earlier findings by Thoma-
son [24], who reported the same result about suburban roadways and rural highways. As
for vehicle type, we noticed that both automobiles and light vehicles comprised more than
80% of vehicles involved in the reported crashes. Rural roads witnessed a higher percent-
age of crashes caused by distracted driving involving automobiles, medium vehicles, and
tractor vehicles. A similar finding was reported by Stutts et al. [32], who indicated that
distracted drivers were more likely to be driving during non-daylight hours and were more
likely to be driving a pickup truck, van, or sport utility vehicles.

One of the major limitations of the present study is that the obtained data lack, in some
respects, important details that, if they existed, would deliver more thorough and useful
results about distraction. Therefore, it is recommended that accident reports be carefully
designed to include all specific details, such as the type of distraction factor (visual, manual,
cognitive, and auditory) that caused the driver’s distraction. Providing such details in the
crash report would help eliminate confusion caused by interrelated information and would
deliver complete information that will be significantly helpful to this field of research. It is
also suggested that crash reports should include information on the number of accidents
that drivers were previously involved in. Having this factor available can help researchers
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examine the effect of aggressive driving, as recommended by Alonso et al. [19], on all kinds
of crashes, including distraction.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to highlight the risk of driver distraction, which is one of the
major driver’s faults, in causing traffic crashes that cost great losses of lives and resources.
Most drivers’ faults that cause crashes on rural and suburban roadways were identified.
Crashes caused by distracted driving were examined, and the differences between crashes
on rural and suburban roadways were investigated. Based on the findings of this study,
the following can be concluded:

Comprising almost one-fourth of the reported crashes (24.19%), distracted driving
was the second most frequent driver fault causing crashes on both rural and suburban
roadways.

(1) Distracted driving was the second most hazardous fault causing fatalities and injuries
on both rural and suburban roadways, comprising an average of nearly 22% of all
reported fatalities and injuries.

(2) Distracted driving on rural highways appeared to be more fatal, whereas suburban
roadways witnessed more severe injuries.

(3) Six variables were found to be statistically significant but with small effect size values:
at junction, road grade, number of lanes, weather condition, crash type, and number
of vehicles involved.

(4) Statistically significant differences between gender groups only exist under three
conditions: road surface conditions, weather conditions, and lighting conditions.

(5) High percentages of distracted-driving-related crashes on rural and suburban road-
ways were noticed among the following categories: males, drivers aged 25–39 years,
non-holidays, weekdays, tangent sections, two-way divided roads, not at junction,
level roads, two-lane roads, clear weather, dry surface, daylight, and automobile
vehicles.

(6) Differences between crashes on rural and suburban roadways caused by distracted
driving showed that a higher percentage of crashes occurred on rural roadways when
the driver was female, the driver was 25–39 years old, the time was midday, the road
was two-way and undivided, it was not at a junction section, there were two lanes,
the driving speed was above 80 km/h, and light vehicles were involved.

(7) Differences between crashes on rural and suburban roadways caused by distracted
driving showed that a higher percentage of crashes occurred on suburban roadways
when the driver was male, the driver was 40–54 years old, the time was morning and
night, the road was two-way and divided, it was at a junction, there were three lanes,
there was clear weather, the driving speed was 40–60 km/h, and automobiles and
medium vehicles were involved.

(8) Collision and ROR crash types were seen on rural roadways in a higher percentage,
whereas more pedestrian crashes were observed on suburban roadway sections.

Considering the above-mentioned results, it is recommended that practitioners and
policy-makers establish specialized programs and awareness campaigns intended to edu-
cate drivers on several factors that affect their driving abilities and emphasize and stimulate
mindful driving with a sufficient cognitive and visual emphasis on driving initiatives and
the traffic environment. It is also recommended that this same dataset be used in the future
for model development to obtain a deeper understanding about factors that contribute
to distracted driving and simulate the impact of distracted driving on the injury or crash
severity of a given crash.
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Abstract: Research into collecting and measuring reliable, accurate, and naturalistic microscopic
traffic data is a fundamental aspect in road network planning scientific literature. The vehicle
trajectory is one of the main variables in traffic flow theory that allows to extract information
regarding microscopic traffic flow characteristics. Several methods and techniques have been applied
regarding the acquisition of vehicle trajectory. The forthcoming applications of intelligent transport
systems on vehicles and infrastructure require sufficient and innovative tools to calibrate existing
models on more complex situations. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are one of the most emerging
technologies being used recently in the transportation field to monitor and analyze the traffic flow.
The aim of this paper is to examine the use of UAVs as a tool for microscopic traffic data collection
and analysis. A comprehensive guiding framework for accurate and cost-effective naturalistic
traffic surveys and analysis using UAVs is proposed and presented in detail. Field experiments of
acquiring vehicle trajectories on two multilane roundabouts were carried out following the proposed
framework. Results of the experiment indicate the usefulness of the UAVs technology on various
traffic analysis studies. The results of this study provide a practical guide regarding vehicle trajectory
acquirement using UAVs.

Keywords: UAVs; naturalistic vehicle trajectories; microscopic traffic data; traffic data collection;
guiding framework

1. Introduction

1.1. Microscopic Traffic Data Acquirement

Research into collecting and measuring reliable microscopic traffic data is a funda-
mental aspect in road network planning scientific literature. Several applications can be
implemented by using the acquired dataset in terms of traffic safety, road capacity, and
level of service analysis [1–4]. However, as the traffic conditions get more complex, the
level of detail and the quality of the collected information is getting higher.

The forthcoming applications of intelligent transport systems on vehicles and infras-
tructure mean that existing road layouts need to be examined across a wider range of
scenarios [5]. As new technologies are applied to transport systems, accurate calibration
and validation approaches of microscopic traffic flow models are essential. Driver behavior
modelling, especially in complex scenarios and dynamic environments, such as round-
abouts, is challenging and depends mainly on the size and the variety of the obtained
data [6]. A dataset of accurate and high detailed microscopic traffic data can improve the
reliability of models and allow a sufficient traffic analysis.

The vehicle trajectory is one of the main variables in traffic flow theory that allows
to extract information regarding microscopic traffic flow characteristics [7–9]. The ability
to extract the position of the vehicles over time along the roadway can provide an under-
standing of the way vehicles move and a comprehensive dataset for implementation in
several applications regarding traffic flow and safety analysis [10,11].
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Several data collection techniques are used regarding the acquisition of vehicle trajec-
tory [12–17]. Each one is characterized by its potential capabilities and limitations. Thus,
the selection of the proper technique for the execution of the survey is strongly related to the
level of detail, accuracy and the purpose of the study. The most common methods, as have
been identified according to the literature, are summarized in the following: (a) application
of global positioning systems (GPS), (b) video processing techniques, (c) applications based
on smartphone device technology, and (d) on satellite navigation systems.

However, a main challenge for researchers and traffic engineers is the ability to extract
accurate and naturalistic traffic data. Data mining techniques by acquiring accurate traffic
data from naturalistic driving behavior is a remarkable and active field of research during
last years. Several applications can be found in the scientific literature addressing these
issues [18,19]. Nevertheless, it is noted that in most vehicle trajectory studies, collected
data lack naturalness, as experiments are conducted under the awareness of the drivers.
Thus, the necessary quality of the dataset is weak in terms of representing the actual
driving behavior.

In the last years, video image processing techniques are applied more frequently as
they represent a low-cost and non-infrastructure-based method for acquiring naturalistic
vehicle trajectories [5,20]. Several studies have been developed by extracting traffic data
from recorded videos.

In this context, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are one of the most emerging tech-
nologies being used recently in the transportation field to monitor and analyze the traffic
flow. UAV image acquisition technologies have been developed and allow to extract and
analyze the traffic information in a sufficient way.

1.2. UAV Technology for Traffic Surveys and Analysis

UAVs can be integrated in various applications of the transport engineering sector,
such as road safety inspections, traffic analysis and damage assessment for roads [21–25].
The benefits of deploying UAVs for traffic monitoring and analysis have been considered
in several studies in the past few years [5,20,26–28]. As the camera is in the air, the drivers’
attitude is not distracted by the equipment. According to this, extracted data represent
naturalistic driving behavior which is significant for the study of vehicle trajectories.
Moreover, UAVs require less experience and training to be controlled while they can
handle a wide field of view, covering large areas quickly. These assets result in a time-
saving, low-cost, and non-infrastructure-based technique for acquiring individual vehicle
trajectories, compared to other methods.

However, as UAVs are rapidly growing in popularity and their technology is im-
proving constantly, the implemented applications on transportation sector have not fully
developed yet. Considering this, several limitations can be identified [11,29,30]. There
are many factors that influence the performance of this process. Among them, weather
conditions (e.g., rain), technical issues (e.g., low battery duration), and regulatory issues
(e.g., no-fly zones) are the most critical to be mentioned. Thus, the ability to select and
implement UAVs as an efficient traffic survey tool depends on many aspects. Table 1
summarizes the main benefits and limitations of using UAVs for traffic surveys.

Table 1. The main benefits and limitations of using UAVs for traffic surveys.

Benefits Limitations

UAVs require little experience Climate characteristics
UAVs provide wide field of view Technical issues of UAVs

UAVs can cover large areas quickly Time constraints
Low cost and saving-time technique Regulatory issues
Non-infrastructure-based technique Safety issues

Monitoring and analysis of naturalistic
driving behavior

Automatic process techniques require
high expertise
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The aim of this paper is to examine the use of UAVs as a tool for microscopic traffic
data collection and analysis. A comprehensive guiding framework for accurate and cost-
effective naturalistic traffic surveys using UAVs is proposed and presented in detail. An
experiment involving the acquisition of vehicle trajectories on two multilane roundabouts
is described. Finally, the utility of UAVs regarding microscopic traffic data acquirement is
discussed based on the literature review and the analyzed guiding framework of the study.

2. The Framework

An extensive literature review of existing studies and frameworks regarding traffic
data acquirement using UAVs was carried out [11,15,26–28,31] to establish and applicate a
comprehensive guiding framework in this study. A bibliometric and visualization analysis
was conducted by identifying the articles with the most effort on traffic data acquirement
using UAVs, to evaluate patterns of the existing literature. This methodology is widely
accepted in the literature and in bibliometrics [32,33].

Specifically, a comprehensive database of gathered data from Scopus [34] was devel-
oped. Documents that contain the keywords “UAVs” and “traffic data collection” were
selected for the evaluation. The software VOS [35] was applied to examine and analyze
the distribution of co-occurrent keywords of the most common keywords outlined below
articles’ abstracts. The presence of 1104 keywords in 105 publications was confirmed. The
threshold of 4 occurrences was adopted. The consistency of the database ensured the
validation of the analysis to the context of this study. The final analyzed keywords and
their node size are illustrated in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Network visualization of authors’ keyword occurrence.

According to the analysis, the higher the keyword and the node, the larger number
of articles contain the specific keyword. Moreover, thick lines indicate co-occurrence of
the keyword in the literature. Five clusters were developed according to the analysis
and each one represents a set of related items. The leading keyword of each cluster
and its characteristics in terms of total numbers of occurrences and total link strength of
co-occurrences are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. The top keywords co-occurrence and total link strength.

Keyword Cluster Occurrences Total Link Strength

unmanned aerial vehicles blue (1) 74 221
data acquisition green (2) 28 106

UAV purple (3) 12 47
traffic data collection red (4) 11 47

trajectories yellow (5) 8 36

According to the identified keywords, it can be concluded that various methodologies
regarding the extraction of the traffic information exist. The vehicles’ detection and clas-
sification to extract trajectories for operational and safety analysis, is the main issue the
existing literature is dealing with.

Findings and methods of the existing literature were considered to establish a compre-
hensive framework regarding UAV survey execution and microscopic traffic data acquire-
ment, following the discrete steps of Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. The discrete steps to acquire traffic data using UAVs.

The proposed methodology of this paper is structured in such a way to be simply and
effectively adopted by researchers and engineers. Detailed naturalistic vehicle trajectories
data through UAVs can be extracted following a low-cost method, requiring less demand
for high skills or expertise in image processing techniques.

2.1. UAV Traffic Survey

2.1.1. Preparation of the Survey

UAV flight planning for the collection of the required data depends on several aspects
that are critical for ensuring a successful UAV flight operation. According to [26], safety
issues (such as prohibited fly zones or need for the existence of sufficient space regarding
safety distance from sensitive installments) and climate characteristics (such as the weather
conditions) can directly affect the survey execution. Thus, an in-depth flight planning
before the execution of the UAV survey is essential.

After the identification of the study area, an appropriate number of ground control
points (GCPs) need to be distributed homogenously within the area of interest (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The location of GCPs as distributed homogeneously for the survey.

The aim of this task intends to transform the acquired frames on real-world coordinates
through the process of georeferencing. GCPs of well-known coordinates significantly
increase the absolute accuracy of the analysis as presented in the following steps. In the
case of manual or semi-automatic georeferencing process as in the experiment of this study,
GCPs are required to be visible in all acquired frames. Their use intends to correct errors
due to UAV tilt (wind forces affect) and camera lens distortion issues. It is noted that the use
of natural GCPs (such as corners of manholes and tactile pavements, intersections of white
pavement markings, etc.) provides the flexibility to conduct surveys over different time
periods, skipping time-consuming field measurements of GCPs coordinates per survey.
The restraint of UAVs low battery and the requirement for visible GCPs per each survey
means that permanent natural ground control points are an efficient choice. A proper tool
can provide the coordinates of the selected ground control points in high accuracy. Figure 4
presents an example of natural GCPs, the coordinates of which are measured using a RTK
GNSS receiver.

 

Figure 4. Natural ground control points.
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2.1.2. Survey Execution

During the UAV survey execution, the safety and legal issues should be addressed.
UAV flight can be handled manually via a controller or automatically according to a
predefined route. It is mentioned that both the surveyor and the equipment should not be
noticed by road users. Any distraction of drivers’ attitude affects the naturalness of the
collected data.

There are three main aspects that affect the level of detail of the study and the surveyor
should consider during a UAV flight: (a) the video resolution, (b) the altitude of the UAV
and (c) the viewing angle. More specifically, it is recommended video recordings be saved
at the highest possible quality. High-resolution videos and low flight altitudes optimize
the required time regarding the video processing and increase the accuracy and the quality
of the study. Videos recorded from an angle require a process of pixel transformation to
achieve an orthographic view. This is usually carried out using perspective filters. Thus,
recordings of a nadir point of view minimize camera errors and are preferable.

Through these main aspects, the ground sample distance (GSD) can be reduced,
enhancing the final accuracy of the analysis. With lower GSD, the identification of the
appropriate point regarding vehicle tracking analysis, will be much easier. It is noted that
the measured pixel size determines the minimum threshold of the final accuracy.

Finally, the location of the UAV should be stable to minimize the bias in the stabilizing
process. A gimbal system attached to the camera can stabilize the recorded shots in an
efficient way.

2.2. UAV Video Processing

2.2.1. Preliminary Process

A preliminary process is required to simplify the video processing. This step includes
the following operations: Firstly, no significant frames form videos (take-off and landing)
are removed. A stabilization process is required to minimize rough bias. Proper filters
contribute to smoother videos and the elimination of camera shakiness. In the following
step, specific events according to the scope of the analysis are identified (for example, in a
speed analysis the time periods of vehicles on free-flow speed conditions are identified).
The video frames of the selected time periods are extracted per second. Finally, the lens
distortion of the acquired images needs to be corrected. There are several techniques that
can be adopted. A common practice is to transform images by adopting the distortion
profile of the implemented camera.

2.2.2. Geo-Registration

The transformation of UAV-acquired image pixels into real-world coordinates allows
the extraction of vehicle trajectory data into real-world coordinates. The use of a cartesian
coordinate system calibrated to a specific scale is a common practice regarding the geo-
registration process. However, the use of GCPs in the experiments, except for the high
accuracy of the analysis and the correction of image distortion, provides a comprehensive
dataset that can be managed by several applications, depending on the purpose of the study.

A reference image of the study area is georeferenced according to the known coordi-
nates of the GCPs. The extracted frames of the identified events are then co-registered to
the reference image. This process can be carried out either in a manual way, which provides
accurate but time-consuming results, or in an automatic way by using pixel matching
algorithms, which promises quicker and less accurate results.

2.2.3. Vehicle Trajectory Acquisition

To acquire microscopic traffic data, the extraction of accurate vehicle trajectories is
essential. Several studies carried out recently are dealing with this issue [11,20,26,36–39].
The adopted methodologies can be divided into three main categories: (a) the manual
process, (b) the semi-automatic process, and (c) the automatic process technique. The
first two methods are more accurate and offer many flexibility advantages, however, they
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are time-consuming. On the other hand, the third method promises quicker results by
using detection techniques and tracking algorithms with minimum manpower involved.
Nevertheless, this requires high expertise and knowledge of computer vision techniques,
while its accuracy on high spatial data such as vehicle trajectories sometimes requires
manual effort for the correction of missed trajectories.

2.2.4. Management of Vehicle Trajectories

Utilizing the vehicle trajectory data, several applications can be carried out and
information of great importance can be provided. Thus, it is required that the vehicle
location data be organized in detail on a comprehensive dataset along with supplementary
information (such as the type of the vehicle). Researchers and engineers can interpret the
measured data to understand the way the vehicles move.

3. Case Study Experiment

The described methodology was applied on a multilane roundabout layout where
the complexity of driving behavior is challenging as the road geometry provides high
uncertainty in driving maneuvers. The method was tested for two different lighting
conditions: daylight and night. An analysis on vehicle trajectories was carried out to
extract microscopic traffic data such as vehicles speeds, travel time measurements, and the
spatial distribution of vehicle maneuvers. The selected multilane roundabouts (Figure 5)
are in the cities of (a) Larissa and (b) Thessaloniki (Greece).

 

Figure 5. UAV shot of the examined case studies: (a) Larissa and (b) Thessaloniki.

3.1. Survey Material and Equipment

Two types of equipment were used to perform the experiment described in this paper
to acquire reliable naturalistic vehicle trajectories data of the roundabouts: (a) a quadcopter
UAV (Figure 6) and (b) a RTK GNSS receiver. The selected UAV (DJI Phantom 4 Advanced)
can capture videos up to C4K analysis with a frame rate of 60 fps and high-resolution
images (5472 × 3078). It is a low-cost UAV and requires less experience to be controlled. Its
camera is attached to a gimbal, which stabilize shots. Moreover, its weight (1368 g) and
size contribute to better maneuverability, while low altitudes flights achieve high spatial
resolution. The RTK GNSS receiver that was used provides reliable and high-accuracy data
collection. The position of selected GCPs can be determined in centimeter-level accuracy in
real world conditions. Specifically, the accuracy of this equipment examined for a survey is
8 mm + 1 ppm (horizontal) and 15 mm + 1 ppm (vertical).
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Figure 6. (a) The quadcopter UAV and (b) the captured study area as presented on the controller during the survey.

3.2. UAV Survey

Roundabouts’ performance was recorded with the use of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) during summer and autumn of 2019. Data regarding the kinematic characteristics of
the vehicles were collected in this experiment.

Field measurements were selected to be conducted during of-peak periods to ensure
free flow speed conditions. Real vehicle speeds in unobstructed traffic conditions were
collected. Weather conditions were stable and did not affect the vehicle movements. Low
flight altitudes of a nadir point of view and high-resolution recordings allowed to measure
accurate and naturalistic spatiotemporal phenomena of high detail.

3.3. Data Processing

Vehicle trajectories were extracted from the UAV videos following specific steps. These
steps aimed to: (a) reduce any bias and increase the accuracy and (b) digitize and study
vehicle motion paths.

Firstly, no significant frames from videos (take-off and landing) were removed. A sta-
bilization procedure was followed [40]. Proper filters made videos smoother while camera
shakiness was eliminated. Specific events were identified (vehicle through movements
on free flow speed conditions) and video frames were extracted for each examined video.
Lens distortion of each frame was corrected [41]. The acquired images were georeferenced
in high accuracy using an open-source GIS software [42]. The selected geographic reference
was the “GGRS87/Greek Grid”. The ground sample distance was measured to the value
of 35.6 mm and the maximum value of the RMSE between the real location and the final
georeferenced location per each frame was 0.6.

Finally, a digitization process was carried out to acquire vehicle trajectories. Specifi-
cally, the center of the front bumper of each vehicle was identified and the coordinates were
extracted. Mathematical interpolation based on the known coordinates was used in CAD
software using spline curves so the discrete data could be transformed into continuous
functions to further study vehicle maneuvers and microscopic traffic data.

3.4. Experiment Results

Several applications regarding microscopic traffic data analysis can be carried out
regarding the extracted dataset. Understanding the way road users move in roundabouts
is of great importance, since many conflicts occur in this type of intersections [43,44].

Figure 7 presents a heatmap of the spatial distribution of vehicle maneuvers according
to the extracted vehicle trajectories of the examined case study roundabout. Various driving
behavior patterns for through movements on the multilane roundabout are indicated.
Improper and unexpected paths are created and that can probably cause unexpected
behavior, and therefore potential danger.
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Figure 7. Heatmap of the spatial distribution of vehicle maneuvers of Roundabout A. 
Figure 7. Heatmap of the spatial distribution of vehicle maneuvers of Roundabout A.

To calculate vehicle speeds at the entrance of the roundabout, firstly the proper events
were identified. Then, the captured distances per 0.2 s were calculated and divided by
the corresponding time. Considering the measured value of the ground sample distance
(35.6 mm) and the RMS error of 0.6, it is concluded that the maximum error in speed
estimation is less than 1 km/h. An indicative calculated speed profile of a vehicle traversing
the roundabout is presented in Figure 8.

traversing the roundabout is presented in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. A typical vehicle speed profile has been extracted by processing UAV shots.

The vehicle speed profile indicates significant changes in speeds because of the com-
plexity of the road geometry. The driver reduces the vehicle speed along the entry and the
center of the roundabout and then accelerates to the exit lane.

With the second case study roundabout, an analysis regarding the travel time of
31 vehicles passing through the roundabout was conducted. An algorithm was developed
and applied to the extracted trajectories. Two detection lines were coded at the entrance
and the exit of the roundabout to identify the timestamps of each vehicle passing these
sections (Figure 9). Results provide information regarding the travel time of vehicles
through-movements. The average travel time of through movements under free-flow
speed conditions is 5.14 s.
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Figure 9. Graphical representation of the vehicle trajectories and the location of coded detectors. 
Figure 9. Graphical representation of the vehicle trajectories and the location of coded detectors.

4. Conclusions

Research into collecting and measuring reliable, accurate, and naturalistic microscopic
traffic data is a fundamental aspect in road network planning scientific literature. According
to the literature review and the bibliometric and visualization analysis, it can be concluded
that UAVs are recently being used in the transportation field to monitor and analyze the
traffic flow. The vehicles’ detection and classification to extract trajectories for operational
and safety analysis is the main issue the existing literature is dealing with.

The proposed methodology of this paper is structured in such a way to be simply
and effectively adopted by researchers and engineers. Detailed and naturalistic vehicle
trajectories data can be extracted through UAVs in a low-cost way, requiring less demand
for high skills or expertise in image processing techniques.

Two experiments were carried out on different light conditions following the presented
framework. Results indicate that the accuracy of the extracted microscopic traffic data is
high enough as the maximum error in speed estimation is less than 1 km/h. The measured
data can be interpreted and applied to several studies. In these experiments, vehicle
trajectories were analyzed to extract vehicles speeds, travel time measurements, and the
spatial distribution of vehicle maneuvers. The extracted dataset can be utilized and be
applied on various traffic studies (gap-acceptance analysis, road safety analysis, study on
lane-change behavior, calibration of car-following models, etc.).

The limitations of the study are related mainly to the technical issues of the UAV
technology and the climate characteristics of the examined area. More specifically, the
restraint of the low battery duration of UAVs and the weather conditions of the study area
(rain) resulted in short video recordings and time-consuming field experiments.

5. Discussion and Final Remarks

Accurate and high detailed naturalistic microscopic traffic data are essential for re-
liable traffic analysis and efficient calibration process of traffic models. The forthcoming
applications of intelligent transport systems on vehicles and infrastructure require sufficient
tools to calibrate existing models on more complex situations.

UAVs are one of the most emerging technologies being used recently in transportation
field to monitor and analyze the traffic flow. The increased commercial market share of this
technology during the last years and the developed traffic applications entail a promising
contribution to the transportation sector.

Several applications and methodologies regarding the acquirement of microscopic
traffic data have been tested until now. This paper aims to add value to the existing
literature. A comprehensive framework for extracting naturalistic vehicle trajectories
recorded by UAVs is proposed. The presented methodology describes a highly accurate
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and low-cost method to conduct UAV traffic surveys and extract the required information,
considering the methods and the limitations reported in previous studies. Researchers
and engineers can efficiently apply the structured process as it is simplified and does not
require great skills or expertise in automated image processing techniques.

Overall, the benefits of using UAVs on microscopic traffic data collection surveys,
as explained in the literature review and highlighted in the presented experiment are
great of importance. However, there are still many limitations and issues that need to
overcome during the next years to optimize the general process of UAV traffic surveys.
Thus, the ability to select and implement UAVs as an efficient traffic survey tool depends
on many factors.

Further research is required regarding the acceptability of UAVs on traffic data collec-
tion surveys. Specifically, a comprehensive guiding framework under what circumstances
this technology should be preferred or discouraged compared to other traditional meth-
ods will enhance the overall process of the examined traffic analysis. Finally, due to the
forthcoming applications of intelligent transport systems on vehicles and infrastructure, ex-
periments on the capabilities of UAVs regarding real-time traffic data collection techniques
and methods of sharing the traffic information to road users are expected to enhance UAVs
technology in the transportation engineering sector.
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Abstract: About 36% of fatal road accidents in Norway involve at least one driver who is “at
work”. It has been argued that the implementation of rules clearly defining the responsibility of
road transport companies to prevent work related accidents, by implementing safety management
systems (SMS), could lead to increased safety. In the present study we tested the validity of this
suggestion, by examining the influence of different sector rules on work-related accident prevention
in Norwegian road and maritime transport. In contrast to the road sector, the maritime sector has
had rules requiring SMS for over 20 years, clearly defining the shipping companies responsibility for
prevention of work-related accidents. The aims of the study were to: (1) examine how the different
sector rules influence perceptions of whether the responsibility to prevent work-related accidents is
clearly defined in each sector; and (2) compare respondents’ perceptions of the quality of their sectors’
efforts to prevent work-related accidents, and factors influencing this. The study was based on a
small-scale survey (N = 112) and qualitative interviews with sector experts (N = 17) from companies,
authorities, and NGOs in the road and the maritime sectors. Results indicate that respondents in
the maritime sector perceive the responsibility to prevent work-related accidents as far more clearly
defined, and they rate their sector’s efforts to prevent accidents as higher than respondents in road.
Multivariate analyses indicate that this is related to the scope of safety regulations in the sectors
studied, controlled for several important framework conditions. Based on the results, we conclude
that the implementation of SMS rules focused on transport companies’ responsibility to prevent
work-related accidents could improve safety in the road sector. However, due to barriers to SMS
implementation in the road sector, we suggest starting with a simplified version of SMS.

Keywords: safety management; regulation; transport; road; maritime

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

A study from Norway indicates that 36% of fatal road accidents involved at least one
driver who was “at work” at the time of the accident [1]. An average of 1.490 people is
injured (lightly or seriously) in these accidents and the majority (81%) of these people are
other road users [2]. This means that measures to improve transport safety in companies
with working drivers will not only reduce the number of injuries among drivers at work,
but particularly among other road users.

Although there are relatively few systematic studies in this area, research indicates
that implementation of safety management systems (SMS) can lead to increased road safety.
A comprehensive literature review indicates that the implementation of SMS is related
to positive safety outcomes [3]. SMS is legally required as a tool for implementing safety
culture in several high-risk industries, e.g., the nuclear sector [4], aviation [5,6], and oil and
gas (e.g., [7]).
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SMS denote the formal aspects of safety in organizations (“how things should be
done”). The informal aspects of safety management generally refer to safety culture (“how
things are actually done”), which can be defined as shared and safety relevant ways of
thinking or acting that are (re)created through the joint negotiation of people in social
settings [8]. The development of a positive safety culture is a formal aim and justification
of SMS in the maritime sector [9], in aviation [5] in rail [10], and also in the voluntary
ISO:39001 standard in the road sector. Thus, it is believed that the development of formal
procedures (“how things should be done”) will influence informal practices (“how things
actually are done”) [11]. Studies also indicate positive effects of SMS on safety culture in
aviation [12], in the maritime sector [13] and in rail [14,15].

SMS typically comprise formal routines and measures enabling the organization to
work systematically with safety, e.g., by establishing formal safety policies and goals, estab-
lishing key roles and responsibilities, systematically collecting information about incidents
and hazards, developing countermeasures, monitoring the effects of these, and adjusting
measures if necessary (cf. [3]). Moreover, SMS clearly define companies’ responsibility to
prevent work-related accidents, through the implementation of such formal measures [16].

Studies of SMS implementation from the road sector report of reductions in accidents
and incidents, improved safety culture and improved road safety behaviours [17–20]. In
addition, previous studies show that hauliers transporting dangerous goods (road tanker)
by road have a 75% lower risk of accidents than other goods transport companies [21].
These companies also work more systematically with SMS and safety culture than other
hauliers [22].

Despite the promising safety outcomes of SMS in road and other sectors, Norwegian
research from the road sector indicates that neither transport companies nor authorities
focus sufficiently well on the importance of SMS and the organizational responsibility for
safety [23]. Similar tendencies have been found in research from other countries, indicating
that work-related road safety traditionally has been managed using single driver-focused
measures, and not SMS and safety culture (e.g., [22,24]).

The tendency to focus on the driver instead of the organization in efforts to prevent
accidents has been related to the legal rules governing work-related accident prevention
in the road sector. Interviewees in a previous Norwegian study reported that authorities
largely focus on the Road Traffic Act, which places the main responsibility for safety on the
driver, in their enforcement of the safety of drivers at work [23]. This means that drivers at
work in practice are treated as private drivers, although the employers of the former have a
legal responsibility for their safety through the Working Environment Act. The interviewees
also stated that very few employers recognize this responsibility, e.g., by implementing
SMS. Based on this, sector experts in the study of Nævestad and Phillips [23] suggested
that the road sector should learn from other sectors, which focuses on the organizational
responsibility to prevent work related accidents, e.g., by implementing SMS. The same
suggestion is discussed in an ITF roundtable session about SMS in transport [22].

In the present study we test the validity of this suggestion, by examining the influence
of different sector rules on work-related accident prevention in Norwegian road and
maritime transport. More specifically, we examine whether the maritime sector performs
better on the prevention of work-related accidents because of the different rules regulating
safety in the two sectors. We have chosen to compare road with the maritime sector, as the
maritime sector has had rules requiring SMS for over 20 years, clearly focusing on the
organizational responsibility to prevent accidents. In contrast, formal SMSs for companies
in the road sector are voluntary so far (e.g., ISO:39001).

1.2. Aims

The aims of the study are to: (1) examine how the different sector rules influence per-
ceptions of whether the responsibility to prevent work-related accidents is clearly defined
in road and the maritime sector; and (2) compare respondents’ perceptions of the quality of
their sectors’ efforts to prevent work-related accidents, and factors influencing this.
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2. Theoretical Approach and Previous Research

2.1. The Rules Governing Safety and SMS in the Road and Maritime Sector

SMS was legally required in the maritime sector in 1998 through the International
Safety Management (ISM) code of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), which
requires SMS in all commercial ships over 500 GT. The ISM code was introduced after
several severe maritime accidents were found to be caused by human error and insufficient
SMS. One of the main purposes of the ISM-code is to firmly define the shipping company
and the ship master’s responsibility for the management of safety and the environment,
through the implementation of ISM compliant SMS [25]. According to the ISM code,
an SMS should include, for instance: (1) a safety and environmental protection policy;
(2) procedures to ensure the safe operation of ships; and (3) defined lines of communication
between shore and shipboard personnel [9,26]. The ISM code is implemented as a provision
to the Norwegian Ship Safety and Security Act [27]. Actors in the sector have considered
this act to clarify responsibilities, through increasing the focus on shipping companies’
responsibility for accident prevention [28].

International research indicates low SMS implementation among companies in the
road sector, as this is not legally required [22]. Some of the large companies have, however,
adopted advanced SMS practices, particularly companies transporting dangerous goods
including oil and chemical products [22]. The closest one comes to overarching legislation
for SMS in the road sector is the EU Framework Directive on Safety and Health at Work
(Directive 89/391/EEC) and corresponding national legislation that sets out the need for
employers of drivers at work to manage accident risks associated with road users, trips,
and vehicles [16]. The corresponding national legislation in Norway is the Working Envi-
ronment Act (WEA). However, although employers of drivers at work in Norway have a
legal responsibility for their safety through the WEA, very few employers recognize this
responsibility, e.g., by implementing SMS [23]. The most important legislation regulating
road safety in Norway is the Road Traffic Act (RTA), which applies to all road users, and
which places the main responsibility for safety on the driver. Nævestad and Phillips [23]
report that authorities tend to enforce the RTA more often than WEA when dealing with
drivers at work. This indicates a less clear responsibility for work-related accident pre-
vention in the road sector, and a more driver-centered approach, which also is found in
international approaches [24]. The most well-known SMS approach in the road sector is
the ISO:39001 traffic safety standard. This is, however, voluntary. The standard is often
described as a management system for traffic safety and a tool for building safety culture.
An explicit goal of this standard is to create a positive safety culture by implementing SMS.
Only eight companies had, however, implemented this standard in Norway in 2018.

2.2. Safety Outcomes of SMS

Although there are few studies comparing safety culture and safety outcomes across
transport sectors, previous research indicates more focus on safety management systems,
more advanced safety cultures and better safety outcomes in aviation, rail, and the maritime
sector, compared with the road sector (cf. [22,29,30]. This can be explained by the fact
that companies in the road sector do not have the same legal requirements for safety
management systems as in aviation (IATA 2019), the maritime sector [13], and railways [10].
In these sectors, requirements are set for systems aiming to facilitate key aspects of safety
culture; e.g., a safety culture including reporting, justice, and learning. These requirements
are often cited to explain why companies in aviation [31,32], the maritime sector [13],
and rail transport [14] perform better than the road sector on safety. Several studies find
relationships between implementation of SMS, or SMS elements, and positive safety culture
and safety outcomes in aviation [31,32], in rail [15], in the maritime sector [13] and in the
road sector [17].

Finally, it should also be noted that identifying the safety outcomes of SMS is a
challenging methodological issue. There are few robust evaluations of this (i.e., with pre-
post measurements, control, and test groups). Additionally, studies have not yet managed
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to study the separate effects of the different elements in SMS. There are also several different
definitions of SMS. It should also be noted that relationships are complex, and that it may
be difficult to discern between elements of safety culture interventions and elements in
SMS interventions. In his systematic review of the effects of safety management systems
in the transport sector, Thomas [3] concludes that, despite little research in the field, there
seems to be a relationship between SMS and objective safety outcomes (behavior and
accidents). Although there is no agreement on which components of safety management
systems contribute most to safety, Thomas [3] concludes that the following two factors
are the most important: management commitment to safety and safety communication.
Additionally, there are few studies comparing safety management across sectors as we
do in the present study. Making such comparisons may be difficult, as other framework
conditions (in addition to SMS rules) are also important in explaining different safety
levels between sectors (cf. [29]). Such framework conditions may be, e.g., competition,
business structure (number and size of companies), economy, and customer focus on safety.
We return to this issue.

2.3. Mechanisms through Which SMS May Influence Safety Outcomes

SMS may lead to positive safety outcomes through at least two mechanisms. The first
is that SMS provides a systematic way of managing organizational safety, and that it clearly
places responsibility for this process in the company. The philosophy that the ISM code
is based on is total quality management, highlighting continuous improvement through
management commitment and personnel empowerment (Lappalainen 2008 in [29]). The
process of continuous improvement follows Deming’s circle (‘plan–do–check–act’) [29].
Implementing an SMS involves analyzing the safety status and setting goals (plan), imple-
menting measures to fulfil the goals (do), developing indicators to measure goal attainment
(check), and adjusting the measures if necessary (act).

The second mechanism through which SMS may produce positive safety outcomes is
through the development of a positive safety culture. As noted, this is the explicit motiva-
tion for most SMS legislation, hypothesizing that the development of formal procedures
(“how things should be done”), will influence informal practices (“how things actually are
done”) [11]. Implementing an SMS largely concerns implementing certain routines and
ways of doing things in the organization, e.g., carrying out risk assessments, documenting
the process, developing procedures, and training new employees etc. [13,16,17]. The imple-
mentation of such activities can lead to improved safety culture, especially if it is followed
by increased focus on safety among managers and employees in the organization.

2.4. Potential Barriers to SMS Implementaion

Contrary to the hypothesized relationship between SMS and safety culture that is
described above, several studies report discrepancies between formal and informal aspects
of safety in organizations [26,33,34]. Thus, it seems that a positive safety culture does not
necessarily follow from SMS implementation. This can be explained by, e.g., SMS that are
poorly adapted to the companies in question, by referring to the nature of the working
activities, to the competence of the personnel, etc. [26,34]. These factors can also be related
to the size and maturity of companies, etc. The report from the ITF [22] roundtable on SMS
in transport mentions several such potential barriers to successful SMS implementation
in the road sector, for example: (1) there is no international regulatory or standard setting
body in road transport of the kind responsible for aviation (ICAO) or maritime transport
(IMO); (2) there is a large share of non-professional road users; (3) there are many small
companies; (4) high proportion of owner-drivers; and (5) low organizational maturity,
indicated, e.g., by low degree of reporting of incidents and little systematic focus and
follow up of indicators measuring performance [22]. These factors may challenge the
possibilities to implement SMS and continuous improvement (PDCA) in companies in the
road sector.
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2.5. Hypotheses

As the SMS rules in the maritime sector firmly places the responsibility for safety
on the shipping company and the shipmaster, we hypothesize that respondents in the
maritime sector have a stronger perception that the responsibility for accident prevention
is clearly defined in their sector regulations (Hypothesis 1). Moreover, based on this we
also expect respondents in the maritime sector to rate their efforts to prevent work related
accidents as higher than respondents in the road sector (Hypothesis 2). Finally, we expect
that respondents in the maritime sector rate SMS as more important for the safety level in
their sector than respondents in the road sector (Hypothesis 3).

3. Methods

We have used two methods to fulfil the study aims. The first method is semi structured
qualitative interviews with 17 sector experts. We conducted these to get rich information,
based on the interviewees’ experiences and viewpoints, and also as a background to the
development of the quantitative survey. The qualitative interviews resulted in textual data
that we used to complement the numerical data from the survey. The use of quantitative
survey data is the second method, and this is based on 112 respondents. We use this to
make statistical comparisons between the answers of respondents from the two sectors.

3.1. Interviews

We have conducted qualitative interviews with 17 sector experts to gain knowledge
on the aims of the study. Interviewees were selected from transport companies, the Labour
Inspection Authority, the Public Roads Administration, including personnel from the
Accident Analysis Groups, the Norwegian Maritime Directorate, the Accident Investigation
Board, the Norwegian Coastal Administration, and other relevant actors. The interviews
were conducted in 2016 and 2017. The interviews were conducted face-to-face and by
telephone. The interviews generally lasted for between one and one and a half hours. We
used a semi structured interview guide, and the themes and questions in the guide focused
on the aims of the study.

The interview guide focused on the following themes:

(1) Background information about the interviewees’ work;
(2) Registration and overview of work-related accidents in the sector of the interviewee;
(3) Registration and overview of work-related risk factors in the sector of the interviewee;
(4) Views on responsibilities related to the occurrence and prevention of work-related

accidents;
(5) Current, past (and potential future) measures aiming to prevent work-related acci-

dents;
(6) Views on efforts to prevent work-related accidents in companies.

The purpose of the interviews was to give us more insight into the interviewees’ un-
derstanding of their organizations’ knowledge and information sources about work-related
accidents, views on risk factors and thoughts on roles and responsibilities. We collected
this information to be able to conduct rich comparisons between the studied sectors. Inter-
viewees were encouraged to “think out loud” and they were assured that the purpose of
the interview was to provide us with nuanced viewpoints and thoughts that we cannot
collect by means of survey methods. Although the themes in the interviews were fairly
similar to those in the survey, the qualitative interviews involved open ended questions
which allowed the interviewees to elaborate freely when answering.

3.2. Survey

3.2.1. Recruitment of Respondents and Sample Characteristics

A small-scale web-based survey was distributed to representatives from government
agencies, NGOs, and personnel in transport companies in the two sectors. Relevant rep-
resentatives from government agencies were identified with assistance from the project’s
reference group. The survey was sent to relevant persons in the Transport Accident Inves-
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tigation Board Norway, the Ministry of Transport and Communications, the Norwegian
Public Road Authority, the Norwegian Maritime Authority, the Norwegian Labour In-
spection Authority, and the Norwegian Public Roads Administration’s Accident Analysis
Groups. The survey was also sent to transport companies in the studied sectors, and they
were asked to distribute the survey among elected safety officials and trade union represen-
tatives. Thus, the survey includes what we may term sector experts, with good knowledge
resulting from efforts to prevent work-related accidents within the sectors. Table 1 shows
the distribution of sector experts in the different sectors, by type of organization.

Table 1. Distribution of sector experts in the studied sectors, by type of organization.

Sector Directorate Inspectorate
Investigation

Board
Transport
Company

Other Total

Road 14% 20% 6% 55% 6% 66

Maritime 30% 9% 0% 54% 7% 46

Total 21% 15% 4% 54% 6% 112

There were 112 individual respondents: 59% (N = 66) from the road sector and 41%
(N = 46) from the maritime sector. The respondents from transport companies in both
sectors were largely recruited from two unions: one union from the road sector including
drivers and one union from the maritime sector which largely includes ship navigators.
Thus, although both groups of union members are transport operators, the operators from
the maritime sector rank higher in the organizational hierarchy than those in the road
sector. While the method of distribution makes it impossible to calculate the response rate,
it is obvious that it has been very low. This, in addition to the limited number of responses,
means that results must be treated with considerable caution.

3.2.2. Survey Themes

The survey contains seven different themes:

(1) Background questions, e.g., sector, type of organization, position;
(2) Views on risk factors related to work-related accidents;
(3) Questions on why the number of work-related accidents has been reduced in recent

years, whether respondents have a good overview of the occurrence of work-related
accidents and causes, sources of information, and whether companies report all
accidents;

(4) Questions on the responsibility for the prevention of work-related accidents and
whether responsibility is clearly defined in current legislations;

(5) Rating of respondents’ organizations efforts to prevent work-related accidents, views
on the safety rules in the sectors, and questions about the significance of framework
conditions for safety.

3.2.3. Quantitative Analysis

Regression analysis. We have performed two regression analyzes. The first was
conducted to assess the conditions explaining variation in the respondents’ answer to the
question: “Is responsibility for accident prevention sufficiently clearly defined in current
regulations in the sector?” The second was to assess respondents’ agreement with the
statement: “How would you rate your organization’s efforts to prevent work-related
accidents?”. We used logistic regression in the first analysis, as the dependent variable was
made dichotomous (1: Yes, 2: No/do not know). We used linear regression in the second
analysis, since the dependent variables are continuous. The regression analyzes show
the effects of the independent variables that we include on the two dependent variables,
controlled for the other variables in the analysis.
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4. Results

4.1. Is Responsibility for Accident Prevention Is Clearly Defined?

The first aim of the study was to examine how the different sector rules influence
perceptions of whether the responsibility to prevent work-related accidents is clearly
defined in the maritime sector and in the road sector. As the SMS rules in the maritime sector
firmly places the responsibility for safety on the shipping company and the shipmaster,
we hypothesize that respondents in the maritime sector have a stronger perception that
the responsibility for accident prevention is clearly defined in their sector regulations
(Hypothesis 1).

In the survey, we asked whether responsibility for accident prevention was defined
clearly enough in current regulations in the sector. The road sector stands out with a
relatively low share of respondents stating that responsibility is defined clearly enough;
37% answered yes, compared with 78% in the maritime sector. The corresponding shares
for no were 31% in road and 13% in the maritime sector. The road sector also had a larger
percentage of respondents stating that they “do not know” (31%), compared with 9% in
the maritime sector. Differences between the sectors were statistically significant at the
1% level.

Respondents from the road sector who gave reasons for their answers referred to the
relationship between drivers and their employer organizations and/or their customers.
They referred to stress or pressure as a result of short deadlines, and the fact that drivers are
held responsible even though they are not the ones who define the route and the time frame.
In this manner, they underlined that transport buyers also indirectly influence the safety of
transport assignments. Moreover, they also pointed to drivers’ legal responsibilities as a
problem, as they may provide an opportunity for managers or customers to ignore their
actual influence and liability. This indicates a discrepancy between the legal responsibilities
of drivers and the practical responsibilities of, e.g., transport buyers in the road sector.

The majority of interviewees from the road sector thought employers should take more
responsibility for their employees’ behaviour and safety in traffic, as part of their HSE work.
Specifically, they believed that work assignments should be based on risk assessments,
including an analysis of the road and conditions, and employers should develop safety-
promoting routines, procedures and guidelines. It was noted that many businesses fail
to fulfil these requirements today. Road transport differs from most professional sectors
in that individual drivers usually carry the entire responsibility for safety, and some of
the interviewees stated that the companies have—or should take on— the overarching
responsibility for the interplay between the various elements and actors involved in road
traffic. Some of the interviewees from the road sector believed that relations of responsibility
in this area should be more clearly defined, especially HSE-requirements or safety standards.
Others found responsibilities to be well-defined in theory, but they said that the practical
follow-up was inconsistent. The Working Environment Act gives employers a wide-ranging
responsibility for their workers’ safety, but interviewees noted that this is rarely enforced.
The Road Traffic Act—which places all responsibility with the driver—is enforced through
controls and in police investigations following accidents, but the responsibility of the
firms is not enforced to the same degree. So while the law divides responsibility between
different actors, this is not the case in practice.

Interviewees in the maritime sector underline that safety in the maritime sector is cir-
cumscribed by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). This is a specialized agency
of the United Nations whose primary purpose is to develop and maintain a comprehensive
regulatory framework for shipping. The Norwegian Maritime Authority (NMA) is the
government agency responsible for life, health, and working conditions for Norwegian-
registered ships and ships at Norwegian ports and is also in charge of active safety work,
such as inspections regulated by international law. The Norwegian Coastal Administration
is responsible for maritime infrastructure and maritime safety services, while the Labour
Inspection Agency is responsible for working conditions in ports. Safety in the maritime
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sector in Norway is regulated through the Ship Safety and Security Act, which came into
existence in 2007. According to this act:

“The company has an overall duty to see to that the construction and operation
of the ship is in accordance with the rules laid down in or pursuant to this Act,
including that the master and other persons working on board comply with the
legislation”. (§6)

Section 58 in this act relates to the establishment of SMS (as required by the ISM code).

4.2. Respondents’ Assessment of the Quality of Their Sectors’ Efforts

4.2.1. Ratings of the Sector’s Efforts to Prevent Work-Related Accidents

The second aim of the study was to examine respondents’ perceptions of the quality
of their sectors’ efforts to prevent work-related accidents, and factors influencing this.
As responsibilities for the prevention of work-related accidents are more clearly in the
maritime sector, we expected respondents in the maritime sector to rate their efforts to
prevent work related accidents as higher than respondents in the road sector (Hypothesis
2). This is compared in Figure 1, where we show results for the question: “How would you
rate your own organizations’ work with work-related accidents on a scale from 1 (= very
deficient) to 7 (= very good).

Figure 1. How would you rate your own organizations’ work with work-related accidents on a scale from 1 (= very deficient)
to 7 (= very good) by sector. Shares from Road (N = 66) and the maritime sector (N = 46).

Figure 1 indicates that respondents from the road sector rate their own efforts to
prevent work-related accidents as lower than respondents from the maritime sector. If we
assume that scores ranging from 5–6 means “good”, we see that 74% of the respondents
in the maritime sector rate their own organization’s work with work-related accidents as
good, compared to 52% in the road sector. Correspondingly, 18% rate their organization’s
efforts as deficient in the road sector, compared to 4% in the maritime sector. The sector
experts that we interviewed often referred to the rules governing safety in their sector and
the enforcement of these rules when discussing their sectors’ and organizations’ efforts to
prevent work-related accidents. Interviewees in the road sector referred, e.g., to the lacking
enforcement of the Working Environment Act, while interviewees in the maritime sector
referred to the SMS requirements of the ISM-code.
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4.2.2. Respondents’ Rating of the Safety Level and Framework Conditions

Respondents were also asked to rate the safety level in their own sector compared
to that of international commercial aviation on several key aspects. Respondents were
asked: “Imagine a scale from 1 to 10 indicating the level of safety, where 10 corresponds to
the level of safety in international commercial aviation”, “How would you rate the level
of safety in your sector?” We also asked three additional questions, worded in the same
manner, focusing on authorities’ focus on safety, customer focus on safety and scope of
safety regulations. The results are indicated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Results for four questions based on the formulation: “Imagine a scale from 1 to 10 indicating the level of safety,
where 10 corresponds to the level of safety in international commercial aviation”, “How would you rate your sector?”
Similar questions were asked for: authorities’ focus on safety, customer focus on safety and scope of safety regulations.
Respondents from road (N = 66) and Maritime (N = 46).

Results indicate a general pattern; respondents from the maritime sector rate the
safety level in their sector as higher than respondents in the road sector. All differences
were statistically significant at the 1% level. The comparisons were “anchored” in an
absolute reference point (i.e., the commonly known standard of international commercial
aviation), as previous research has indicated that comparisons across contexts may be
difficult, as respondents’ assessments are relative, based on the different reference points
and expectations in their respective sectors [35].

4.2.3. Respondents’ Ratings of Factors Influencing the Safety Level in Their Sector

We expect that respondents in the maritime sector rate SMS as more important for the
safety level in their sector than respondents in the road sector (Hypothesis 3). In a previous
study, we found a strong decline in the number of people injured in work-related accidents
in both the road- and the maritime sector [2]. Based on this, we asked respondents about
the following: “The number of work-related accidents in your sector has fallen sharply in
recent years. What do you think are the reasons for this decline?” Seven answer alternatives
were provided (cf. Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Results for respondents answer to the question: “The number of work-related accidents in your sector has fallen
sharply in recent years. What do you think are the reasons for this decline?” Seven answer alternatives were provided.
Respondents from road (N = 66) and Maritime (N = 46).

Figure 3 indicates that the most important answer provided by respondents from the
road sector is technological development; half of the respondents from road answered this,
which is twice as much as in the maritime sector. The most prevalent answer provided
by respondents from the maritime sector is companies’ safety management. This is in
accordance with Hypothesis 3, and we can probably attribute this result to the focus on
SMS in the maritime sector. The share answering “company safety management” in the
maritime sector (76%) is nearly twice as high as that in the road sector (39%). This result is
not surprising, given the fact that SMS is not mandatory in the road sector.

In the interviews, we also asked the sector experts to point to the most important
measures against work-related transport accidents that have been introduced in recent
years. Interviewees in the maritime sector pointed to the SMS requirements of the ISM code:

“It is the ISM safety management systems that have been introduced. We think
they work, based on the decline in work accident rates, but the background is
a bit unclear. But I believe that the [SMS] requirements have led to a certain
enlightenment in the shipping companies about how to implement measures, an
increased focus.”

Another interviewee stated, in line with this, that the focus on the human factors and
safety management has increased because of the SMS-requirements of the ISM code.

4.3. Multivariate Analyses

4.3.1. Which Factors Influence Respondents’ Perception That Responsibility for the
Prevention of Work-Related Accidents Is Clearly Defined in Their Sector?

In Table 2, we examine factors influencing respondents’ perception whether responsi-
bility for the prevention of work-related accidents is clearly defined in their sector
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Table 2. Logistic regression. Dependent variable: “Is the responsibility for the prevention of work-
related accidents sufficiently clearly defined in your sector? (0 = Yes, 1 = No/don’t know). B values.

Variable Mod. 1 Mod. 2 Mod. 3

Type of org.
(Company = 0, Other

= 1)
−1.147 *** −1.419 *** −1.616 ***

Sector (Maritime = 0,
Road = 1,) 2.044 *** 1.791 ***

Scope of safety
regulations −0.267 **

Adjusted R2 0.100 0.319 0.376
* p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01.

The first main result is that we see a positive and significant relationship between
the road sector and disagreement with the statement that the responsibility for accident
prevention is clearly defined. This is as expected, based on the bivariate results, however,
in this analysis we also control for type of organization and the scope of safety regulations
in the sector.

The second main result is that type of organization contributes negatively and signifi-
cantly. This means that respondents from companies tend to assess that responsibilities for
accident prevention is more clearly defined than respondents from other types of organiza-
tions, e.g., authorities. This could have been due to SMS rules applying to companies in
the maritime sector, but we control for sector.

Third, results indicate a negative relationship between the scope of safety regulations
and the dependent variable. This indicates that respondents who are subjected to compre-
hensive safety regulations (i.e., in the maritime sector) are more likely to perceive that the
responsibility for prevention of work-related accidents are clearly defined.

The Nagelkerke R value is 0.376, which means that the model explains 38 % of the
variation in the dependent variable.

4.3.2. Which Factors Influence Respondents’ Ratings of Their Organizations’ Efforts to
Prevent Work-Related Accidents?

In Table 3, we examine factors influencing respondents’ ratings of their organizations’
efforts to prevent work-related accidents.

Table 3. Linear regression. Dependent variable: “How would you rate your organization’s efforts to prevent work-related
accidents?” (Min = 1, Max = 7) Standardized beta coefficients.

Variable Mod. 1 Mod. 2 Mod. 3 Mod. 4 Mod. 5 Mod. 6 Mod. 7

Type of org. (Oth. = 1,
Company = 2) 0.170 * 0.171 * 0.076 0.163 0.141 0.145 0.138

Sector (Road = 1,
Maritime = 2) 0.239 ** 0.189 ** 0.106 0.040 0.036 0.050

Companies report all
incidents 0.246 ** 0.187 * 0.143 0.141 0.126

Responsibility is clearly
defined (Yes = 1,

No/don’t know = 2)
−0.232 ** −0.166 −0.171 −0.152

Scope of safety
regulations 0.307 *** 0.300 *** 0.289 ***

Heavy competition
between comp. −0.026 −0.029

Safety more important
than price 0.083

Adjusted R2 0.020 0.069 0.111 0.142 0.215 0.208 0.207

* p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01.
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The analyses in Table 3 indicates three main results. First, the most important result
is that the variable “Scope of safety regulations” is the variable which has the strongest
contribution to respondents’ rating of their efforts to prevent work-related accidents. The
positive beta coefficient indicates that respondents (in the maritime sector) who have the
most comprehensive safety regulations, rate their efforts as better (than the road sector),
also when we control for companies’ reporting of accidents (which we have included as
an indicator of sector safety culture) and framework conditions like competition between
companies in the sector, and customers’ focus on transport safety over price. The two latter
framework conditions are measured by the following statements: “Heavy competition
between companies is detrimental to safety in my sector” and “Safety is more important
than price to customers”. As illustrated in Figure 2, the maritime sector scores significantly
higher than the road sector on the “Scope of safety regulations” variable. As noted, the
full wording of the Scope of safety regulation variable is: “Imagine a scale from 1 to 10
indicating the scope of safety regulations, where 10 corresponds to the amount of safety
regulations in international commercial aviation. How would you rate your sector?”

The second main result is that there is a close relationship between the scope of safety
regulations variable and the variable “Responsibility for prevention of accidents is clearly
defined”. This variable contributed significantly and negatively in Model 4, indicating
that lack of clearly defined responsibility for work-related accident prevention is related
to lower ratings of your own organization’s efforts to prevent such accidents. The clearly
defined responsibility variable ceases, however, to contribute significantly in Model 5,
when “scope of safety regulations” is included, indicating the close correlation between
the two.

The third main result is that these variables are also closely related to sector. The sector
variable contributes significantly in Models 2 and 3, indicating higher ratings of efforts to
prevent work-related accidents in the maritime sector. The sector variable ceases, however,
contribute significantly in Model 4, when the clearly defined responsibility variable is
included, indicating the close relationship between the two, i.e., that this is more clearly
defined in the maritime sector.

The fourth main result is that companies’ reporting of incidents (i.e., sector safety
culture), also is related to the scope of sector regulations, as the variable reporting of
incidents ceases to contribute significantly when the variable scope of sector regulations
is included in Model 5. The positive contribution indicates that reporting of incidents is
related to higher ratings of efforts to prevent work-related accidents (and presumably a
positive safety culture in the sector).

Finally, we see that neither customer focus on safety, nor heavy competition between
companies influence respondents’ rating of their efforts to present work-related accidents.

The Adjusted R value is 0.207, which means that the model explains 21% of the
variation in the dependent variable.

5. Concluding Discussion

5.1. Is the Responsibility to Prevent Work-Related Accidents Clearly Defined?

In contrast to the road sector, the maritime sector has had rules requiring SMS, clearly
defining shipping companies’ responsibilities for prevention of work-related accidents,
for over 20 years. In the present study we tested the influence of different sector rules on
work-related accident prevention in Norwegian road and maritime transport. The first aim
of the study was to examine how the different sector rules influence perceptions of whether
the responsibility to prevent work-related accidents is clearly defined in the maritime
sector and in the road sector. As the SMS rules in the maritime sector firmly place the
responsibility for safety on the shipping company and the shipmaster [25], we hypothesized
that respondents in the maritime sector have a stronger perception that the responsibility
for accident prevention is clearly defined in their sector regulations than respondents in
the road sector (Hypothesis 1).
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Survey results supported Hypothesis 1; the road sector had a relatively low share of
respondents agreeing that the responsibility for accident prevention was defined clearly
enough in current regulations in the sector. The shares agreeing were 37% in the road
sector, compared with 78% in the maritime sector. Respondents from the road sector who
gave reasons for their answers underlined that transport buyers also influence the safety
of transport assignments. Moreover, in the road sector, interviewees stated that drivers
at work usually carry the entire responsibility, as the Road Traffic Act, which places all
responsibility with the driver, is enforced through controls and in police investigations.
Interviewees pointed out that the Working Environment Act, which focuses on the responsi-
bility of the employer and work-related risk factors is rarely enforced in practice in the road
sector. The practical focus on the driver in the road sector is line with previous research
from Norway [23] and research from other countries (e.g., [22,36]). Work-related road safety
has traditionally been managed using single driver-focused measures, and not SMS and
safety culture (e.g., [24]). In contrast, one of the main purposes of the ISM-code is to firmly
define the shipping company and the ship master’s responsibility for the management of
safety and the environment [25,26].

To sum up, results from the qualitative data indicate that respondents from the road
sector found responsibility for work-related accident prevention unclear as: (1) the safety
of drivers at work is regulated through at least two different rules; (2) only one of these is
enforced in practice; and (3) in addition, other parties (e.g., transport buyers) also have a
strong influence work-related road safety, but their influence is not recognised legally.

5.2. The Quality of Efforts to Prevent Work-Related Accidents

The second aim of the study was to compare respondents’ perceptions of the quality
of their sectors’ efforts to prevent work-related accidents, and factors influencing this.
Quantitative results indicate that respondents from the maritime sector rate their own
organizations’ efforts to prevent work-related accidents, and the safety level in their sector,
as higher than respondents from the road sector. Moreover, respondents from the maritime
sector also rate their sector authorities’ focus on safety as higher, and the customer focus
on safety in their sector as higher than respondents in the road sector. Respondents from
the maritime sector also rate the scope of safety regulations as more comprehensive than
respondents in road.

We conducted multivariate analyses to examine the factors influencing respondents’
rating of their own organizations’ efforts to prevent work-related accidents. The mul-
tivariate analyses generally indicate that respondents in the maritime sector rate their
organizations’ efforts to prevent work-related accidents as higher, as responsibility for
accident prevention is more clearly defined, which in turn is related to the scope of the
safety regulations. These results are in line with previous research, which indicates more
focus on safety management systems, more advanced safety cultures and better safety
outcomes in transport sectors with legal SMS requirements compared to the road sector
(cf. [22,29,30]). Moreover, studies find relationships between SMS, or SMS elements and
positive safety culture and safety outcomes in aviation [12,32], in rail [15], in the maritime
sector [13], and in the road sector [17]. These results indicate the importance of sector
rules requiring SMS for the prevention of work-related accidents. In accordance with this,
the sector experts that we interviewed often referred to the rules governing safety in their
sector and the enforcement of these rules when discussing their sectors’ efforts to prevent
work-related accidents.

It is difficult to compare transport sectors, as several framework conditions are likely
to differ, in addition to the rules. In Figure 2, we saw, for instance, that customer focus on
safety and authority focus on safety was rated higher among respondents in the maritime
sector than in the road sector. In the multivariate analyses, we therefore controlled for
such sector characteristics that could potentially represent confounding variables, e.g.,
competition between companies and customers’ focus on safety versus price. In conclusion,
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we found that these variables do not influence respondents’ rating of their efforts to present
work-related accidents.

Additionally, we should ideally compare the risk of work-related accidents in each
sector to compare the quality of efforts to prevent work-related accidents. It is however
difficult to make such comparisons, as the measures of exposure differ in the sectors (e.g.,
kilometre in the road sector and days/hours at work in the maritime sector). This is
an important issue for future research. Another interesting issue for future research is
the influence of sector rules on safety culture in the sectors. Our multivariate analyses
(Table 3) indicate relationships between sector rules, companies’ reporting of incidents,
which can be used as an indicator of sector safety culture (cf. [37]), and respondents’
rating of their organization’s efforts to prevent work-related accidents. This is in line with
previous research indicating that SMS rules may facilitate key aspects of safety culture; e.g.,
reporting, justice, and learning culture [12,13,15].

5.3. The Perceived Importance of SMS for Safety in the Maritime Sector

The specific characteristic of the safety regulations that we focus on in the present
study is the defined responsibility of companies for safety management through SMS
rules, which are legally required in the maritime sector [13]. Based on this, our third
hypothesis was that we expected that respondents in the maritime sector rate SMS as
more important for the safety level in their sector than respondents in the road sector. We
tested this hypothesis by asking respondents in the two sectors about the most important
reasons for the decline in the number of work-related accidents in their sector, which has
occurred in recent years [2]. The most important answer provided by respondents from
the maritime sector was “companies’ safety management” (76% in the maritime sector vs.
39% in the road sector). This is in accordance with Hypothesis 3, and we can probably
attribute this result to the focus on SMS in the maritime sector. This result is not surprising,
given the fact that SMS is mandatory in the maritime sector, but not in the road sector.
In contrast, the most important answer provided by respondents from the road sector was
technological development. The SMS requirements of the ISM code was also mentioned by
interviewees in the maritime sector when asked to identify the most important measures
against work-related accidents that has been introduced in recent years.

5.4. Methodological Weaknesses and Issues for Future Research

The main methodological weakness of the present study is the relatively small samples
sizes of respondents from the road and maritime sectors that the quantitative survey is
based on. The quantitative data is based on only 112 questionnaires in total. This is a
small sample, which should be labelled a pilot study, especially since the groups of people
working in transport companies were only 35 people in road transport and 25 people in
maritime transport. The people in the transport companies are very important in a study
like the current, because they directly encounter the issue of work-related accidents. Thus,
we recommend that future studies further examining the themes that we discuss here
include larger samples of people working in transport companies. This is required to
establish robust conclusions. We have, however, not seen studies comparing sectors like
we do in the present study, and it therefore provides an important contribution, although it
is based on a small sample.

The small samples are due to the fact that recruitment of sector expert respondents
was difficult, as we targeted very specialized personnel in the public authorities, NGOs,
etc., and that there are relatively few of these specialized personnel in Norway. We made
several efforts, e.g., by sending several reminders, to recruit relevant study participants.

The small samples may make comparisons across sectors difficult, in the sense that it
may increase the risk of type II errors (false negative observations). This means that if we
do not see significant differences between the studied sectors, it could potentially indicate
that the groups are too small, rather than that the observed difference is unimportant.
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Another potential challenge related to the small sample is the issue of representativity.
With the low number of respondents, it is reasonable to ask whether they actually are
representative for their own sector. Unfortunately, it is impossible to calculate response
rates, due to the method of survey distribution. When discussing the relatively small
quantitative sample, it is important to note that we complement the quantitative data
with rich qualitative interview data. Comparisons of quantitative data across sectors
may be difficult, due to different reference points and baselines among the respondents.
The qualitative data allows us to “control” for this in some sense, as we are able to get
rich descriptions of these reference points and baselines, and comprehensive and complex
accounts of the situation in each sector.

Since the quantitative and qualitative data was collected in 2016/17, it is important
to discuss its current relevancy for policy and research. All in all, the main results of the
present study can still be considered valid, as the rules regarding SMS and responsibility
in road and the maritime sector have not changed since the data was collected. It is of
course possible that some of the specific details provided in the qualitative interviews
may have changed, but the legal contexts in the two sectors are still the same [27,38,39],
indicating that the main results regarding the comparisons of the sectors still provide
important lessons for policy makers and researchers. Additionally, international research
also indicates that the main conclusions regarding the comparisons of the sectors are valid
for the situation in other countries (cf. [22,24,30,40], indicating the importance of our study.

5.5. Policy Implications

We may draw three main policy implications based on our study. The first is that our
results indicate that the responsibility for the prevention of work-related accidents in the
road sector is unclear in practice, and that this responsibility should be clarified. Both the
Road Traffic Act and the Working Environment Act apply to drivers at work, but it seems
that only the former is enforced in practice. The consequence is that drivers at work are
treated as other private drivers, and that the potential of organizational safety management
largely remains relatively unexploited in the road sector. As noted, about 36% of fatal road
accidents involved at least one driver who was “at work” [1], and measures focusing on
SMS and safety culture may lead to reductions in accident risk with up to 60% [40]. In a
previous study, we estimated that between 7 and 56 deaths and severe injuries could have
been avoided annually in Norway in the period 2007–2016, if more haulier companies had
worked systematically with SMS and safety culture [41]. The potential is even greater if we
focus on all drivers at work. It seems that this conclusion also applies to the international
context (cf. [24]).

The second main policy implication of our study is that the responsibility should be
clarified by also introducing SMS requirements in the road sector. The present study indi-
cates that SMS rules are related to more clearly defined responsibilities for the prevention
of work-related safety, a higher rating of the prevention of work-related accidents, and
a higher perceived safety level in the maritime sector. Additionally, several studies also
indicate that implementation of SMS is related to positive safety outcomes in the road
sector [18–20] and in other sectors [3].

We have, however, seen that there are several differences between the road sector
and the transport sectors with SMS requirements, which may represent barriers to SMS
implementation in the road sector, including: (1) no international regulatory or standard
setting body in road transport of the kind responsible for aviation (ICAO) or maritime
transport (IMO); (2) a large share of non-professional road users; (3) many small companies;
(4) high proportion of owner-drivers; and (5) low organizational maturity, indicated, e.g., by
low degree of reporting of incidents and little systematic focus and follow up of indicators
measuring performance [22]. The factors related to small companies and maturity have
also been found to be relevant in some subsectors in the maritime sector, where studies
indicate poorly adapted SMS and violations of procedures [29,34]. These studies indicate
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that SMS implementation may fail, and that it does not necessarily leads to improved
safety culture.

The barriers to SMS implementation in the road sector that were discussed in the
ITF [22] roundtable on SMS in transport point to an important paradox: on the one hand,
SMS is supposed to contribute to positive safety culture, but if companies have a poor
safety culture, they may not be mature enough for successful SMS implementation (and
thus improved safety culture). Insufficient organizational maturity, e.g., due to many small
companies is listed as a barrier to SMS implementation in the road sector by the ITF [22].
One of the possible solutions to this dilemma, which is suggested in the ITF report, is to
implement less comprehensive and simplified SMS in the road sector. This seems to be
a fruitful approach, given the barriers to implementation. Nævestad et al. [42] provides
such an alternative, which is called the Safety Ladder for safety management. Based
on a systematic literature review, taking Norwegian research as its point of departure,
Nævestad et al. [42] concludes that four measures seem to be most realistic for small
goods-transport businesses, and that these measures seem to have the greatest safety
potential. These four measures can be arranged on a ladder, where businesses start at
the lowest and most basic level, before proceeding to the next step. The validation and
implementation of such simplified SMS approaches is an important issue for future research
and policy development.

The third main policy implication of our study is that the responsibility of other parties
involved in road transport also should be clarified, e.g., transport buyers, as these also are
perceived to have a considerable influence on road safety (cf. [22]).

6. Conclusions

The present study supports the assertion that the implementation of rules focusing
on the responsibility of road transport companies to prevent work related accidents, by
implementing safety management systems (SMS), could lead to increased safety in the
road sector. The study indicates that the SMS rules in the maritime sector are related to
more clearly defined responsibilities for the prevention of work-related safety. Our study
indicates that this in turn is related to a higher rating of the prevention of work-related
accidents and a higher perceived safety level in the maritime sector. Additionally, respon-
dents in the maritime sector view SMS as the most important safety measure in the sector
in recent years. However, due to barriers to SMS implementation in the road sector, we
suggest starting with a simplified version of SMS.
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Abstract: A common concern for bus operators is efficiency measurement in order to monitor transit
performance. The purpose of this paper is to propose a series two-stage data envelopment analysis
(DEA) approach integrated with bootstrapping in order to evaluate the performance of electric trolley
bus routes of Athens and Piraeus, Greece. Production and sales efficiency were measured in the first
and second stages, respectively. In the light of the results, the routes assessed have a comparable
higher DEA-based efficiency in both stages when compared to the perfect possible performance,
but production and sales efficiency are not associated. Nevertheless, arterial bus routes have a
marginally better performance in the production process on average, whereas the feeder–local bus
routes produce a slightly better sales performance. The proposed modeling approach is an addition
to the current literature, and can be employed by managers and operators.

Keywords: data envelopment analysis; bootstrapping; bus routes

1. Introduction

The need to measure and assess the efficiency of the transit system has led to the
development of several performance metrics [1–4]. Two primary indicator-based assess-
ment methods are key performance indicator (KPI) analysis and composite score analysis.
KPI analysis sets indicator targets or thresholds to achieve a composite score, whereas
composite score analysis normalizes and weights indicators. In KPI analysis and composite
score analysis, however, the thresholds and weights are often subjectively determined [5].
In addition, individual performance measures do not yield consistent results on transit
performance [6–8] and this implies the need for a composite indicator or a smaller set of
more detailed indicators to describe the transit system.

Competitive methods are used to evaluate the performance of transit systems in terms
of efficiency, such as parametric stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) [9,10] and non-parametric
data envelopment analysis (DEA) [11]. SFA involves the selection of an econometrically
calculated functional form for output or cost frontier function using two error term compo-
nents, namely statistical noise and inefficiency. For these terms, the normal and half-normal
assumptions for noise and inefficiency are typically made respectively.

DEA, published by Charnes et al. [11] in the literature, is a mathematical programming
technique that is a non-parametric frontier-based approach. It is used to derive the efficiency
of a group of decision-making units (DMUs), e.g., bus routes, by defining a best practicing
frontier from the data set. DEA-based efficiency is measured relative to that frontier and
the efficiency ratings take values between zero and unity (i.e., perfect efficiency for units
located on the frontier); units located off the frontier are considered inefficient. DEA has
been applied to ports, railways, airlines, urban transit, and airports. For recent reviews the
reader is referred to Lozano and Gutiérrez [12].

In general terms, efficiency can be defined as output-oriented by achieving the maxi-
mum possible output with a given amount of input, or as input-oriented by producing a
given level of output at the lowest cost possible. A distinction should be made between
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supply-related measures and demand-related measures (i.e., operator-oriented outputs
and user-oriented outputs, respectively) in the calculation of public transport efficiency;
the former is typically vehicle-kilometers, seat-kilometers, or vehicle-hours, whereas the
latter consists of passenger-kilometers, passenger-trips, or revenues. Practical issues such
as data accessibility or method choice often determine the choice of the output variable(s)
in practice [13].

In the modeling approach, the transport service rendered by the operator and ulti-
mately used by the customer must be considered sequentially by simultaneously reflecting
the operator’s and user’s outputs. One way to address this problem is to use a series
of two-stage DEA model to devise both production and sales (consumption) operations,
because they can provide more detailed information on a DMU’s performance than the
conventional single black box DEA model. This modeling approach makes it possible to
investigate the inner workings of the entire process in more detail, ultimately leading to a
deeper understanding of it [14].

The current study focuses on DEA because it is more versatile than SFA and can also
be used to analyze the production and sales process of the transit system. There are few
studies that analyze the DEA-based efficiency of the urban transit system with an emphasis
on the production and sales process. In this context, the current research aims to improve
on the DEA single-stage black box [15] and to evaluate the performance of a group of
electric bus routes in Greece using the series two-stage DEA.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a series two-stage DEA framework to assess
the efficiency of public trolley bus transit. The case study concerns an electric (trolley)
bus network of twenty routes that mainly serve the Athens and Piraeus city centers.
The network today is operated by Road Transport S.A. (Odikes Sygkoinonies S.A. (OSY
S.A.)) which is a subsidiary of Athens Area Urban Transport Organization S.A. (OASA
S.A). Relevant studies for the performance assessment of trolley bus transit that serve
Athens and Piraeus are the single-stage DEA and SFA works by Kagiantalidis [16] and
Michaelides et al. [17], respectively.

This study contributes in many respects to the current literature. Firstly, it fills the
gap created for bus routes by the single DEA black-box model, using a series two-stage
DEA model to measure both production and sales performance. For a group of Greek bus
routes, it decides to what degree, given the inputs, the operator should increase the services
produced and whether the efficiency of the routes could be enhanced in the sales process
by reducing the chosen inputs given the output. In addition, it follows a bootstrapping
approach, unlike most previous related DEA studies that have lacked estimates of the
uncertainties concerning individual efficiencies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the
use of DEA in transit system efficiency measurement. In Section 3, the problem to be solved
for the case of bus route efficiency assessment is stated. Section 4 deals with methods and
the dataset for the analysis. In Section 5, the results are presented and discussed. The final
section concludes.

2. Literature Review

There are numerous publications on DEA-based transit system efficiency measurement
that are divided into single, two-stage, and serial two-stage works. In the works reviewed
below, bus routes are defined as DMUs. The typical single-stage DEA studies evaluate
transit networks without throwing light on their function within a black-box background
in which they are viewed as a whole (i.e., black box) system [15].

There are several DEA applications in transit systems to establish a single measure of
the system’s effectiveness [18–21]; some of the first studies are those of Chu et al. [18],
Odeck and Alkadi [19], Nolan et al. [20], and Viton [21]. The reader is directed to
Mahmoudi et al. [22] for a recent review. Model construction is based on the series two-
stage DEA in another research strand. A series two-stage DEA structure distinguishes
sub-processes and aims at measuring their efficiency [15], unlike the single DEA black-box
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model. In this strand lies the work of Yu [23], Yu and Fan [24], Sheth et al. [25], Lao and
Liu [26], and Hahn et al. [14,27].

The efficiency of a multi-mode bus transit system is measured by DEA by identifying
as sub-processes: (i) highway bus and urban bus service [23] and (ii) highway bus, urban
bus service, and consumption process [24]. Sheth et al. [25] uses network DEA combined
with goal programming to analyze the efficiency of the bus route from two separate
perspectives: the point of view of the providers and customers. Two DEA models are used
by Lao and Liu [26] to analyze the operational performance and spatial effectiveness of
bus lines. Hahn et al. [14,27] employ a network DEA model to assess the performance of
arterial bus routes and bus companies, respectively, in the city of Seoul.

Li et al. [28] implemented a bootstrap super-data-envelopment analysis model for
route-level transit operational efficiency assessment with respect to DEA-bootstrap model-
ing, and Hahn et al. [27] used a double bootstrap (DEA-bootstrap and truncated bootstrap
regression) to test the performance of arterial bus routes. Other approaches, such as
SFA [29] and multi-objective programming [30], can also be combined with DEA. It should
be noted that the multi-stage DEA approach, such as the three-stage DEA approach, has
also appeared in the related literature [5].

The following gaps have been identified based on the above review of literature:
there are few studies in the context of transit efficiency that use the series two-stage DEA,
and DEA is subject to uncertainty, which can lead to skewed estimates and misleading
conclusions. The current study fills the gaps described above by combining DEA with
bootstrapping and using a two-stage DEA model.

3. Problem Statement

The current study aims to address the performance assessment of electric bus routes
by means of a series two-stage DEA. Data analysis and benchmarks are the basis for
an examination of the performance of electric bus transit. Benchmarks (i.e., best-in-class
routes) for production and sales processes can be identified by means of DEA and, moreover,
their use as reference points is important for the preparation of appropriate performance
improvement measures. Corrective steps to enhance efficiency should focus not only on
improving production, but also on meeting demand through the sales process. Thus,
benchmarks for the production and sales phase should be developed for bus routes.

To produce the efficiency metric representing the relationship between inputs and
outputs, classic single-stage DEA modeling only uses input and output information, i.e.,
the maximum output provided to fixed inputs or the minimum input given to a fixed
output [31]. In the case of electric bus transit, each route is seen as a system with two
sub-processes: the production and sales process. Instead of evaluating the performance of
each route as a whole, without understanding its internal structure (i.e., production and
sales process), the system is divided into these two sub-processes and assessed separately
for each of them. Thus, two DEA efficiency metrics are involved in the success of each bus
route: efficiency of production and efficiency of sales. A DEA with a two-stage structure is
proposed in the current study: In the first stage (production sub-process) the number of
vehicle-km and trips are considered as outputs that are produced using production factors.
In the second stage (sales sub-process) the outputs of the first stage are considered to be
the inputs, and the number of tickets is the considered output.

4. Methods—Data Set

4.1. Series Two-Stage DEA Structure

The current study uses the series two-stage DEA model to derive bus route efficiency
scores in both the production and consumption (as measured by sales) phases, taking
into account the availability of data. Bus routes are considered to be entities engaging in
similar activities that generate comparable results and offer similar services per length of
the route. However, deficits have increased the need for government subsidies, resulting in
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inefficiencies [32]. Due to unavailability of data, subsidized and non-subsidized routes are
not differentiated in the current study.

The independent approach [33] is used to assess the bus routes (i.e., each stage is
treated separately and their common feature is that the outputs of the first stage are inputs
for the second stage), and the efficiency of each stage is calculated separately. Figure 1
demonstrates the two-stage layout of the DEA sequence used to assess sampled bus routes.
The selected variables are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.

 

 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝜙 subject to 𝜆 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥  
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Figure 1. Series two-stage data envelopment analysis (DEA) approach.

4.2. Model Building

The main idea of DEA is measuring the relative efficiency of a homogeneous set of
decision-making units (DMUs). Indeed, DEA believes that the performance of a DMU
should be evaluated in the presence of competitors (other DMUs). CCR (Charles, Cooper
and Rhodes) [7], BCC (Banker, Charles and Cooper) [34], and SBM (Slacks-Based Mea-
sure) [35] are the most popular models used in the literature [22].

The category of bus routes evaluated in the current research comprises routes of
various fleet sizes, and the BCC model was therefore chosen to take account of the impact
of economies of scale. Input minimizing models calculate the input decrease that could be
achieved with the current output level in relation to the model orientation, whereas output
maximization models indicate the maximum possible output increase for the given input
number.

In stage 1 (production process), the optimization of performance is aimed at maximum
output in terms of vehicle-km and trips per route given the inputs and, thus, the output-
oriented version of the BCC model was used. There is no direct control over demand by
bus route operators in stage 2 (sales process) and thus input orientation (i.e., BCC input-
oriented model) was chosen. In the case study application, it was sought to determine to
what degree the efficiency of bus routes could be improved during the production process
by increasing the produced outputs given the input factors and, moreover, to determine
whether the operator could be successful by reducing the number of vehicle-km and trips
per route, given the demand as expressed by the number of tickets.

Assuming that there is a group of n bus routes, j = 1, . . . , n using inputs X Î Âm
+ to

generate outputs Y Î Âk
+, the following BCC (envelopment form) or variable returns to

scale (VRS) output-oriented Model (1) and input-oriented Model (2) [36] were selected to
assess the production and sales efficiency of bus routes, respectively:

Maxφ

subject to
n

∑
j=1

λjxij ≤ xij0

n

∑
j=1

λjyrj ≥ φyrj0

n

∑
j=1

λj = 1

λj, s+r , s−i ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, i = 1, 2, . . . m, r = 1, 2, . . . , k

(1)
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Minθ

subject to
n

∑
j=1

λjxij ≤ θxij0

n

∑
j=1

λjyrj ≥ yrj0

n

∑
j=1

λj = 1

λj, s+r , s−i ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, i = 1, 2, . . . m, l = 1, . . . , p, r = 1, 2, . . . , k

(2)

where xij is the ith input used by the jth bus route; yrj is the rth output produced by the
jth route; 1/φ and θ denote the efficiency score of route “0” derived from Models (1) and
(2), respectively; “0” denotes the route under assessment; and λj is the intensity factor
indicating the contribution of route j in the derivation of efficiency of route “0”.

The production efficiency of route “0” is defined by q = 1/φ∗, where φ∗ is the optimal
solution of Model (1). The efficiency of route “0” deals with the route that has inputs xij0
and outputs yrj0, respectively. The model looks for a group of routes that are generated
by weighting each route j by a coefficient λj so that they do not use more inputs than
the evaluated route and maximize outputs compared to the evaluated route. For each
route, the solving process is repeated. Routes for which, respectively, q = 1 and q < 1 are
considered efficient and inefficient, respectively.

For the route “0”, the optimal solution θ∗ of Model (2) yields a sales efficiency score.
The model searches for a group of routes generated by weighting each route j by a coefficient
λj so that they do not produce more outputs than route “0” and reduce inputs compared to
route “0”. Routes for which, respectively, θ∗ = 1 and θ∗ < 1, are considered efficient and
inefficient.

Without taking into account the ambiguity surrounding estimates of DEA ratings, it
is presumed that any deviation from the frontier is due to inefficiency in traditional DEA
applications. Uncertainty is present in DEA through sampling variability or the uncertainty
arising from the estimation of the frontier and may lead to biased DEA (point) estimates
and thus to misleading conclusions. The bootstrap, developed by Efron [37] and Efron
and Tibshirani [38], was advocated as a way of analyzing the sensitivity to the sampling
variance of calculated efficiency scores [39–41] and evaluating the robustness of DEA point
estimates through confidence interval construction [39,42,43].

The proposed modeling approach can be expanded to include undesirable outputs,
such as air pollution in the case of non-electric buses or accidents [14,44], which are
components of the transportation cost [45]. Moreover, bootstrapped truncated regression
can also be used to identify the drivers of performance. The bootstrapped bias-corrected
DEA efficiency ratings should be regressed on explanatory variables using bootstrapped
truncated regression [46].

4.3. Data Set

A group of twenty electric bus routes was examined for the purpose of the present
paper. They are considered homogeneous because they use the same production technology
and can therefore be compared with the DEA in terms of their performance.

In the evaluation of the trolley bus transit system in Greece in this paper, the unit
of analysis or the DMU is the provision of the transportation services along a trolley bus
route. The basic principle behind the DEA performance appraisal is that the DMU being
measured uses limited resources (inputs) (in this case fleet size, man-hours, electricity) and
generates output, i.e., goods (vehicle-km, trips) and services (tickets) for society; see [47]
for a similar discussion.

Fleet size, man-hours, and electricity are considered as route inputs and the number of
vehicle-km and trips as the route output variables during a particular year in the production
sub-process. Labor is measured by the number of man-hours per year working on each
route. The capital is measured by the size of the fleet, which is the available number of
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vehicles working on a route annually. Electricity is determined by the overall consumption
of electricity. The sales sub-process deals with the optimization of ticket sales on each
route and, as a result, the number of ticket validations is set as an output variable, whereas
the (intermediate) outputs of the first sub-process (vehicle-km, trips) are considered as
inputs. Other factors that reflect attractiveness, such as the number of stops, punctuality,
and spatial design of bus routes, may also affect the consumption phase (sales) but these
factors were not considered due to unavailability of data.

The selection of input and output variables in the DEA evaluations is justified by
two isotonicity tests [48] for the production and sales process. To investigate whether
input increases lead to higher outputs, these tests were carried out by measuring all inter-
correlations among all variables. Tests were passed for the two processes and the selection
of variables was therefore justified. The twenty routes selected comply with the Cooper
et al. thumb rule criteria [36].

With the exception of the average number of trips per length of route, which was
calculated in this paper, data on variables in the production and sales process were collected
from a previous study [16]. Table 1 displays the descriptive statistics of the bus route
variables used. An Internet-based map [49] provides a geospatial representation of the
existing multimodal transport network, including the electric (trolley) bus network that
serves the city centers of Athens and Piraeus. A previously developed map of a similar
nature is also mentioned in the literature [50].

Table 1. Electric bus routes: Descriptive statistics.

Descriptive
Statistics

Man-Hours
Fleet Size (Number

of Vehicles)
Electricity

Consumed (kWh)
Vehicle-km

Trips per Legth
Route

Tickets

Mean 21,226 336 1,489,200 548,822 109 1,647,906
Standard
deviation 8595 130 676,716 244,111 40 924,663

Median 20,511 359 1,523,294 511,144 91 1,652,333
Min 7749 119 385,181 157,024 73 470,973
Max 38,559 594 2,472,323 955,629 189 3,839,893

5. Results

5.1. Production and Sales Efficiency

The DEA point estimates, the bias-corrected estimates, and the estimated 95 percent
confidence bounds are shown in Table 2. The results were created using 2000 bootstrap
replications.

Taking into account the results provided by the BCC output-oriented Model (1), 10
(50 percent) of the 20 routes were found to be relatively productive efficient; mean produc-
tion efficiency: 0.94. The median production efficiency was around 0.99. The efficiency score
of 0.94 means that by generating more outputs by around 6 percent (= (1/0.94) − 1) while
retaining the same input level, performance can be improved. The BCC input-oriented
Model (2) results indicate that 10 (50 percent) of the 20 routes were found to be relatively
efficient; mean sales efficiency: 0.94. In addition, by reducing the current input level by 6%
(= 1 − 0.94) while retaining the same output level, performance in the sales process can be
increased.
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Table 2. Bus route efficiency measures for production and sales process and descriptive statistics.

Sub-Process
Efficiency/Bus Routes

(BR)
Production Efficiency Sales Efficiency

DEA estimates BCC-O point
estimates

BCC-O
bias-corrected

BCC-O
L

BCC-O
U

BCC-I point
estimates

BCC-I
bias-corrected

BCC-I
L

BCC-I
U

BR1 0.96 0.95 0.89 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.90 0.96
BR2 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.77 1.00 0.96 0.91 1.00
BR3 1.00 0.96 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.78 1.00
BR4 0.82 0.81 0.79 0.82 1.00 0.98 0.93 1.00
BR5 1.00 0.95 0.88 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 1.00
BR6 0.92 0.91 0.87 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.87 0.91
BR7 1.00 0.94 0.81 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.82 1.00
BR8 1.00 0.96 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.88 1.00
BR9 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.87 1.00 0.97 0.91 1.00

BR10 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.84 0.97 0.95 0.89 0.97
BR11 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.92 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.84
BR12 1.00 0.97 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92 1.00
BR13 0.95 0.94 0.91 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.93 1.00
BR14 0.81 0.80 0.76 0.81 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.97
BR15 1.00 0.97 0.91 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.92
BR16 1.00 0.96 0.89 1.00 0.75 0.73 0.70 0.75
BR17 0.97 0.95 0.90 0.97 0.78 0.77 0.73 0.78
BR18 1.00 0.97 0.92 1.00 0.72 0.71 0.68 0.72
BR19 1.00 0.97 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.87 1.00
BR20 1.00 0.97 0.93 1.00 0.936 0.92 0.89 0.94
Mean 0.94 0.92 0.87 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.86 0.94

Standard deviation 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.09
Median 0.99 0.95 0.88 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.89 0.98

Min 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.77 0.72 0.71 0.68 0.72
Max 1.00 0.97 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.93 1.00

BCC-O: BCC output-oriented model; BCC-I: BCC input-oriented model; L: Lower bound; U: Upper bound.

The output-oriented bootstrap results of the bias-corrected BCC boost the discrimi-
nating power of the output-oriented BCC model because the BCC estimates seem to be
skewed upwards. Because all routes are inefficient, according to bootstrap estimates, there
is scope for improvement in production efficiency by generating more outputs by about
9 percent (= (1/0.92) − 1). The median of the bias-corrected efficiency is around 0.95. The
bias-corrected BCC input-oriented bootstrap results also enhance the BCC input-oriented
model’s discriminating power, because the BCC estimates tend to be skewed upwards.
There is space for improvement in sales efficiency by minimizing inputs by about 9 percent,
according to bootstrap estimates. The median of the bias-corrected efficiency is approxi-
mately 95 percent.

There is no connection between production and sales efficiency, i.e., a bus route that
performs well in the production process does not appear to also perform well in the sales
process.

5.2. Arterial vs. Feeder–Local Bus Routes

Two types of bus routes were classified: arterial and feeder–local. Suburban areas
and downtown Athens are connected by arterial buses. In downtown Athens and Piraeus,
feeder buses connect major subway stations or bus terminals, and local buses operate on
circular routes in downtown Athens and Piraeus, especially for access to major shopping
and business areas.

In view of the results of the current analysis (Table 3), the average performance of
arterial bus routes in the production process is marginally better (point estimate: 96 percent;
bootstrapping biased corrected: 93 percent), relative to feeder–local bus routes (point esti-
mate: 93 percent; bootstrapping biased corrected: 90 percent). On average, the feeder–local
bus routes achieve a marginally better sales performance (point estimate: 0.96; bootstrap-
ping biased corrected: 0.93), compared to arterial bus routes (point estimate: 91 percent;
bootstrapping biased corrected: 89 percent).
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of arterial vs. feeder–local bus route efficiency measures for production and sales process.

Bus Route
Type

Arterial Bus Routes Feeder–Local Bus Routes

Sub-Process
Efficiency

Production Efficiency Sales Efficiency Production Efficiency Sales Efficiency

DEA
estimates

BCC-O
point

estimates

BCC-O
bias-corrected

BCC-I
point

estimates

BCC-I
bias-corrected

BCC-O
point

estima-tes

BCC-O
bias-corrected

BCC-I
point

estimates

BCC-I
bias-corrected

Mean 0.96 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.93 0.90 0.96 0.93
Standard
deviation 0.05 0.04 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.07

Median 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.93 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96
Min 0.84 0.83 0.72 0.71 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.73
Max 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.98

BCC-O: BCC output-oriented model; BCC-I: BCC input-oriented model.

It should be noted that arterial buses, because they have the highest speed in the
suburban area, achieve an average higher speed and thus perform better in the production
process. The feeder–local buses carry high passenger loads and more easily meet the
increased demand for short trips, especially in downtown Athens, compared to the arterial
buses that should concentrate on meeting the long-trip demand. As a result, feeder–local
buses show greater results in sales efficiency because all electric bus routes have an equal
fare. The length of a bus route may influence its relative efficiency, but the bootstrapped
truncated regression [46] does not support this.

6. Conclusions and Implications

Several enhancements to transit performance assessment were suggested by the
current study. The first enhancement lies in the implementation of a series two-stage
DEA approach to evaluate the efficiency of electric bus routes in the sub-processes of
production and sales. The series two-stage DEA model was used in order to overcome
the limitation of single DEA model that cannot accommodate an internal structure and
interrelationships between the variables of the sub-processes. The second development is
that, by combining DEA with bootstrapping, the current study provides new empirical
evidence on the performance of electric bus routes. In addition, bootstrapping in the
current research serves as a tool to fully rank the assessed routes, thus overcoming the
limitations of conventional DEA models.

The current research is a first step towards deriving DEA-based production and
sales efficiency scores for a sample of electric bus routes. The assessed routes display a
comparable efficiency in both processes, i.e., production and consumption, but production
and sales efficiency are not associated. In the light of the results, the arterial buses perform
better in the production process, whereas the feeder–local buses show greater performance
in sales efficiency. From these findings, some policy implications can be obtained. In
particular, more focus should be given to sales efficiency for arterial bus routes, while
production efficiency should be concerned for the feeder–local bus routes.

The modeling approach used in this research may be useful to managers and operators
because it can help them to identify best-in-class and lagging bus routes in both production
and sales sub-process. Policy makers could employ it to monitor both production and sales
performance, select the best-in-class routes that can use the as benchmarks, and develop
necessary interventions to improve the performance.

The results derived are sample specific, so future researches can use the proposed
framework to appraise other bus routes, in order to quantify performance and investigate
whether their findings are similar with those of the current study. As more data become
available, the number of bus stops and waiting time can be used as explanatory variables
to further examine the drivers of performance. Moreover, although the current analysis
involved only static DEA models, future research can be based on dynamic analysis. If
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a long-time series of data is made available, DEA can provide a dynamic evaluation of
transit performance.
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Abstract: Industrialization, urban development, and population growth in the last decades caused a
significant increase in congestion of transportation networks across the world. Increasing congestion
of transportation networks and limitations of the traditional methods in analyzing and evaluating the
congestion mitigation strategies led many transportation professionals to the use of traffic simulation
techniques. Nowadays, traffic simulation is heavily used in a variety of applications, including the
design of transportation facilities, traffic flow management, and intelligent transportation systems.
The literature review, conducted as a part of this study, shows that many different traffic simulation
packages with various features have been developed to date. The present study specifically focuses
on a comprehensive comparative analysis of the advanced interactive microscopic simulator for
urban and non-urban networks (AIMSUN) and SimTraffic microsimulation models, which have been
widely used in the literature and practice. The evaluation of microsimulation models is performed for
the four roadway sections with different functional classifications, which are located in the northern
part of Iran. The SimTraffic and AIMSUN microsimulation models are compared in terms of the
major transportation network performance indicators. The results from the conducted analysis
indicate that AIMSUN returned smaller errors for the vehicle flow, travel speed, and total travel
distance. On the other hand, SimTraffic provided more accurate values of the travel time. Both
microsimulation models were able to effectively identify traffic bottlenecks. Findings from this study
will be useful for the researchers and practitioners, who heavily rely on microsimulation models in
transportation planning.

Keywords: transportation engineering; transportation planning; traffic simulation; microsimulation;
SimTraffic; AIMSUN

1. Introduction

Roadway density and traffic congestion substantially increased over the last years
across the world, especially near large metropolitan areas, primarily due to rapid industrial-
ization, fast population growth, urban development, and increasing demand for passenger
and freight transport [1–4]. The congestion mitigation alternatives (e.g., adding another
lane to a given roadway segment, adjust cycles of traffic signals, build an interchange, im-
plement some of the access management approaches, and others) must be implemented in
order to alleviate the increasing congestion issues and serve communities. Transportation
planners must evaluate various congestion mitigation alternatives, and the most promis-
ing alternative should be recommended for implementation. Nowadays, transportation
planners often tend to use traffic simulation software packages for comparison of various
congestion mitigation alternatives. The increasing application of traffic simulation software
packages is supported by numerous advancements in computer and software sciences.

A simulation analysis of traffic flow is based on specific indices and parameters that
must be set within a given software package. The major traffic flow parameters within sim-
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ulation models must be established based on the data collected as a result of field studies
and surveys. Then, the transportation network performance indicators (e.g., travel time,
travel speed, travel delay), produced by the traffic simulation model, can be compared
to the actual values collected from the field. Based on a comparative analysis against the
field data, the required modifications should be applied within the traffic simulation model
to ensure that it will replicate realistic travel conditions, which are observed for a given
transportation network, with an acceptable degree of error. Once parameters of the given
traffic simulation model are calibrated, the model can be executed to estimate the values of
transportation network performance indicators for different congestion mitigation alter-
natives. Upon completion of the simulation analysis, transportation planners will be able
to determine the most promising congestion mitigation alternative (i.e., the alternative,
which will yield the most favorable impact on the travel conditions). One of the major
advantages of using traffic simulation consists in the fact that the traffic simulation models
allow visualizing the study area, identification of the roadway sections that experience bot-
tlenecks and require future improvements, and efficient scenario analysis (e.g., evaluation
of different congestion mitigation alternatives) [5].

Traffic simulation models can be categorized into three types [5–9]: (1) macroscopic,
(2) microscopic, and (3) mesoscopic. Some of the principles used within macroscopic
simulation models are adopted from fluid dynamics. Simulation of the traffic flow is
performed for a given roadway section of the transportation network without considering
interactions among the roadway users. Macroscopic simulation models primarily rely on
such parameters as traffic volume, average speed, and density. Transportation planners
use macroscopic simulation models for the analysis of the level of service and demand,
as well as evaluation of regional plans and comprehensive transport programs.

As for microscopic simulation models, they rely on the car-following theory and
the concepts of lane-changing, gap-acceptance and route choice in order to simulate the
traffic behavior of each vehicle in a given transportation network. The car-following
parameters determine the acceleration of vehicles, their interaction with other roadway
users. Lane-changing allows the vehicles to shift from one lane to another based on the
driver’s objectives and surrounding vehicles. The gap-acceptance parameters determine
the synthetic links of vehicles to the traffic flow on the route. The route choice parameters
determine the selection of specific routes of a given transportation network for each driver.
Microscopic simulation produces more detailed outputs as compared to macroscopic
simulation and, therefore, is generally applied for a comprehensive evaluation of a given
transportation network. However, microscopic simulation models require more input
parameters as opposed to macroscopic simulation models. Moreover, it is quite difficult to
determine the accurate values of the microsimulation model parameters due to challenges
associated with modeling the driver behavior along the roadways [5,6].

On the other hand, mesoscopic simulation models combine features of macroscopic
and microscopic simulation models [8,9]. Mesoscopic simulation models allow a detailed
emulation of the vehicle platoon dispersion (e.g., a platoon of vehicles is moving along
a roadway segment, and the dispersion occurs due to the differences in vehicle speeds).
Furthermore, mesoscopic simulation models allow emulation of the vehicle platoon be-
havior (e.g., a platoon of vehicles is moving along a roadway segment with similar speeds
and a short headway). A detailed platoon modeling allows accurate computation of travel
times of vehicles. The total number of vehicles in a platoon, vehicle speeds in a platoon,
and distribution of speeds in a platoon are some of the major characteristics required for
modeling vehicle platoons in mesoscopic simulation models.

The selection of the appropriate traffic simulation package is critical for roadway
improvement projects. In particular, the appropriate traffic simulation model will allow
accurate estimation of the major transportation network performance indicators before and
after implementation of various roadway improvement projects (therefore, the efficiency
of potential roadway improvement projects could be accurately assessed). Generally, mi-
croscopic simulation models (e.g., AIMSUN, VISSIM, CORSIM, CUBE, SimTraffic, and
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PARAMICS) are used for the analysis of the major roadway segments, which have large
traffic volumes and experience significant delays. Considering increasing congestion issues
near large metropolitan areas of Iran [6], this study focuses on the application of microsim-
ulation for the analysis of the transportation network located in the northern part of Iran.
The AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models, which have been widely used for
the analysis of the transportation networks in Iran [5,10,11], are compared in terms of the
accuracy in estimating the major transportation network performance indicators, including
travel time, travel speed, vehicle flow, fuel consumption, and total travel distance. The val-
ues of performance indicators, suggested by both microsimulation models, are compared
to the actual field data. Findings from this research will be valuable for transportation
planners and will assist with the selection of the appropriate microsimulation model for
the analysis of the transportation networks in Iran.

The remaining sections of the manuscript are organized in the following order.
The next section presents a review of the relevant literature with a focus on the imple-
mentation of various microsimulation models for the analysis of transportation networks.
The third section presents some background information for the AIMSUN and SimTraffic
microsimulation models. Furthermore, the third section describes the major transportation
network performance indicators, which will be considered in this study and estimated
using AIMSUN and SimTraffic. The fourth section discusses the adopted research method-
ology along with data collection and provides a detailed analysis of the collected data.
The fifth section presents the description of numerical experiments, which were conducted
to evaluate the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models, while the last section
summarizes the findings of this research and outlines potential future research extensions.

2. Literature Review

As mentioned in the introduction section of the manuscript, different traffic simulation
models have been widely used for the evaluation of transportation networks. There are
many advantages of using traffic simulation; however, there exist some drawbacks associ-
ated with traffic simulation as well. The highway capacity manual of the Transportation
Research Board [12] provides a detailed discussion of the traffic simulation advantages
and disadvantages. The advantages of using traffic simulation include the following [12]:
(1) simulated methods are appropriate where analytical studies cannot be administered;
(2) simulation models allow comprehensive understanding of the transportation network
parameters and their relative interactions; (3) simulation models provide the outputs that
can be used for the statistical analysis of the spatial and temporal data; (4) simulation
models can be used to evaluate and compare the status of network options; (5) simulation
models can be used to analyze modifications in the network efficiency; and (6) simulation
models consider the distinctive demands of the network parameters.

The disadvantages of using traffic simulation include the following [12]: (1) simu-
lation models are sophisticated and could provide simpler administrative procedures;
(2) simulation models should be analyzed, calibrated, and validated; (3) any shortcom-
ing in the implementation of the latter procedures can make the results unreliable and
inefficient; and (4) some users apply simulation models without being aware of its limita-
tions and modalities. This section of the manuscript focuses on a review of the relevant
previously conducted studies, which applied traffic simulation models for the analysis
of transportation networks, assessed their accuracy in estimating various transportation
network performance indicators, and discussed the advantages and disadvantages of using
traffic simulation. A more comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art on various traffic
simulation models can be found in Pell et al. [7], Azlan and Rohani [8], and Gora et al. [9].

2.1. Detailed Review of the Collected Studies

Many previous research efforts have aimed to compare different microsimulation
models. For example, Bloomberg and Dale [13] focused on the comparison of the VISSIM
and CORSIM microsimulation models in terms of the network coding structure, car-
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following logic, gap acceptance model, and other attributes. The analysis results indicated
that the differences among the considered microsimulation models were minimal, and
the selection of the appropriate microsimulation model was primarily affected by the
user needs and project requirements. Furthermore, it was found that CORSIM generally
provided greater travel time as compared to VISSIM. Shaw and Nam [14] performed a
comparative analysis of the VISSIM, PARAMICS, and CORSIM microsimulation models
for the Southeast Wisconsin freeway system. The microsimulation models were compared
based on the following aspects: (1) model capabilities; (2) ease of use; and (3) freeway
system operational assessment application requirements. As a result of a detailed analysis,
PARAMICS was found to be the most appropriate microsimulation model.

Tian et al. [15] studied the differences between the VISSIM, SimTraffic, and CORSIM
microsimulation models. Based on the conducted numerical experiments, CORSIM pro-
duced the lowest variations in vehicle delays and throughput flow rates, while SimTraffic
returned the highest variations. Moreover, it was noticed that higher variations were gener-
ally recorded for the scenarios where the capacity conditions were reached. Jones et al. [16]
performed a comprehensive comparative analysis of the AIMSUN, SimTraffic, and COR-
SIM microsimulation models based on different criteria (i.e., software requirements, ease of
network coding, data requirements, appropriateness of the default parameter values, etc.).
SimTraffic was reported to have the most user-friendly interface, while CORSIM was more
efficient for modeling complex transportation networks. Furthermore, the study recom-
mended that the microsimulation model selection should be based on the user needs and
project requirements/expectations. In some cases, the synthesis of microsimulation models
might be encouraged.

Fang and Elefteriadou [17] assessed the performance of the CORSIM, VISSIM, and
AIMSUN microsimulation models for two interchanges in Arizona. The following factors
were identified to be the most critical ones in the selection of the appropriate microsimula-
tion model: (1) capability of representation of certain geometric characteristics; (2) capability
of emulating certain signal control plans; (3) calibration process and comparison against
the field conditions; and (4) extraction of certain performance indicators. Xiao et al. [18]
proposed a comprehensive approach for the identification of the appropriate microsim-
ulation model using quantitative and qualitative criteria. The quantitative evaluation
criteria included calibration testing, while the qualitative evaluation criteria consisted of
functional capabilities, service quality, input/output features, and ease of use. A case study
was conducted for the AIMSUN and VISSIM microsimulation models. It was found that
preferences to use a specific microsimulation model were primarily determined by the
type of user. Shariat and Babaie [19] compared the car-following models adopted within
the VISSIM and AIMSUN microsimulation models. Although the Gipps car-following
model (used in AIMSUN) was simpler and generally emulated the traffic flow faster,
the Whiteman–Ritter car-following model (used in VISSIM) was found to be more logical
and typically yielded more accurate results.

Shariat [5] focused on the calibration of the AIMSUN, VISSIM, and SimTraffic mi-
crosimulation models for the Tehran metropolitan area. It was found that AIMSUN was
superior to VISSIM and SimTraffic in terms of knowledge management, user-friendliness,
software cost, and current application by various organizations in Iran. Pourreza et al. [20]
evaluated the performance of CORSIM, AIMSUN, INTEGRATION, PARAMICS, and VIS-
SIM for the analysis of transportation networks. The following aspects were considered:
(1) expected application of the model; (2) model capabilities; (3) previous software imple-
mentation; (4) software support; (5) software costs; and (6) user-friendliness, graphics, and
interface. CORSIM was found to be the most advantageous microsimulation model based
on the considered performance indicators. Da Rocha et al. [21] conducted a study aiming
to assess the accuracy of traffic microsimulation models in estimating fuel consumption
and emissions. The researchers examined the Gipps and Newell car-following models.
It was found that the Gipps car-following model demonstrated higher accuracy in terms
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of the simulated vehicle trajectories. The analysis results showed that the selection of the
non-optimal parameters substantially increased the variance of the model outputs.

Ibrahim and Far [22] undertook a simulation-based analysis to determine potential
benefits from the implementation of pattern recognition in intelligent transportation sys-
tems. The AIMSUN microsimulation model was developed using real-life operational data.
The numerical experiments demonstrated that AIMSUN was able to reduce the travel time
by ~5–30%, while the congestion duration was decreased by ~8–41%. Praticò et al. [23]
performed a study aiming to assess the accuracy in estimating vehicle travel speed on
roundabouts. The VISSIM microsimulation model was used to emulate the traffic flow.
The computational experiments showed that the proposed microsimulation model could
provide accurate travel speed estimates if the microsimulation model parameters were
carefully calibrated. Shaaban and Kim [24] focused on modeling two-lane and three-lane
roundabouts in the VISSIM and SimTraffic environments. The microsimulation models
were compared in terms of the estimated traffic delay values. It was found that, for the
high-traffic flow scenarios, VISSIM provided higher delay values as compared to SimTraf-
fic. However, no significant differences between the delay values were observed for the
low-traffic flow scenarios.

Essa and Sayed [25] performed a comparative analysis of the PARAMICS and VISSIM
microsimulation models. The numerical experiments showed that the default model
parameters gave poor correlation with the field-measured data. Furthermore, it was
found that both microsimulation models could not estimate traffic conflicts accurately
without proper calibration. However, a good correlation between the field-measured
conflicts and the simulated conflicts was achieved after calibration for both PARAMICS
and VISSIM models. Astarita et al. [26] aimed to assess intersection safety by means of
different traffic simulation models. The following types of intersections were considered:
(1) a roundabout; (2) an intersection regulated with a traffic light; and (3) an unregulated
intersection. AIMSUN, VISSIM, and different versions of Tritone were used for simulating
the intersection traffic flows. The experiments showed some variations in the simulation
outputs. However, the roundabout intersection generally had the largest number of
conflicts. Kan et al. [27] studied freeway corridors that had dedicated lanes and periodically
experienced congestion. Two driving behavior models were proposed and implemented in
AIMSUN and MOTUS. The experiments demonstrated the high accuracy of the developed
models and provided some insights into driver behavior on freeways.

Shaaban et al. [28] aimed to evaluate potential impacts from converting roundabouts
into traffic signals at one of the urban arterial corridors in Qatar. A microscopic simulation
approach based on VISSIM and MOVES (module for estimating emissions) was developed
in the study. It was found that the replacement of roundabouts with traffic signals could
reduce emissions by 37%−43%. Granà et al. [29] used AIMSUN to determine passenger
car equivalent units for two-lane and turbo roundabouts. The results showed that the
operational performance of roundabouts could be significantly affected by the percentage
of heavy vehicles. Kim et al. [30] proposed a systematic guideline that could be used for
calibrating reliable microscale estimates of vehicle emissions. The VISSIM environment was
used to simulate the traffic flow. The proposed methodology demonstrated its effectiveness
based on the available traffic data.

Song et al. [31] investigated the accuracy of TransModeler and VISSIM for the esti-
mation of nontraffic performance indicators, including emissions, fuel consumption, and
safety. The experiments showed that, even after calibration, both microsimulation models
had significant errors when comparing to the actual values. Van Beinum et al. [32] exam-
ined the VISSIM and MOTUS traffic simulation models in their ability to emulate merging
situations in high-traffic scenarios. It was found that the considered simulation packages
were not able to accurately emulate turbulent traffic flows in terms of the headway distri-
bution and lane-changing locations. However, the emulated gap acceptance distributions
seemed to be appropriate.
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A number of studies conducted a detailed review of different traffic simulation models.
For example, Pell et al. [7] conducted a detailed analysis of 17 simulation packages, mostly
focusing on the adaptability of simulation models to heterogeneous traffic and roadways
networks. It was found that many software packages still have a significant number of
drawbacks in modeling capabilities. Azlan and Rohani [8] provided a comprehensive
overview of microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic traffic simulation models. The mod-
els were overviewed in terms of their main purpose and the key parameters used. The
study highlighted that the selection of the appropriate traffic simulation software is directly
interrelated with the project needs. Gora et al. [9] studied the existing literature on the
applications of microscopic traffic simulation for modeling connected and autonomous
vehicles. A large variety of different traffic modeling approaches were discussed, includ-
ing car-following models (e.g., Gipps model, Wiedemann model, Nagel–Schreckenberg
model, intelligent driver model), lane-changing models, and software packages (e.g., VIS-
SIM, SUMO).

2.2. Literature Summary and Contribution

A summary of the conducted literature review is presented in Table 1, including the
following data: (a) author(s); (b) year; (c) software used; and (d) key findings and important
notes. A review of the literature indicates that different microsimulation models have been
widely used by researchers in the past. The selection of the appropriate microsimulation
software package is generally dependent on a number of factors, which may include,
but are not limited to [5,14,16,17,20]: (1) software capabilities; (2) ease of use; (3) user
interface/graphics; (4) software cost; (5) hardware/software requirements; (6) capability of
emulating certain operations features; (7) previous software implementation; (8) accuracy
in estimating various transportation network performance indicators (e.g., travel speed,
travel time, vehicle delay, vehicle flow, and others); (8) user needs; (9) objectives of the
project; and others. This study extends the work conducted by Shariat [5] and Shariat
and Babaie [19] and focuses on the selection of the appropriate microsimulation software
package for modeling the traffic movements in the northern part of Iran. The AIMSUN and
SimTraffic microsimulation models are evaluated for the roadway sections with different
functional classifications in terms of various performance indicators, including travel time,
travel speed, vehicle flow, fuel consumption, and total travel distance.

Table 1. Literature review summary.

Author(s) Year Software Used Key Findings and Important Notes

Bloomberg and Dale [13] 2000 CORSIM; VISSIM

The differences among the considered
microsimulation models were minimal, and the

selection of the appropriate microsimulation
model was primarily affected by the user needs.

Shaw and Nam [14] 2002 CORSIM; PARAMICS;
VISSIM

PARAMICS was found to be the most
appropriate model for the Southeast Wisconsin
freeway system based on the model capabilities,

ease of use, and application requirements.

Tian et al. [15] 2002 CORSIM; SimTraffic;
VISSIM

CORSIM produced the lowest variations in both
vehicle delays and throughput flow rates, while

SimTraffic returned the highest variations.

Jones et al. [16] 2004 AIMSUN; CORSIM;
SimTraffic

SimTraffic was reported to have the most
user-friendly graphical interface, while CORSIM

was found to be more efficient for modeling
complex transportation networks.
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Table 1. Cont.

Author(s) Year Software Used Key Findings and Important Notes

Fang and Elefteriadou [17] 2005 AIMSUN; CORSIM; VISSIM

Identified the most critical factors that should be
considered in the selection of the appropriate
microsimulation model. Familiarity with the

facility was found to be one of the main factors
that could improve the modeling accuracy.

Xiao et al. [18] 2005 AIMSUN; VISSIM

The models were evaluated based on the
functional capabilities, service quality, and ease
of use. Preferences to use a specific model were

primarily determined by the type of user.

Shariat and Babaie [19] 2006 AIMSUN; VISSIM
The Whiteman–Ritter car-following model (used

in VISSIM) was found to be more logical and
typically yielded more accurate results.

Shariat [5] 2011 AIMSUN; SimTraffic;
VISSIM

AIMSUN was superior to VISSIM and SimTraffic
in terms of knowledge management,

user-friendliness, software cost, and popularity
among organizations.

Pourreza et al. [20] 2011
AIMSUN; CORSIM;

INTEGRATION;
PARAMICS; VISSIM

CORSIM was found to be the most
advantageous microsimulation model based on

the considered performance indicators (i.e.,
model capabilities, previous software

implementation, software support, software
costs, user-friendliness, graphics, and interface).

Da Rocha et al. [21] 2015 N/A

The Gipps and Newell car-following models
were studied. The Gipps car-following model
demonstrated higher accuracy in terms of the
simulated vehicle trajectories. The selection of

the non-optimal parameters substantially
increased the variance of the model outputs.

Ibrahim and Far [22] 2015 AIMSUN

The numerical experiments demonstrated that
the AIMSUN microsimulation model was able to

reduce the travel time by ~5–30%, while the
congestion duration was decreased by ~8–41%.

Praticò et al. [23] 2015 VISSIM

Aimed to estimate vehicle travel speeds on
roundabouts. The accurate travel speed

estimates could be provided when the model
parameters were carefully calibrated.

Shaaban and Kim [24] 2015 SimTraffic; VISSIM
For the high traffic flow scenarios, VISSIM
provided higher delay values as compared

to SimTraffic.

Essa and Sayed [25] 2016 PARAMICS; VISSIM

Default model parameters gave poor correlation
with the field-measured data. Both

microsimulation models could not estimate
conflicts accurately without proper calibration.

Astarita et al. [26] 2019 AIMSUN; Tritone; VISSIM

The experiments showed some variations in the
simulation outputs. However, the roundabout
intersection generally had the largest number

of conflicts.

Kan et al. [27] 2019 AIMSUN; MOTUS

Studied freeway corridors that had dedicated
lanes and experienced congestion. The

experiments provided some insights into driver
behavior on freeways.
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Table 1. Cont.

Author(s) Year Software Used Key Findings and Important Notes

Shaaban et al. [28] 2019 VISSIM

It was found that the replacement of
roundabouts with traffic signals could reduce

emissions by 37%−43% at one of the urban
arterial corridors in Qatar.

Granà et al. [29] 2020 AIMSUN

The results showed that the operational
performance of roundabouts could be

significantly affected by the percentage of
heavy vehicles.

Kim et al. [30] 2020 VISSIM
The study proposed a systematic guideline that
could be used for calibrating reliable microscale

estimates of vehicle emissions.

Song et al. [31] 2020 TransModeler; VISSIM

The experiments showed that, even after
calibration, both microsimulation models had

significant errors in some performance indicators
when comparing to the actual values.

Van Beinum et al. [32] 2020 MOTUS; VISSIM

The considered models were not able to
accurately emulate turbulent traffic flows in

terms of the headway distribution and
lane-changing locations.

Pell et al. [7] 2017 Survey study

Conducted a detailed analysis of 17 simulation
packages. It was found that many software

packages have a significant number of
drawbacks in modeling capabilities.

Azlan and Rohani [8] 2018 Survey study

Provided a comprehensive overview of
microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic traffic
simulation models. The study highlighted that

the project needs mostly affect the final selection
of the appropriate traffic simulation model.

Gora et al. [9] 2020 Survey study

Studied the existing literature on the
applications of microscopic traffic simulation for
modeling connected and autonomous vehicles.
It was highlighted that new algorithms should

be developed to better capture the travel
behavior of vehicles.

AIMSUN and SimTraffic have been widely used for the analysis of the transporta-
tion networks in Iran [5,10,11], and such a tendency can be explained by several reasons.
First, both AIMSUN and SimTraffic are user-friendly in simulating traffic flow as compared
to other microsimulation software packages (e.g., VISSIM). Second, AIMSUN and Sim-
Traffic are quite popular microsimulation software packages and have been adopted by
many consulting companies in Iran. Third, the cost of AIMSUN and SimTraffic is more
affordable as compared to other microsimulation software packages (e.g., VISSIM). Fourth,
the calibration process for AIMSUN and SimTraffic is less complicated when comparing to
other microsimulation software packages. Last, but not least, AIMSUN and SimTraffic were
found to be efficient in terms of replicating typical traffic conditions in Iran [5]. Findings
from the present study are expected to provide more insights regarding the performance of
AIMSUN and SimTraffic in terms of the modeling accuracy of the traffic movements in the
northern part of Iran. These insights will be valuable for transportation planners and will
assist with the selection of the appropriate microsimulation model for the analysis of the
transportation networks in Iran.
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3. Basic Background Information for AIMSUN and SimTraffic

This section of the manuscript focuses on the description of the background information
for the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models. Furthermore, this section of the
manuscript provides a detailed description of how the key transportation network perfor-
mance indicators are calculated within the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models.

3.1. AIMSUN

The advanced interactive microscopic simulator for urban and non-urban networks
(AIMSUN2), the AIMSUN’s prototype, was developed by the members of the former Sim-
ulation and Operations Research Laboratory (LIOS), located at the Polytechnic University
of Catalonia [33] in 1989. In 1997, the Transport Simulation Systems (TSS) company was
founded. Technical developments continued at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia,
while TSS was commercializing the AIMSUN microsimulation software package. AIMSUN
includes two components that enable a dynamic simulation, including the microscopic
simulator and the mesoscopic simulator. AIMSUN can be applied for modeling roadways
of different classifications, including urban networks, highways, freeways, arterials, ring
roads, and their combinations. Its comprehensive graphic environment allows modeling
different levels of travel demand. Furthermore, AIMSUN allows efficient correspondence
with monitoring and signal mechanisms. The AIMSUN microsimulation software pack-
age can be used to administer maintenance mechanisms of the transportation corridors,
facilitate transport security, and evaluate intelligent transport systems, toll mechanisms,
and pricing procedures.

The AIMSUN microscopic simulator is a combined discrete/continuous simulator,
where for certain elements of the system (e.g., detectors, vehicles), states alter continuously
over the given simulated time, which is separated into fairly short, fixed-time intervals that
are called simulation steps or cycles. AIMSUN contains some other important elements
(e.g., entrance points, traffic signals), for which states alter discretely at specific points over
the given simulation time. AIMSUN has many modeling capabilities, including detailed
modeling of the traffic network, different types of drivers and vehicles, a wide range of the
network geometric layouts, traffic incidents, conflicting maneuvers, and others. Along with
traffic lights and traffic detectors, AIMSUN allows emulating variable message signs (VMS)
and ramp metering devices. In order to design a simulation scenario, AIMSUN requires
certain input data, which can be categorized into four classes: (1) network description;
(2) traffic control plans; (3) traffic demand data; and (4) public transport plans. Some of the
input parameters are primarily related to the simulation scenario features (e.g., warm-up
time, simulation time), while some parameters characterize the nature of the traffic flow
and transportation network and must be calibrated (e.g., reaction times, lane-changing
zones). The AIMSUN microsimulation software package allows producing a graphical
representation of the transportation network in both 2D and 3D formats, statistical data
output (journey times, flow, delays, speed, stops), and the data, which were gathered by
the simulated detectors (occupancy, counts, speed).

AIMSUN relies on the car-following, lane-changing, and gap-acceptance models.
The car-following model determines changes in the velocity of a given vehicle, depending
on its position and the positions of the surrounding vehicles. AIMSUN relies on the Gipps
car-following model, which is based on the physical probability of lane-changing patterns,
location of permanent traffic barriers, express routes, the future driver turns, and the
existence of heavy vehicles. The lane-changing model triggers the vehicle movement from
one lane to another. Generally, lane changes occur due to alterations in the traffic flow,
connecting the origin and the destination, and driver routes. The vehicle lane changes are
classified into discretionary and urgent lane changes. The gap-acceptance model allows
defining whether the available gap will be accepted by a given driver to maneuver.
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3.2. SimTraffic

SimTraffic is a microsimulation module, which is available within the Synchro Studio
software. The Synchro Studio was developed by Trafficware, Inc., which was acquired
by Naztec in 2005 [34]. Along with SimTraffic, the Synchro Studio has another module
(Synchro), which is primarily used for optimizing the timing schemes at signalized inter-
sections and for traffic signal coordination. The Synchro Studio is widely used for different
traffic projects and studies on public transport. Synchro optimizes the cycle length, offsets,
split times, and phase sequences, aiming to minimize the driver stops and delay. SimTraffic
utilizes the information regarding the optimized signal timing provided by Synchro in
order to execute microsimulation and emulate the traffic flows. Although the Synchro
Studio is heavily used for improving the efficiency of traffic signals, the availability of
the SimTraffic module extends its application for the analysis of congested transportation
networks. SimTraffic allows modeling individual vehicles traveling along the predefined
transportation network. Different types of vehicles can be modeled using SimTraffic,
including trucks, passenger cars, and busses.

Unlike a number of other microsimulation software packages, SimTraffic displays
animation while the simulation is being executed. The input data, assigned within Synchro
(e.g., traffic flows, intersection cycle length, network geometric characteristics), are trans-
ferred automatically in the SimTraffic module. The driver and vehicle parameters, includ-
ing yellow reaction time, green reaction time, gap-acceptance factor, vehicle acceleration,
vehicle length, vehicle width, and occupancy, are adopted based on the values that are
recommended by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The trip generation and
the route assignment are determined based on the traffic flows, which are assigned to each
roadway segment. The traffic flows can be adjusted using growth factors, peak hour factor
(PHF), or percentile adjustments. SimTraffic assumes that each vehicle will travel at its
cruise speed if there are no impediments (i.e., in case there are no obstacles on a given
roadway segment, each vehicle will travel at its cruise speed). The cruise speed is estimated
based on the assigned link speed and the speed factor, which is dependent on the driver
type. The speed factors may range from 0.85 to 1.15 based on the driver type. Similar to
the AIMSUN microsimulation software package, SimTraffic allows changing the driver
characteristics within the simulation environment.

3.3. Network Traffic Generation

In AIMSUN, the user is able to select one of the following headway models for
generating the network traffic [35]: (1) exponential; (2) uniform; (3) normal; (4) constant;
(5) “ASAP”; and (6) external. The exponential headway model is the default, where vehicles
are assumed to enter the network, following an exponentially distributed vehicle arrival
pattern. As for the uniform headway model, the mean time headway values are sampled
from the uniform distribution. The normal headway model generates the vehicles, entering
the network based on the truncated normal distribution. The constant headway model
assumes the time interval between two consecutive vehicles to be constant (t = 1/λ,
where t—the headway (sec), and λ—the mean input flow (vehicles/sec)). The “ASAP”
headway model allows the vehicle to enter the network “as soon as possible” (i.e., once the
space becomes available). The ASAP model allows increasing utilization of the available
transportation network space. The external headway model generates the entering network
traffic using an external user-defined program.

In SimTraffic, the flows are generated at the network entry points based on the volume
counts at the downstream intersection [36]. Trips can also be added to the midblock traffic
if the midblock traffic is specified or a volume source is required to balance the traffic.
If both balancing and midblock sources exist, the midblock traffic will be computed as
the maximum of these two sources. The vehicle arrivals generally follow the Poisson
distribution. The link flows are computed independently for heavy vehicles and passenger
cars. The heavy vehicle volume is estimated as a product of the adjusted vehicle volume
and the percentage of heavy vehicles, while the passenger car volume will be equal to
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the remaining vehicle volume. The user is able to assign two types of heavy vehicles,
including: (a) trucks and (b) busses. The entering passenger cars can be assigned as
standard passenger cars or carpool passenger cars.

3.4. Car-Following Models

AIMSUN relies on the car-following model, which is based on the Gipps experimental
model [35]. The AIMSUN car-following model can be considered as an ad hoc model,
where the model parameters are not set to be global and can be adjusted depending on
the values of local parameters (e.g., type of driver, the geometry of the roadway section,
the influence of vehicles on the adjacent lanes, etc.). The model is based on the two major
components, including the following: (a) acceleration; and (b) deceleration. Acceleration
represents an intention of a given vehicle to achieve a certain speed. On the other hand,
deceleration occurs as a result of the following vehicle driving at a speed that is lower
than the desired speed. Based on the AIMSUN car-following model, the maximum speed
Va(n, t + T) to which vehicle n is able to accelerate at the time (t + T) can be calculated as
follows [35]:

Va(n, t + T) = V(n, t) + 2.5·a(n)·T·
[

1 −
V(n, t)

V∗(n)

]

·

√

0.025 +
V(n, t)

V∗(n)
(1)

where:

V(n, t)—the speed of vehicle n at time t (m/sec);
V∗(n)—the desired speed of vehicle n for a given roadway section (m/sec);
a(n)—the maximum acceleration of vehicle n (m/sec2);
T—the reaction time (sec).

The maximum speed Vb(n, t + T) to which vehicle n is able to accelerate at the time (t + T),
taking into account the vehicle characteristics and the limitations that are imposed by
preceding vehicle (n − 1), can be computed using the following equation [35]:

Vb(n, t + T) = d(n)·T +

√

√

√

√

d(n)2·T2 − d(n)·[2·{x(n − 1, t)− s(n − 1)− x(n, t)}

−V(n, t)·T − V(n−1,t)2

d́(n−1)
]

(2)

where:

d(n)—the maximum deceleration desired by vehicle n (m/sec2);
x(n, t)—the position of vehicle n at time t (m);
x(n − 1, t)—the position of the preceding vehicle (n − 1) at time t (m);
s(n − 1)—the effective length of the preceding vehicle (n − 1) (m);
d́(n − 1)—the deceleration desired by the preceding vehicle (n − 1) (m/sec2)

Based on Equations (1) and (2), the definitive speed of vehicle n for a time interval
(t, t + T) can be calculated as follows [35]:

V(n, t + T) = min{Va(n, t + T), Vb(n, t + T)} (3)

SimTraffic relies on two car-following models: (a) fast following model and (b) slow
following model. The fast following model is used for the cases when the leading vehicle
speed is above 0.6 m/sec. On the other hand, the slow following model is applied for the
slow-moving or stopped leading vehicle. The distance between vehicles or distance to the
stopping point (D) can be calculated based on the following relationship [36]:

D = XL − LL − DB − XS (4)

where:

XL—the position of the lead vehicle or stopping point (m);
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LL—the length of the lead vehicle (m; 0 for stopping point);
DB—the distance between (assumed to be 1.5 m);
XS—the position of the subject vehicle (m).

In SimTraffic, the stopped vehicles will not start moving until the distance to the
leading vehicle reaches 1.5 m. The latter creates a startup reaction time of approximately
1.0 sec per vehicle [36]. For example, the 10th vehicle will not enter the network after
approximately 10.0 sec the first vehicle entered the network. The following formula is used
by SimTraffic to estimate the distance between vehicles, adjusted for the speed differential
and reduced by the traveling vehicle’s desired headway (DSa f e, m) [36]:

DSa f e = D +
min

[

(SL)
2
− (SS)

2; 0
]

2·a
− SS·H (5)

where:

SL—the speed of the leading vehicle (m/sec);
SS—the speed of the subject vehicle (m/sec);
a—the vehicle deceleration (assumed to be 1.2 m/sec2);
H—the desired headway (sec).

3.5. Travel Time Models

Travel time is one of the major performance indicators, which must be considered in
the evaluation of transportation networks. The total vehicle travel time (TTAIMSUN , sec) is
calculated within AIMSUN based on the network entrance and exit times of all vehicles as
follows [35]:

TTAIMSUN =
Nsys

∑
i=1

(TEXi − TENi) (6)

where:

TENi—the entrance time of vehicle i in the network (sec);
TEXi—the exit time of vehicle i from the network (sec);
Nsys—the number of vehicles that cross the system during the considered time period
(vehicles).

The total vehicle travel time (TTSimTra f f ic, sec) on a given network segment is calcu-
lated within SimTraffic based on the total time spent by each vehicle on that segment and
the total waiting time by each vehicle to enter that segment as follows [36]:

TTSimTra f f ic =
Nsys

∑
i=1

(ti + wi) (7)

where:

ti—the time spent by vehicle i on a given network segment (sec);
wi—the waiting time spent by vehicle i to enter a given network segment (sec).

3.6. Average Speed Models

In AIMSUN, the average speed per vehicle (SAIMSUN , m/sec) is computed based on
the following relationship [35]:

SAIMSUN =
∑

Nsys

i=1 Si

Nsys
(8)

where:

Si—the average speed of vehicle i (m/sec).
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The average speed of vehicle i is estimated as follows [35]:

Si =
Di

TEXi − TENi
(9)

where:

Di—the total distance traveled by vehicle i in the network (m).

In SimTraffic, the average speed per vehicle is computed by dividing the total distance
by the total travel time [36]. The average speed is weighted by the vehicle flow and includes
the stopped time and denied entry time.

3.7. Travel Distance Models

Both AIMSUN and SimTraffic estimate the total travel distance (dtot, m) as a summation
of the distances traveled by each vehicle in the network, based on the following formula:

dtot =
Nsys

∑
i=1

Di (10)

3.8. Fuel Consumption Estimation Models

AIMSUN estimates the fuel consumption of a vehicle based on the vehicle state
(i.e., idling, cruising at a constant speed, deceleration, or acceleration). For the vehicles in a
decelerating or idling state, the fuel consumption rate is assumed to be constant. The default
fuel consumption rate is set to Fdec

AIMSUN = 0.530 mL/sec and Fidle
AIMSUN = 0.330 mL/sec

for decelerating and idling states, respectively [35]. However, the aforementioned values
can be modified by the user as needed. For the vehicles in an accelerating state, the fuel
consumption rate (Facc

AIMSUN , mL/sec) can be estimated as follows [35]:

Facc
AIMSUN = c1 + c2·a·V (11)

where:

c1, c2—the model constants specified by the user;
a—the acceleration rate of a vehicle (m/sec2);
V—the speed of a vehicle (m/sec).

For the vehicles traveling at a cruising speed, the fuel consumption rate (Fcru
AIMSUN ,

mL/sec) can be estimated as follows [35]:

Fcru
AIMSUN = ka

1·

[

1 +
(

V

2·Vm

)3
]

+ ka
2·V (12)

where:

ka
1, ka

2—the model constants empirically determined for the considered vehicles;
Vm—the speed of a vehicle at which the fuel consumption is minimal (m/sec);
V—the speed of a vehicle (m/sec).

SimTraffic, on the other hand, estimates the fuel consumption as follows [36]:

FSimTra f f ic = ks
1·TotT + ks

2·TotD + ks
3·Stops (13)

where:

FSimTra f f ic—the fuel consumption of a vehicle estimated in gallons (should be multiplied
by 3.785 in order to convert to liters);
ks

1 = 0.075283 − 0.0015892·V + 0.000015066·V2;
ks

2 = 0.7329;
ks

3 = 0.0000061411·V2;
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V—the speed of a vehicle provided in mph (1 m/sec is 2.237 mph);
TotT—the travel distance provided in miles (1 mile has 1609.34 meters);
TotD—the total signal delay provided in hours;
Stops—the total number of vehicle stops per hour.

4. Research Methodology and Data Collection

In order to assess the performance of the considered microsimulation software pack-
ages, the field data were collected for the selected roadway sections located in the northern
part of Iran. The available field data were refined, and the travel time-flow functions
were calibrated using the SPSS statistical software for each one of the considered road-
way sections. After processing the collected field data, the major transportation network
performance indicators were estimated. Then, the considered roadway sections were
modeled within the AIMSUN environment and the SimTraffic environment using the same
geometric and physical characteristics. The network performance indicators, estimated
using the microsimulation models, were compared to the ones, which were computed
based on the collected field data. This section provides details on the field data collection
and processing.

4.1. Roadway Sections Selected for the Field Survey

The entire map of Rasht (one of the largest cities in the northern part of Iran and
the capital city of Gilan province, located near the Caspian Sea, with a population of
approximately 1.2 million, including students, workers, and other commuters [37]) was
studied in order to select the roadway sections for further evaluation. A total of four
roadway sections with different functional classifications were selected for a detailed
analysis, including one major arterial roadway, two minor arterial roadways, and one
collector-distributer (C–D) roadway. Note that the classification of roadway sections was
adopted based on the Iran urban roadway design code [38]. In particular, the major arterial
roadway is classified as a two-lane 2-way suburban roadway, generally passing through the
small- and medium-sized cities. On the other hand, the minor arterial roadway is designed
to facilitate mobility and accessibility of vehicles. The pedestrian traffic is controlled
at intersections using the traffic control signals. The minor arterial roadways generally
pass through the large-sized cities. Furthermore, the C-D roadways establish connections
between the local and minor arterial streets. The C-D roadways typically have at least two
lanes in each direction and an allowable travel speed of 40 km/h.

As stated earlier, a total of four roadway sections were selected for a detailed eval-
uation, including the following: (1) Beheshti Street; (2) Saadi Street; (3) Azadegan Street;
and (4) Esteghamat Street. More information (i.e., classification and basic geometric charac-
teristics) regarding the considered roadway sections is presented in Table 2. Furthermore,
the satellite images of the selected roadway sections are presented in Figure 1. All the
investigated roadway sections have 2 lanes in each direction. The lane width varies from
3.25 m (Azadegan Street) to 3.75 m (Saadi Street). Moreover, the surveyed section on the
Beheshti Street was the longest (i.e., 1300 m), while the surveyed section on the Saadi Street
was the shortest (i.e., 490 m). Note that none of the considered roadway sections had any
junctions (i.e., the traffic flow along the considered roadway sections was not interrupted
due to the presence of junctions).

Table 2. Geometric and physical characteristics of the selected roadway sections.

Section Name Section Type
Lanes in Each

Direction
Lane Width (m)

Survey Length
(m)

Beheshti Major arterial 2 3.50 1300
Saadi Minor arterial 2 3.75 490

Azadegan Minor arterial 2 3.25 546
Esteghamat C-D 2 3.50 790
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Figure 1. Satellite images of the selected roadway sections.

There exist different approaches for collecting the traffic data (e.g., counts, video
recording). In this study, the field data were collected using the traffic counts. The total
number of passing vehicles was recorded over 5-min time intervals for each one of the
selected roadway sections. The data were collected from 8:00 am until 1:00 pm in five
days during weekdays (from Saturday to Wednesday). Note that weekdays in Iran are
from Saturday to Thursday. The Thursday data were not considered in the analysis,
as the Thursday traffic flow patterns substantially differ from other weekdays for the
considered study areas. Throughout the data collection, the weather was clear. Two vehicle
plate registration stations were located at each one of the considered roadway sections
(one station was located at the beginning of each roadway section, while the other station
was located at the end of each roadway section). The following data were collected at the
vehicle plate registration stations by the observers: (a) the vehicle entrance time; (b) the
last three digits of the vehicle plate; and (c) vehicle type.

The data collected from the vehicle plate registration stations were stored on specific
worksheets. Based on the vehicle entrance time at each vehicle plate registration station,
the research team was able to determine the time when each vehicle entered and exited a
given roadway section. The travel time along a given roadway section was estimated as a
difference between the exit and entrance times for each vehicle. The last three digits of the
vehicle plate were used as the vehicle’s unique identifiers throughout this study. During the
data collection, it was noticed that the travel time was relatively large for certain vehicles
on some of the considered roadway sections. The latter can be explained by the fact that
those vehicles could make stops along a given roadway section (e.g., to pick or drop-off
passengers or cargo), which significantly increased the travel time. However, the number
of vehicles with the abnormal travel time can be considered as insignificant as compared to
the total number of vehicles, which were passing a given roadway section. In particular,
over 17,000 records were collected for the considered roadway sections throughout this
study, and less than 2% were eliminated from the analysis due to abnormal travel times.

Once the field data were collected, all registered vehicles were converted to the
passenger car units (PCUs) using the standard PCU coefficients, which are presented in
Table 3. Note that the adopted PCU coefficients have been widely used in the transportation
planning of different networks in Iran [39–41]. Bikes and motorcycles are generally assumed
to have the same PCU value (i.e., PCU = 0.3) since bikes are not very popular in Iran
(i.e., installation of bike lanes is not desirable by the city authorities, as these bike lanes
may occupy a substantial portion of urban streets). As for other types of vehicles, mid-size
trucks and large-size trucks fall under the category “other types of vehicles”. Mid-size
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trucks and large-size trucks may substantially impact the traffic flows during the day;
however, their percentage was insignificant for the considered roadway sections.

Table 3. Adopted passenger car units (PCU) coefficients.

Vehicle
Types

Passenger
Car

Taxi Van Pickup
Middle

Bus
Urban

Bus
Intercity

Bus
Bike

Other Types of
Vehicles

PCU
coefficient 1.0 1.5 1.0 2.0 2.5 5.0 3.0 0.3 3.0

4.2. Data Processing

Once the data collection was completed, the research team started the analysis of the
worksheets, which contained the information gathered from the vehicle plate registration
stations. The first step in processing the collected data was to identify the timestamps on
the entry vehicle plate registration station and the exit vehicle plate registration station
for each vehicle. The corresponding time stamps were retrieved using the vehicle plate
information. The timestamp values were further used in estimating the total vehicle travel
time for each one of the considered roadway sections. In the second step, the estimated
travel time observations were analyzed, and the observations with abnormal travel time
values were removed from the dataset (as discussed earlier, certain vehicles could make
additional stops at a given roadway segment, which substantially increased the total travel
time, as compared to the total travel time of the vehicles that did not make any stops).
Elimination of the observations with abnormal travel time values was critical in order
to ensure that the transportation network performance indicators would be calculated
accurately. In the third step, the hourly vehicle flows were estimated for the time periods
between 8:00 am and 1:00 pm. Note that the hourly vehicle flows were calculated using the
PCU coefficients, which were applied to different types of vehicles. In the fourth step, the
hourly travel time values were estimated for the time periods between 8:00 am and 1:00
pm in order to develop the functions, describing the relationship between the travel time
and the hourly flow for each one of the considered roadway sections. The travel time and
vehicle flow values were entered in the SPSS statistical software.

The SPSS statistical software was further used for the calibration of the travel time-
flow functions for each roadway section. The Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) formula was
adopted as a foundation throughout the analysis. The BPR formula can be expressed using
the following relationship [42]:

ti = t0
i ·

[

1 + 0.15·
(

vi

ci

)4
]

∀i ∈ I (14)

where:
I—the set of links in the transportation network;
ti—the congested travel time on link i (min);
t0
i —the free-flow travel time on link i (min);

vi—the vehicle flow on link i (vehicles/h);
ci—the capacity of link i (vehicle/h).
Based on the BPR formula, the congested travel time on a given link is defined based

on the free-flow travel time on that link, the vehicle flow, and the link capacity. Increasing
the flow of vehicles on a given link causes an increase in travel time. Once the link capacity
is reached, the travel time will oscillate. The SPSS statistical software was used to estimate
the free-flow travel time and capacity for each one of the considered roadway sections
based on the collected data. The basic statistical information for the collected travel time
data that were used for the development of BPR functions is presented in Table 4 (including
the number of observations, minimum travel time, maximum travel time, average travel
time, travel time standard deviation, and median travel time). Note that the collected
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number of observations used in developing the BPR function for each roadway section was
found to be sufficient in order to obtain an acceptable degree of accuracy (i.e., the errors
did not exceed 10−8 for the considered roadway sections).

Table 4. Statistical information for the collected travel time data.

Statistic
Section Name

Beheshti Saadi Azadegan Esteghamat

Number of observations 1711 7773 5215 2348
Minimum travel time (min/km) 0.8002 0.9604 1.0003 1.3715
Maximum travel time (min/km) 2.4412 5.1720 4.2361 16.7479
Average travel time (min/km) 1.1901 1.9613 1.7693 5.0256
Travel time standard deviation

(min/km) 0.5017 1.2875 0.9892 4.7005

Median travel time (min/km) 0.9502 1.3454 1.2961 2.7772

4.3. BPR Functions

Based on the results obtained from the SPSS statistical software, the following BPR
functions were obtained for the Beheshti (tbeh), Saadi (tsaad), Azadegan (tazad), and Es-
teghamat (test) roadway sections:

tbeh = 0.80·
[

1 + 0.15·
( v

260

)4
]

(15)

tsaad = 0.96·
[

1 + 0.15·
( v

215

)4
]

(16)

tazad = 1.00·
[

1 + 0.15·
( v

232

)4
]

(17)

test = 1.37·
[

1 + 0.15·
( v

170

)4
]

(18)

The calibrated BPR functions are illustrated in Figure 2 for all the considered roadway
sections. Since the length of the considered roadway sections is different, the absolute
travel time values were converted into the relative travel time values (i.e., travel time per
kilometer) in Table 4 and Figure 2, as this ratio would provide more insights into the travel
conditions at the considered roadway sections. It can be observed that the travel time at the
Esteghamat roadway section increases much faster with the increasing flow as compared
to the other roadway sections.

Figure 2. Calibrated Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) functions for the selected roadway sections.
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4.4. Peak Hour Indicators

Based on the analysis of the collected data, the peak hour for the selected roadway
sections was found to be 8 am—9 am. The average travel time for the peak hour was
calculated based on the available travel time observations collected over the 8 am—9 am
peak period. Furthermore, based on the roadway section length and the timestamps
recorded at the vehicle plate registration stations, the average speed of vehicles was
calculated for each direction of a given roadway section. Details regarding the peak
hour indicators are presented in Table 5 for each one of the considered roadway sections,
including the following: (1) section name; (2) section main direction; (3) vehicle flow in
the main direction—vmain; (4) vehicle flow in the opposite direction—vopp; (5) average
travel time—tave; (6) average travel speed—save; and (7) total distance traveled by all the
vehicles—dtot. Note that the main direction was determined based on the police reports
and confirmed during the field survey that was conducted as a part of this study for each
one of the considered roadway sections.

Table 5. The peak hour indicators for the selected roadway sections.

Section Name Direction vmain (veh) vopp (veh) tave (min) save (km/h) dtot (km)

Beheshti East to West 2986 3764 1.8 43.32 8775.0
Saadi North to South 2654 1789 1.9 15.42 2177.1

Azadegan East to West 1677 1181 1.5 31.56 1560.5
Esteghamat East to West 887 898 1.3 25.20 1410.2

The highest vehicle volume was recorded for the Beheshti roadway section, while
the lowest vehicle flow was observed on the Esteghamat roadway section. The greatest
travel time (≈1.9 min) was estimated for the Saadi roadway section, where the vehicles
were traveling with an average travel speed of less than 20 km/h. On the other hand,
the greatest average travel speed (≈43.32 km/h) was recorded for the Beheshti roadway
section. In addition, based on the analysis of the collected data, the greatest vehicle travel
distance was calculated for the Beheshti roadway section.

5. Numerical Experiments

Based on the existing physical and traffic characteristics, the selected roadway seg-
ments were simulated within the AIMSUN and SimTraffic environments. The major model
parameters, such as vehicle specifications (e.g., length, width, maximum speed, accelera-
tion, and others), driver behavior parameters (e.g., reaction time), lane-changing distance in
ramp and weaving areas, and others, were calibrated for the travel conditions, observed in
the northern part of Iran. The calibration of the major microsimulation model parameters
(which are primarily used by the car-following models) was performed based on the field
surveys, which were conducted by Shariat [5]. Specifically, Shariat [5] gathered the data
for the representative roadway sections, passing through the Tehran metropolitan area.
A number of professional Z series SONY cameras were installed along the roadway sections
in order to collect the data. The speed and acceleration of passing vehicles were recorded
with a time interval of less than 1.0 sec. Each one of the installed cameras could cover an
area of up to 100 m in length. The videos created by each camera were overlapped. Then,
the collected data were analyzed, and the required car-following model parameters were
calculated. Although the study was conducted by Shariat [5] for the Tehran metropolitan
area, the obtained results can be applied to this study due to similarities in the traffic flow
patterns observed in the Tehran metropolitan area and the northern part of Iran (where the
four roadway sections, selected for a detailed analysis in this study, are located).

Furthermore, some additional procedures were performed before adopting the cali-
bration results from the previously conducted study. In particular, the validity of calibrated
results (obtained for the Tehran metropolitan area) were verified using the field data that
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were collected for the considered roadway sections, located in the City of Rasht, based on
the GEH formula, proposed by Geoffrey E. Havers [43]:

GEH =

√

2·(v − v)2

v + v
(19)

where:
v—the traffic volume obtained from the microsimulation model (vehicles);
v—the actual traffic volume obtained from the field observations (vehicles).
As a result of the conducted analysis, it was found that the GEH values did not

exceed 4.3 for the considered roadway sections, which shows a high accuracy level of the
calibrated data for the car-following models that were adopted in this study. Additional
field surveys were conducted in order to calibrate the physical and technical characteristics
of a PCU in Iran [39–41]. More than 8800 vehicles of different types were analyzed in terms
of the following parameters: (1) length; (2) width; (3) weight; (4) maximum speed (i.e., the
maximum speed that a vehicle can achieve in a free flow traffic condition on a straight
roadway section, assuming no speed limits and obstacles); and (5) maximum acceleration.
The analysis results are summarized in Table 6. Based on the estimated PCU specifications
and the report published by the Iran standard and quality inspection company [44], the
PCU fuel consumption was set equal to 12.1 liters of fuel per 100 kilometers for the urban
travel conditions. Using the data collected as a result of the field survey, the estimated
driver reaction time comprised approximately 0.90 sec.

Table 6. Calibrated physical characteristics of a standard passenger car unit.

Parameter Length (mm) Width (mm) Weight (kg)
Maximum Speed

(km/h)

Maximum
Acceleration

(m/sec2)

Mean 4141.8 1656.9 1044.6 164.5 1.93
Minimum 3838.0 1605.0 934.0 140.0 1.46
Maximum 4524.0 1755.0 1264.0 200.0 2.72

Standard deviation 280.7 47.0 104.1 21.5 0.41
Coefficient of variation 0.068 0.028 0.100 0.131 0.212

Certain microsimulation software packages (e.g., AIMSUN) require setting additional
parameters for the lane-changing model. The latter set of parameters were estimated based
on the available field observations and is presented in Table 7. In zone 1, the lane-changing
decisions are primarily affected by the travel conditions on the lanes involved. The follow-
ing factors are considered when assessing the improvement in driving conditions from
changing lanes [35]: travel speed, desired speed, distance to the preceding vehicle, speed
of the preceding vehicle, and others. The lane-changing model is typically implemented in
zone 1 for overtaking maneuvers. As for zone 2, it is generally occupied by vehicles, which
are not driving in the desirable lanes (i.e., the vehicles aim to move to alternative lanes in
order to make turning maneuvers). Once the gap becomes acceptable, the vehicles within
zone 2 will be moving closer to the desired lane. Note that the distances to zone 1 and zone
2 are given in seconds (Table 7) but can be converted to meters based on the vehicle travel
speed. The on-ramp distance is used by the lane-changing model in the vicinity of ramps
(e.g., certain vehicles will be switching lanes in order to get closer to the ramp).

Table 7. Calibrated lane-changing parameters.

Lane-Changing Parameters Mean Value (sec)

Distance to zone 1 13.74
Distance to zone 2 4.40
On-ramp distance 7.10
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The aforementioned calibrated parameters were assigned within both AIMSUN and
SimTraffic microsimulation models in order to conduct the numerical experiments. The next
sections of the manuscript elaborate on the evaluation of the considered microsimulation
models for the selected roadway sections in terms of the major transportation network
performance indicators.

5.1. Evaluation of the Microsimulation Models

Both AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models use statistical distributions
in modeling the traffic flow, which causes differences in terms of the values of trans-
portation network performance indicators from one replication to another. Therefore,
multiple replications are required in order to obtain the average values of the performance
indicators. A total of ten replications were used to calculate the average values of the
performance indicators within the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models in
this study. Ten replications were found to be sufficient, as the coefficient of variation did
not exceed 2.0% for the considered transportation network performance indicators (which
will be presented in the following sections of the manuscript). Furthermore, the developed
microsimulation models start each replication with an empty transportation network. In
order to avoid significant variations in the performance indicators throughout the sim-
ulation run, a warm-up time of 15 min was assigned for both AIMSUN and SimTraffic.
The peak hour volume was used in modeling the traffic flow for each one of the selected
roadway sections. Based on the existing speed limits, the maximum allowable speed was
set to 55 km/h for each roadway section.

5.2. Transportation Network Performance Indicators

The major transportation network performance indicators, estimated using the AIM-
SUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models, are presented in Tables 8 and 9. Tables 8 and 9
provide the following information: (1) section name; (2) input vehicle flow—v; (3) total
travel time by all vehicles—ttot; (4) average travel speed—save; (5) average total travel time
per vehicle—tveh; (6) total fuel consumption by all the vehicles— f tot; and (7) total distance
traveled by all the vehicles—dtot. The transportation network performance indicators,
calculated using the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models, were compared
to the actual ones, which were calculated based on the collected field data. The actual
input vehicle flow, average travel speed, average total travel time per vehicle, total fuel
consumption by all the vehicles, and total distance traveled by all the vehicles, which were
computed based on the collected field data, are presented in Table 10. Figure 3 presents the
values of all the considered transportation network performance indicators obtained by
different approaches (actual vs. AIMSUN vs. SimTraffic) for the selected roadway sections.

Table 8. AIMSUN performance indicators for the selected roadway sections.

Section
Name

v(veh) ttot(h) save(km/h) tveh(sec) f tot(liters) dtot(km)

Beheshti 6745 183.7 48.02 98.03 321.6 8773.6
Saadi 4447 133.0 20.58 107.7 145.0 2729.2

Azadegan 2876 60.6 27.67 75.79 72.7 1603.3
Esteghamat 1789 40.5 32.62 81.55 53.2 1315.1

Table 9. SimTraffic performance indicators for the selected roadway sections.

Section
Name

v (veh) ttot (h) save (km/h) tveh (sec) ftot (liters) dtot (km)

Beheshti 7129 220.0 43.00 111.09 836.9 9114.0
Saadi 4394 126.7 32.00 103.80 275.0 2701.5

Azadegan 2874 64.4 29.00 80.66 165.9 1763.0
Esteghamat 1791 47.8 32.00 96.08 131.7 1505.1
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Table 10. Actual values of the performance indicators for the selected roadway sections.

Section
Name

v (veh) save (km/h) tveh (sec) ftot (liters) dtot (km)

Beheshti 6750 43.32 108.00 1061.8 8775.0
Saadi 4443 15.42 114.00 263.4 2177.1

Azadegan 2858 31.56 90.00 188.8 1560.5
Esteghamat 1785 25.20 78.00 170.6 1410.2

Figure 3. Transportation network performance indicators: actual vs. AIMSUN vs. SimTraffic.

The numerical experiments indicate that AIMSUN overestimated the vehicle flow on
average by 0.13%, while SimTraffic overestimated the vehicle flow on average by 2.22%
over the selected roadway sections. As for the average travel speed, both microsimulation
models also overestimated the average travel speed as compared to the actual values,
estimated based on the collected field data. Specifically, the average travel speed, suggested
by the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models, was greater on average by 11.59%
and 17.75%, respectively, as compared to the actual average travel speed. It was found that
AIMSUN underestimated the actual average total travel time per vehicle on average by
6.91%, while SimTraffic overestimated the average total travel time per vehicle on average
by 0.42%.

As for the fuel consumption, both AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models
underestimated the total fuel consumption by vehicles on average by 64.83% and 16.33%,
respectively, as compared to the actual fuel consumption, calculated based on the Iran stan-
dard and quality inspection company guidelines (i.e., 12.1 liters of fuel per 100 kilometers).
Such a significant difference in the fuel consumption, suggested by the microsimulation
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models, and the actual fuel consumption can be explained by the fact that both AIM-
SUN and SimTraffic deploy specific fuel consumption models, which are not just simply
based on the total travel distance. Specifically, the AIMSUN fuel consumption model uses
different equations for estimating the fuel consumption depending on the vehicle state
(e.g., “idle” vs. “deceleration” vs. “traveling at the cruising speed” vs. “acceleration”) and
takes into consideration the vehicle speed, acceleration/deceleration rates, and different
fuel consumption rates (which vary depending on the vehicle state) [35].

On the other hand, the SimTraffic fuel consumption model calculates the fuel con-
sumption based on a nonlinear function, which includes the vehicle cruising speed, total
travel distance, total delay caused by traffic signals, and total number of stops [36]. There-
fore, based on the analysis results, it can be concluded that the current Iran standard and
quality inspection company guidelines require some revisions in order to more accurately
estimate fuel consumption. Other variables should be considered (e.g., vehicle state, vehicle
speed, acceleration/deceleration rates, total delay caused by traffic signals, total number
of stops)—not just the total travel distance. The numerical experiments also indicate that
the total distance traveled by all the vehicles, suggested by the AIMSUN and SimTraffic
microsimulation models, was greater on average by 3.58% and 8.34%, respectively, as
compared to the actual total distance traveled by all the vehicles.

5.3. Discussion

The conducted numerical experiments provided some insights regarding the perfor-
mance of the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models for the selected roadway
sections in the northern part of Iran. AIMSUN returned smaller errors for the vehicle flow,
travel speed, and total travel distance, while SimTraffic provided more accurate values
of the travel time. The errors of the microsimulation models in estimating various trans-
portation network performance indicators can be justified by different issues that include,
but are not limited to, the following: (1) capability of the adopted car-following models to
replicate realistic traffic flow behavior; (2) capability of the adopted lane-changing models
to replicate realistic lane-changing maneuvers; (3) network traffic generation accuracy;
(4) errors that are associated with the calibration of BPR functions for the considered road-
way sections; (5) errors that are associated with the calibration of physical and technical
characteristics of a standard passenger car unit; and (6) errors that are associated with
the field data collection and estimation of the actual values of the transportation network
performance indicators. Addressing the aforementioned challenges is expected to improve
the accuracy of both AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models.

The fuel consumption, suggested by both microsimulation models, was significantly
different from the fuel consumption values, calculated based on the Iran standard and
quality inspection company guidelines (where the fuel consumption is proportional to
the total travel distance only). The latter finding can be justified by the fact that both
AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models deploy more advanced fuel consumption
models, which account not only for the travel distance but also for the other important
factors (e.g., acceleration/deceleration rates, travel speed, vehicle state, number of stops,
etc.). Despite the difference in terms of the computed fuel consumption values, both
AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models were able to replicate the existing travel
conditions on the considered roadway sections with a high degree of accuracy and identify
bottlenecks for certain roadway sections. For example, both AIMSUN and SimTraffic were
able to identify congestion on the Saadi roadway section, which is in line with the existing
travel conditions (Figure 4). In particular, the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation
models suggested the average travel speeds of 20.58 km/h and 32.00 km/h, respectively
(Tables 8 and 9). Such values are significantly lower than the actual speed limit on the Saadi
roadway section (55 km/h) and indicate moderate traffic congestion.
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Figure 4. Congestion on the Saadi roadway section.

The entire section of the Saadi Street (i.e., 490-m roadway segment) experienced
traffic congestion during peak hours primarily due to lack of capacity. The existing traffic
demand in the area substantially exceeds the available capacity of the Saadi roadway
section. Furthermore, throughout the field survey, it was noticed that many vehicles could
make stops along the Saadi roadway section (e.g., to pick or drop-off passengers or cargo),
which is another reason for the congestion and low travel speeds. Note that the travel
speed estimation accuracy could be improved even further by enhancing the quality and
quantity of the data that were used for the calibration of the AIMSUN and SimTraffic
microsimulation models.

Despite the effectiveness of both microsimulation models in terms of the identification
of bottlenecks, AIMSUN is recommended to be further used by transportation planners in
northern Iran, as it outperformed SimTraffic in terms of the major transportation network
performance indicators (i.e., vehicle flow, travel speed, and total travel distance).

6. Concluding Remarks and Future Research

The demand for passenger and freight transport has significantly increased over the
last decades due to a number of reasons, including urban development, industrialization,
and population growth. Some of the existing transportation networks are not able to
serve the growing demand, which causes severe congestion. Different traffic simulation
software packages have been widely used by transportation planners across the world,
aiming to identify the appropriate congestion mitigation alternatives and eliminate recur-
ring bottlenecks. Microsimulation models (e.g., VISSIM, CORSIM, PARAMICS, AIMSUN,
and SimTraffic) have been commonly used for a detailed evaluation of transportation
networks. A number of studies conducted in the past aimed to evaluate certain microsim-
ulation packages. Most of those studies concluded that the selection of the appropriate
microsimulation software package could be affected by the software capabilities, ease
of use, user interface/graphics, accuracy in estimating various transportation network
performance indicators, user needs, objectives of the project and other factors. Furthermore,
the selection of the appropriate microsimulation model directly depends on the study
area characteristics.
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Taking into consideration the existing congestion issues in metropolitan areas of Iran,
this study aimed to estimate the major transportation network performance indicators for
the four roadway sections with different functional classifications located in the northern
part of Iran. The AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models were developed for
the selected roadway selections. The collected field data and the data from a previously
conducted study for the Tehran metropolitan area were used for the calibration of mi-
crosimulation model parameters. The calibration of car-following models was performed
using the previously conducted study for the Tehran metropolitan area, as it has similarities
in the traffic flow patterns with the considered study areas. The AIMSUN and SimTraffic
microsimulation models with calibrated parameters were used to estimate the major trans-
portation network performance indicators, including travel time, travel speed, vehicle flow,
fuel consumption, and total travel distance.

The numerical experiments indicated that AIMSUN returned smaller errors for the
vehicle flow, travel speed, and total travel distance. On the other hand, SimTraffic provided
more accurate values of the travel time. Significant variations were observed for the fuel
consumption estimates, which could be explained by the fact that both microsimulation
models had their own approaches for the calculation of fuel consumption. However,
both AIMSUN and SimTraffic were able to accurately replicate the existing travel condi-
tions and effectively identify congestion on the selected roadway sections. Despite the
effectiveness of both microsimulation models in terms of the identification of bottlenecks,
AIMSUN is recommended to be further used by transportation planners in northern Iran,
as it outperformed SimTraffic in terms of the major transportation network performance
indicators (i.e., vehicle flow, travel speed, and total travel distance). Moreover, findings
from this study will be useful for the researchers and practitioners, who heavily rely on
microsimulation models in transportation planning.

The scope of future research for this study may focus on the following extensions:
(1) compare the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimulation models against other microsimu-
lation models (e.g., VISSIM, CORSIM, and PARAMICS), which are widely used in trans-
portation planning: (2) evaluate performance of the AIMSUN and SimTraffic microsimula-
tion software packages for other congested roadway sections in Iran; (3) compare different
congestion mitigation alternatives using the developed microsimulation models; (4) as-
sess the effects from deployment of intelligent transportation systems for the considered
roadway sections using the developed microsimulation models; (5) conduct an additional
field survey and collect the data not only for the morning peak hour, but also for the
evening peak hour (the developed microsimulation models could be evaluated using a
larger data sample to improve the accuracy of results); (6) apply alternative methods for
improving the transportation process (e.g., exact optimization, heuristic algorithms, and
metaheuristic algorithms [45–47]); (7) compare vehicle trajectories proposed by AIMSUN
and SimTraffic throughout the safety analysis (e.g., estimation of crash angles); and (8)
collect additional field data to calibrate the parameters of car-following models for the
considered roadway sections.
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Abstract: The goal of civil engineering has always been the research and implementation of methods,
technologies, and infrastructures to improve the community’s quality of life. One of the branches
of civil engineering that has the strongest effect on progress is transport. The quality of transport
has a profound economic and social impact on our communities regarding trade (freight transport)
and city livability (public transport systems). However, innovation is not the only way to improve
the features above-mentioned, especially public transport, considering that it is usually beneficial
to enhance and repurpose vehicles with appropriate adjustments to offer more efficient services.
Other perspectives that influence public transport systems are the costs and times of design and
construction, maintenance, operating costs, and environmental impact, especially concerning CO2

emissions. Considering these issues, among the various types of existing public transport systems,
those of the so-called Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) offer worthwhile results. The BRT system is a type of
public road transport operated by bus on reserved lanes, and it is significantly profitable, especially
from an economic point of view, in areas where there are existing bus routes. Nonetheless, for the
construction of works minimization, it is closely linked to other features that improve its usefulness,
depending on the vehicles’ quality such as capacity, but above all, the propulsion or driving autonomy
that would guarantee high efficiency. This paper introduces an analysis of some BRT systems
operating worldwide, presenting the background, general technical features, and the correlation with
autonomous vehicles.

Keywords: BRT; mass transit; autonomous vehicles; public transport; smart city

1. Introduction

The implementation of a public transport system in a city is not a usual event. This is why, before
construction begins, every component and feature has to be designed to ensure its efficiency for long
periods. For these reasons, both for existing mass transit systems and new ones, the perspective of
maintenance and retraining appears fundamental. It is worth considering that with existing buses and a
few infrastructure adjustments, like what Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) requires, an efficient service would be
guaranteed, and offers a convenient solution for city administrations. The BRT public transport system
was introduced in 1974 in Curitiba (Brazil). The reasons that led the administrators and technicians to
make this choice were economic—reduced funds to construct a rail system—and social—because of the
population increase in the city—requiring a public transport system with high capacity vehicles. After
Curitiba, BRT spread worldwide, especially in Bogotà, with the implementation of “TransMilenio” in
the 1990s. Such a system still represents a model for all public transport arrangements, and mostly
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it also showed how BRT is efficient for complex urban layouts. Before 1990, BRT operated only in
eighteen cities, while, nowadays, it is active in 173 cities and serves 34,026,459 daily passengers [1]
(Table 1).

Table 1. Global Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) data.

Regions Passengers per Day Number of Cities Length (km)

Africa 491,578 (1.44%) 5 (2.89%) 131 (2.52%)
Asia 9,471,593 (27.83%) 44 (25.43%) 1625 (31.26%)

Europe 1,613,580 (4.74%) 44 (25.43%) 875 (16.84%)
Latin America 21,032,465 (61.81%) 55 (31.79%) 1829 (35.19%)

Northern America 981,043 (2.88%) 20 (11.56%) 627 (12.06%)
Oceania 436,200 (1.28%) 5 (2.89%) 109 (2.09%)

The benefits of a typical BRT system consist of dedicated lanes and proper vehicles and stations.
Such a layout guarantees a significant advantage in terms of intermodality and interoperability. If
such features are accessible to other specific vehicles, like emergency ones, then, due to reserved lanes,
the congestion phenomena could be avoided for the public transport system and ordinary traffic, for
instance, when users attracted by the efficiency of BRT give up using their private vehicles. Commonly
BRT is considered an upgrade of existing bus mass transit systems that emulate rail systems but with
reduced costs and construction times. For example, the construction costs for a single kilometer of BRT
are only 52% of the costs of a light rail system and 8% of those of massive rail system construction [2].
A strategy that is commonly used to appeal to citizens consists in building stations or creating reserved
lanes in places where there are parking areas for private vehicles. In this way, private vehicle users are
more likely to find themselves caught up in congestion and less likely to find a parking place, thereby
encouraging people to prefer the use of public transport systems. Some comparative data between
BRT systems and more traditional transport systems are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the public transport systems parameters.

Type of Transit Mode
Capital Costs

(Million US$/km)
Capacity (pphpd) Operating Speed (km/h)

Standard bus - 3180–6373 10–30
BRT Up to 15 Up to 55,710 18–40+
LRT 13–40 Up to 30,760 18–40

Heavy rail system 40–350 52,500–89,950 20–60

Generally, when a new mass transit system has been implemented, the area where it is located
must be subjected to requalification works, producing a relevant cost increase. Such a case appears
conveniently when the local administration decides to create so-called transit-oriented development
(TOD) areas to maximize public transport use. These places are characterized by people living near
transit hubs, so there would be the need to invest in activities close to these areas [3], making an
essential requalification with significant consequences in terms of property value increase.

The main aim of this paper was to review some of the BRT systems operating worldwide. The
following subsections will present the background, general technical features, and the correlation with
autonomous vehicles. This last section represents a viable distinguishing trait of the review carried out
in this paper. The discussion examines the perspectives concerning autonomous vehicles and how
they can enhance and influence mass transit and, mainly, BRT systems, in a positive way, creating
meaningful profits for communities.

2. General Technical Aspects

To achieve the high efficiency of a BRT system, regardless of new construction or existing mass
transit upgrades, several aspects must be taken into account to minimize future interventions. As
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for any other infrastructure, the design phase represents the central part of the implementation of
a public transport system. This is why, before drawing the physical elements of a BRT system, it is
necessary to carry out in-depth studies about city urban assets, a demand analysis of potential users,
the identification of critical points, analysis of existing mass transit systems, and corridor selection [4,5].
Once the design phase has been concluded, it is possible to begin building and installing the following
main elements that characterize a BRT system:

• Running lanes;
• Vehicles;
• Stations;
• ITS, passenger information, and control systems.

Running lanes represent the main characteristic of BRT systems, for economic reasons. Their
construction generally amounts to 50% of infrastructure costs; concerning their asset and dimensions
that strongly affect the efficiency of the BRT service, usually the standard width of a BRT runway is 3.5
m, as shown in Figure 1. However, this width is reduced to 3 m to guarantee a lower speed, decreasing
accident risks for safety reasons. Regarding the lane’s position in a road section, it is preferable to
locate them at the edges. In this way, passengers do not need to cross the street to reach the station.
This is why lanes are often located in the middle of the road section only when that part of the itinerary
is without stops. The construction of barriers at the edges of the lanes is a solution that guarantees only
public service vehicles. However, the absence of barriers proves useful when, in the case of accidents
or dangerous situations, other vehicles need a recovery place, or to facilitate access to ambulances that
need to avoid congested areas. Nevertheless, in that case, the lane must maintain a correct width that
allows the presence of more than one vehicle.

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. General Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor section, u.m. =meters.

For these reasons, running lane dimensions are strongly affected by vehicle characteristics that
mainly depend on two parameters: size and propulsion. The first is related to driver labor costs per
passenger, user comfort, service capacity, and frequency. In contrast, the second has consequences
concerning emissions and environmental impact. In lower-demand corridors, it is suggested that large
buses are avoided to reduce waiting times for users. It has been noted that typical BRT efficiency is
attributed to vehicles, but the operation quality is significantly affected by stations. Such infrastructures
may be configurated in several different ways according to their role. Generally, it is possible to
distinguish open stations (preferred for stops) or closed stations, and their size depends on lines
and user quantity. Stations are positioned in relation to the adjacent urban layout, but the system
is optimized if they are close to pedestrian areas due to safety reasons. The processing speed does
not depend only on vehicles, stations, or runways, because it is the exchange of information that
guarantees a correct and timely operation. Such characteristics relate mainly to two contexts: user
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information and operators and systems information. The first is fundamental to allow passengers to
choose between the BRT system’s services concerning their needs. The second one affects the operation
of the entire system, so it essential to communicate accidents, vehicles, and route data. The public
transport system is equipped with high efficiency IT and electronic telecommunication devices, the
so-called intelligent transport systems (ITS), to ensure such capabilities. These devices allow real-time
traffic data and communication network control. With regard to technological characteristics, there
are several types of traffic light systems, satellite navigators, or speed detectors; moreover, thanks
to recent innovations, sensor device systems have been implemented that can be installed both in
vehicles and in infrastructure (stations, lanes). Nonetheless, the accuracy and precision of all the
decisions in the design phase and concerning the aspects above-mentioned can be complicated to
avoid delays at 100%, which for users represent the most significant inconvenience. Such events occur
for several reasons, and not always attributable to public transport systems. These depend on variable
parameters that are impossible to predict. The case of a BRT system that bases its efficiency on reserved
lane intersections represents the most critical point. For safety reasons, BRT vehicles are constrained
to operate maneuvers (valid also for non-public transport vehicles) of deceleration, braking, and
acceleration, respectively, before, in correspondence, and after the intersection. The aggregation times
for such maneuvers create the delay, as shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Vehicle delay at intersection.

Strategies to manage and maximize such discomfort are various, so the prioritization of BRT
vehicles at intersections can be managed passively, with the absence of signal priority and operating
according to a pre-defined schedule. Consequently, it is possible to achieve a vehicle detection strategy
both in an active and adaptive way with the aim to detect in real-time BRT and traffic vehicles. However,
it is commonly preferred to use transit signal priority due to its efficiency. With recent innovations,
many other solutions have been studied. One of them consists of implementing an algorithm named
TSPAT (Transit Signal Priority for Actuated Timing), which was tested on a real scenario (intersection
in Isfahan, Iran) with Verkehr In Städten-SIMulationsmodell (VISSIM) traffic simulation. Such study
objects were the “Freiburg intersection” in Isfahan, where there is a BRT station, and in the street, where
it is wider, there are two BRT runways positioned at the edges that carry buses in opposite directions.
The results of the algorithm above-mentioned showed a more positive trend regarding off-peak hours.
For off-peak hours in both for BRT system operation and environmental-economic impact, outputs
were all positive. In these cases, delays were reduced by 51% with a reduction in air pollutants and
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fuel consumption, respectively, by 6.9% and 6.5%, and average speed increased by 78%. In contrast,
peak hours of positive outcomes saw a 21% reduction in delays, the average speed increased by 26%,
average fuel consumption increased by 2%, and air pollutants by 2.9% [6]. In conclusion, it has to be
underlined that among the several parameters that affect the BRT system configuration, the demand
analysis is the most significant. This planning phase provides the number of users, so, according to
these data, the BRT system will assume various assets. The BRT configuration solutions referring to
the number of passengers are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Typical BRT configuration according to demand level.

Transit Passengers per Hour per Direction Type of BRT Solution

Less than 2000 Simple bus priority, normally without physical segregation,
possible part-time bus lane.

2000 to 8000 Segregated median busway used by direct services reducing
the need to transfer.

8000 to 15,000
Segregated median busway used by trunk services requiring

transfers but benefiting from fast boarding and operating
speeds. Transit priority at intersections.

15,000 to 45,000
Segregated median busway, with overtaking at stops; possible
use of express and stopping services. Use of grade separation
at some intersections and some form of signal priority at others.

Over 45,000

This level of demand is very rare on existing bus systems. It is
possible, however, to design a BRT system that would serve up
to even 50,000 passengers per hour per direction. This can be

achieved with full segregation, double busway, a high
proportion of express services and multiple stops. This

capacity could also be handled by spreading the load through
two or more close corridors.

3. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and Autonomous Vehicles

The most important innovations that affect the transport and automotive sectors nowadays are
represented by autonomous vehicles whose equipment can replace driver intervention. To highlight
several autonomous vehicle types that have been implemented, it is possible to refer to the classification,
depicted in Figure 3, established by SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers). There are six levels of
classification: from level zero to level two, there are vehicles with full manual control (level zero) and
those with some features that allow driver assistance and partial automation (level one and level two);
then level three to level five indicates vehicles that are equipped with the so-called ADAS (Advanced
Driver-Assistance System) that permits autonomous performances. In these cases for a third and
fourth level, a driver is required. The vehicles operate autonomously only in some circumstances,
while, for level five, the vehicle can achieve full autonomy [7]. Among several benefits that would be
provided by autonomous vehicles, the main ones are related to safety, considering that a high-tech
system would manage driving maneuvers with shorter reaction times compared to human drivers,
but also to public transport services that would achieve high efficiency due to the accuracy of the IT
systems. With regard to public transport, it has to be pointed out how the ADAS operation would be
more relevant for road vehicles such as buses instead of rail vehicles (trains, trams) because while this
one is hooked to a platform (predetermined trajectory), the trajectory of autonomous road vehicles
would be utterly dependent on ADAS.
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Figure 3. Vehicle automation levels.

Taking into account the advantages that autonomous vehicles could give to a BRT system, many
companies have launched tests with autonomous buses like, for instance, the East Japan Railway
Company’s (JR East’s) Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lines [8], aiming to analyze self-driving technologies
when applied to bus transit primarily focusing on aspects such as keeping in lane and speed control,
which strongly affect BRT efficiency or the buses’ decision capabilities when managing several scenarios.
The cooperation of an efficient system like BRT and the technological capability of ADAS would provide
an ultimate low-cost solution for critical traffic issues and emissions reduction in cities, especially
considering that it is expected that in 2050, more than two-thirds of the world’s population will
live in cities [9]. Examples of autonomous bus services consist mainly of autonomous minibuses
with a capacity of a maximum of 15 people. They operate in several contexts like hospitals, parks,
universities, airports, and public roads. However, with such reduced capacity, it would be complicated
to implement a BRT system that is mainly valued for its high capacity buses. Therefore, to guarantee a
high capacity system, the solution would be to use a high number of minibuses that are already able to
drive on a public road, and to operate them in reserved lanes, thus ensuring a significant efficiency
considering that with a high quantity of vehicles, the waiting time would be decreased due to the high
frequency and flexibility. Crucially, to ensure the correct operation of an autonomous BRT system,
the infrastructures will need to be upgraded with ITS and sensors able to allow the following types
of communications: V2I (vehicles to infrastructure), V2V (vehicle to vehicle), and V2X (vehicle to
everything) [10]. In Figure 4, it is possible to see an autonomous bus that works on a street in California.
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Figure 4. Example of an autonomous minibus.

The fact that autonomous minibuses are already operating, despite the higher capacity of
autonomous buses, can be attributed to their dimensions, safety, maintenance, and other complex
reasons. Moreover, there are several tests of high capacity and articulated buses equipped with ITS
and sensors that allow them to operate autonomously. A test of this kind was carried out with a Volvo
B10M-ART-RA-IN articulated bus [11]. One such 18 m long bus was fully equipped and tested on a
385 m long private road in Arganda del Rey (Spain). To control speed and brakes, an electronically
connected I/O board was used. At the same time, the steering was equipped with a 24-volt DC motor
(150 watts) that also had an incremental optical encoder (2000 ppr) and a gear reduction box (74:1).
Finally, obstacle detection was allowed, thanks to two Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
systems (LMS-221 and LMS-291). The average speed during the test was between 10 km/h and 25 km/h.
In comparison, 60 km/h was reached only in a straight section. It has been observed that the main
challenge for autonomous systems in such cases is represented by the high mass and, consequently,
the greater inertia, which is why the main observations showed longitudinal and lateral maneuvers
of breaking and acceleration. Test results showed that the maximum error that exceeded trajectory
tracking was at least 35 cm on curves with a reduced radius, while the all trajectory error was at least
10 cm. It can be assumed that such errors are considered acceptable, taking into account the bus’s
elevated dimensions [12] (Figure 5).

Beyond performance, another essential benefit linked to a potential BRT autonomous system is
with regard to capacity increase. This achievement is a consequence of the headway reduction between
buses, which is allowed thanks to the CACC (cooperative adaptive cruise control). This system can
perceive sudden changes in the speed of adjacent vehicles faster than a human driver. In this way,
taking into account that vehicles will be able to brake promptly, the required safety distance while
they are moving will be shorter compared to that of the human-driven vehicles. Together with shorter
headway, this will form the so-called platooning, and with this asset, the BRT system will increase its
capacity, emulating that of rail transit systems [13].
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Figure 5. (a) Tested articulated bus, (b) inner road dimensions, (c) bus trajectory analysis.

4. BRT Systems Applications

The reduced cost–benefit ratio of implementing BRT systems represents a significant turning point
for several communities, not only in terms of livability, but also economic gain, since cities also consider
the urban redevelopment brought by BRT systems to increase their international attractiveness with
consequent positive implications from a tourist point of view. A typical example of BRT’s benefits in
a developing country is represented by the Lahore case in Pakistan, a city of at least eleven million
inhabitants where a BRT system was activated in 2013. It operates in a reserved lane located on a 27
km long corridor with an operational speed of 26 km/h and 25 stations, and manages a quantity of
180,000 daily passengers [14,15]. With regard to performance, due to a fleet of sixty-four buses, there is
a headway of three minutes. In terms of Lahore’s benefits, the population density passed from 268
persons/acre to 299 persons/acre due to the increase in new construction in areas close to stations.

In conclusion, from an economic point of view, there were investments of almost $140 million,
creating 800 new employees [16,17]. In Pakistan, the city of Lahore (Figure 6) is not the only case
where BRT has provided significant benefits from an economic point of view and an environmental
one. For instance, Multan’s BRT system was studied to evaluate the skills and performances of hybrid
energy-based buses. Based on DEA (data envelopment analysis), the efficiency range of 21 stations
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(except one for the hybrid bus system) was almost equal to 1, where the only exception was at a stop
where the value was 0.77 [18].

 

Figure 6. Lahore BRT system.

Taking into account the data about South America, considering that it is the continent where
the BRT system was first established, it is still the one in which there are more significant examples
of such travel networks; moreover, it hosts and is also the often-cited system that acts as a model
at an international level, for instance, the “TransMilenio” of Bogotà (Colombia) [19]. The success
of TransMilenio is related to the optimal outcomes in terms of profits during the first years that
covered the expenses of planning and service provision easily with privately-operated buses. Such
advantages led to the implementation of other interesting BRT systems in Colombia, like the one in
Barranquilla [20,21]. This metropolitan area had significant urban segregation and inequality that
also affected the transportation systems (Figure 7). Due to the rapid economic and urban growth,
there was a relevant increase in congestion phenomena attributed to the quantity of private vehicles.
A trunk-feeder BRT service was activated to manage such a situation, connecting Barranquilla and
Soledad along a 14 km corridor with exclusive right-of-way. This system, named “Transmetro”, was
also characterized by several feeder routes (190 km). One of the advantages of Transmetro is the free
service offered for vehicles moving from the feeder to trunk route. To demonstrate how BRT systems
attract private investment, this type of BRT system is characterized by a public-private partnership
where the public part deals with operational and organizational aspects while private companies
manage delivery service [22].

 

Figure 7. Baranquilla’s BRT system.
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North America has one of the most recently inaugurated BRT, for example, Albuquerque (USA),
which is a city with 560,218 inhabitants. It is characterized by two priority lanes 20.2 km and 21.97
km long, respectively, each one with twenty stations and serves 8100 daily passengers. It is not the
most comprehensive system in the USA. It is useful to note that its peak frequency reaches eight
bus/hour [23]. Moreover, the highest use of BRT systems is not always linked to the size of continents.
North America has several cities with significantly lower passenger numbers than European ones. In
Europe, BRT is most widespread in France, being active in 21 cities and with a total extension of 342
km, respectively 47.72% and 39.09% of all Europe. France’s most comprehensive system is in Lille (67
km), while the most recent is in Le Mans [23]. Considering its extension in Africa, BRT was not taken
up as much as in other countries since it is only established in five cities. However, in Dar-es-Salaam,
the most recently inaugurated system dates from 2016 and consists of just one corridor that is 21 km
long, but with the highest number of daily passengers in Africa, equal to 180,000. In Oceania, BRT is
mainly used in Australia, where it has an extension of 90 km and operates in three cities: Adelaide,
Brisbane, and the metropolitan area of Sydney. The BRT system in Adelaide (Figure 8) is the smallest
one with just one 12 km corridor. However, it is one of the first to be implemented globally, and its line
is mainly characterized by the track-guided bus, a system composed of a specific platform where only
the bus can drive. This type of intervention has been used to avoid the introduction of private vehicles
altogether [24].

 

Figure 8. Adelaide’s BRT system.

5. Discussion

Considering what has been discussed in previous sections, it is valuable to note that the combination
of autonomous vehicles and BRT public transport systems would bring many benefits. The mere
application of driverless vehicles would guarantee every citizen the ability to move freely in the city,
reducing the number of vehicles by at least 80%. The potential success of this strategy is based on
the concept of vehicle sharing by users, which must be promoted and facilitated mainly from an
economic point of view, and subsequently, with intermodal platform implementation. It is well known
that automation is not a new concept in metropolitan public transport operation. Therefore, their
application to potential BRT systems with autonomous vehicles would not require lengthy delays,
considering that globally, in 2016, there were already 37 cities with automated metro systems [25].
Furthermore, it is estimated that the spread of autonomous vehicles will occur quickly, facilitated by
existing automation systems and technological innovations. Nowadays, the same thing cannot be
assumed for BRT systems. This situation can be thoroughly explained with a comparison between
case studies in Istanbul and Cairo. In Cairo, the BRT system was proposed as a solution to redevelop
the inner city that was characterized by a high population density of at least 21,700 persons/sq.km,
thus heavily inclined to congestion. It also aimed to provide an efficient connection with growing
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communities settled in the periphery. BRT was regarded as an additional solution achievable in three
years and with low costs. However, the project was not realized due to a lack of user trust in the bus
sector and skepticism regarding the placement of reserved lanes in an area subject to congestion. In
Istanbul, due to a demographic increase of 38.3% and a high number of private vehicles in circulation
(4.17 million private vehicles registered), there was a serious problem linked to congestion phenomena.
Accordingly, a BRT system was developed by dedicating two lanes of the city’s main highway to
buses, thus ensuring a considerable daily capacity (30,000 passengers per hour in peak hours) with
headways of 20 s. It is important to remark that the first 18.5 km long stretch of the BRT line was
implemented in 2007 in just 77 days. Analyzing such cases, considering that both cities are similar in
terms of demographics and urban planning, it appears that, while for Cairo the lack of user trust has
blocked development, in Istanbul, where the BRT system was implemented in a context of innovation
and significantly as a solution to the continuous deferrals of the realization of LRT systems, BRT has
achieved excellent results. For these reasons, taking into account that in some communities such as
Cairo, BRT was not successful, the application of driverless systems would make it more attractive,
especially considering that there are already autonomous vehicles (level 4) capable of operating in
mixed traffic. Thus, the BRT system’s operational context with reserved lanes and right-of-way would
be perfectly suitable [26–30].

6. Conclusions

This paper has offered an examination of some BRT systems developed worldwide, summarizing
the background, general technical peculiarities, and the relationship with autonomous vehicles.
Considering that, in infrastructure and civil engineering, efficiency is not the only requirement but is
necessary to guarantee economic advantages, minimal environmental impacts and flexibility must
be taken into account carefully. The BRT is a public transport system that reflects the requirements
above-mentioned. It has developed mainly in South America, where it was implemented for the
first time. Taking into account the positive implications, it has spread globally, especially in Europe.
Among the innovations that have most strongly characterized BRT systems as part of the automotive
sector is undoubtedly the advent of autonomous vehicles, which would amplify the already efficient
and robust performance of the aforementioned public transport systems, even if only in relation to
the precisions of maneuvers, and the consequent possibility to reduce the safety distances between
vehicles while traveling, thus increasing their frequency. ADAS systems are now used more often for
minibuses with a maximum capacity of around 15 people. Therefore, it is possible to use them in a
BRT system, the advantage of which is also its high capacity. This implication could be relevant even
for small communities. Nevertheless, ADAS systems have been tested with excellent results, even in
high capacity and bi-articulated buses. BRT can be an upgrading solution for existing bus line systems
that allow contexts with limited economic means to guarantee high-efficiency services, with significant
positive implications both in economic and livability terms.
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Abstract: In this paper, a piecewise-defined function is proposed to estimate traffic noise in urban
areas. The proposed approach allows the use of the model even in the case of very low or zero flows
for which the classical logarithmic form is not suitable. A model based on the proposed approach is
calibrated for a real case and compared with the results obtained with a model based only on the
logarithmic form. The results obtained show how the proposed piecewise-defined function, linear
for low traffic flows and logarithmic for medium-high volumes, is able to better represent real noise
pollution levels in all conditions. The proposed approach is particularly useful when comparing two
plan scenarios from the point of view of noise effects.

Keywords: noise models; traffic noise; urban roads; sustainable mobility

1. Introduction

In urban areas, road traffic contributes significantly to environmental noise and is its main source.
As is evident to anyone living in congested cities, noise causes annoyance, sleep disturbance and
damage to human health, reducing the quality of life.

The World Health Organisation [1] has estimated that at least one million years of life are lost every
year due to road traffic noise in Western Europe. Impacts on human health have been widely studied.
Muzet [2] and Pirrera et al. [3] studied the effects of environmental noise on sleep and, consequently,
on health. Some studies [4–8] focused on cardiovascular problems related to noise. Sakhvidi et al. [9]
studied the association between noise exposure and diabetes. Jafari et al. [10] evaluated if noise
exposure can accelerate cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease. Noise and annoyance were
studied in [11–15]. Other general studies can be found in [16–18], while the effects of noise on property
prices were studied in [19–21].

There is extensive literature on models for estimating noise pollution. Some reviews can be found
in [22–24]. Most of the proposed models relate road traffic noise to vehicle flows; some also consider
other variables such as average speed or certain characteristics of the road infrastructure (slope, type
of pavement, distance and height of buildings, etc.); here, we just mention [25–43].

The analysis of the literature allows us to identify two main types of models:

• general, i.e., applicable to different situations and case studies;
• specific, calibrated in correspondence with a specific case study and applicable only in the reference

context or in very similar contexts.

General models relate noise to vehicle flow and/or average speed, but also take into account other
context-specific characteristics (traffic type, gradient, road surface, barrier geometry, mean wind speed,
traffic composition, local topography, etc.). Some examples are the models FHWA [44], CoRTN [45],
RLS (see [46,47]), ASJ RTN [48], Harmonoise [49,50], Son Road [51], Nord 2000 [52], NMPB-2008 [53]
and CNOSSOS-EU [43]. A comparison of these models and more details can be found in [23].
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On the other hand, specific models are calibrated for specific situations, such as urban roads
with similar characteristics, or sometimes for single infrastructures. These models estimate the noise
emissions, for that specific case study, as a function of the traffic flow and sometimes the average
speed of that traffic. Most models are based only on traffic flows; the simplest functional form is the
following:

Leq (f ) = β0 + β1 · log10 f (1)

where:

Leq is the equivalent noise level at a specific distance from the centre of the road, in dB(A);
β0 and β1 are the coefficients of the model to be calibrated;
f is the homogenised traffic flow (veh/h).

Other models include the distance of the receiver from the source within the formula, or other
features such as the percentage of heavy vehicles or the average flow speed, trying to extend the use of
the model to other contexts as much as possible. In almost all formulations, the term log10 f, or its
functional transformation, is present and plays the main role in the calculation. Some papers that use
the approach (1) or similar are [26,27,46,54–59].

Model (1) surely cannot be easily generalised but it is very easy to calibrate in specific contexts.
A specific model, once calibrated in correspondence of some roads of a city, can be used to estimate
noise pollution levels also in other roads of the same city, in order to estimate the exposed population,
identify the most critical areas to intervene on and assess the overall effects of interventions on traffic
circulation [60].

In this paper, the calibration of a specific model based on a piecewise-defined function is proposed,
to avoid the use of the logarithmic form that can create problems for zero or very low flow, which can
occur in simulation models of a whole road network.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed approach. Section 3 calibrates
a specific model based on the proposed approach and compares it with other models. Section 4
concludes and discusses the research prospects.

2. The Proposed Approach

Model (1) and most models based on the logarithm of traffic flows work very well when traffic
flows are not extremely low or zero. It is well known that power and sound pressure levels vary with a
logarithmic law. Indeed, the intensity of auditory sensations is in first approximation proportional to
the logarithm of the stimulus and not to its absolute value.

For example, if we use the model calibrated in [59], below:

Leq (f ) = 17.594 + 17.377 · log10 f (2)

we can see that it is not applicable in case of null flow (the second term would tend to less infinite)
and would give a value equal to 17.594 dB(a) in case of 1 veh/h and 34.971 in case of 10 veh/h. As
also written in [59], the model is valid only if the flow is greater than about 50 veh/h, at which the
equivalent noise level is equal to 47.1 dB(A).

In most cases, this underestimation of equivalent noise levels for very low flows is not a problem,
because roads with low traffic, or periods with low traffic, do not receive attention in noise analysis.
The problem arises when we want to analyse the overall noise level of a city, perhaps by comparing
pre- and post-intervention scenarios. For example, in Urban Traffic Plans, it is useful to check with
simulation whether changes in traffic patterns may or may not have a positive impact on noise pollution.
The approximations included in the simulation models, such for example the discretisation of the
study area into traffic zones (zoning), may lead to estimate zero or very low traffic flows on some links
of the network and any comparative analysis would be compromised in these cases.
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To avoid this problem, in this paper we propose the use of a piecewise-defined function, in order to
calibrate specific models, which has a first linear part (for low traffic values) and a second logarithmic
part (for high traffic values). In any case, the function must be continuous and derivable; therefore,
we propose to extend linearly model (1), with an inclination equal to the first derivative of the model,
for flows lower than a minimum value, fmin. This way, we can formulate a model that is valid for all
traffic conditions. Under these assumptions, the model can be formulated as follows:

Leq (f ) = [β0 + β1 · log10 fmin − fmin · (1/(fmin · ln(10))) · β1] + [(1/(fmin · ln(10))) · β1] · f if f < fmin (3)

Leq (f ) = β0 + β1 · log10 f if f ≥ fmin (4)

The calibration of models (3)–(4) requires the calculation of three values, in contrast to model (1)
for which it was sufficient to calibrate two coefficients (β0 and β1); indeed, in addition to the β0 and β1

coefficients, it is necessary to calibrate the value of fmin.

3. Model Calibration

The calibration of the model is performed using the same data collected in the testing campaign
reported in [59] in the city of Benevento. These data refer to four road sections (see Figure 1)
representative of the prevailing type of roads in the urban network; the pavement was bituminous in
all cases.

 

≥

Figure 1. Survey locations.

The phonometric surveys were conducted by a specialised technician using a Svantek 949 sound
level meter, with the periodic certification, equipped with a preamplifier Svantek SV 12L and a
pre-polarised microphone Svantek SV22. Before and after the measurements, the tuning of the
system was verified with a precision calibrator DELTA OHM. A microclimatic station for measuring
temperature and wind speed and direction was used; indeed, the phonometric measures must be
recorded in absence of rain, snow or fog and the maximum wind speed must be lower than 5 m/s. The
phonometer is disposed to 1.5 m in height from the road level and on the side of the road. The traffic
surveys were obtained with a manual procedure, counting cars, light-duty vehicles (LDV) and
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heavy-duty vehicles (HDV) every 15 min (motorcycle flows are negligible in Benevento), and assuming
the following equivalence coefficients: LDV = 2 cars; HDV = 8 cars. Overall, 32 measures were
conducted; in Table 1 the main data are summarised.

Table 1. Survey measures.

Location Hom. Flow [veh/h] Leq [dB(A)] Leq
c [dB(A)]

A

500 62.3 64.4
648 67.1 69.2
496 61.9 64.0
368 58.6 60.7
168 54.2 56.3
48 49.9 52.0

1260 70.2 72.3
1040 71.0 73.1
704 69.8 71.9

B

528 63.5 65.6
628 65.9 68.0
436 60.9 63.0
312 57.9 60.0
120 52.1 54.2
856 66.3 68.4
828 67.7 69.8
792 65.9 68.0

C

648 61.8 61.8
568 63.1 63.1
436 60.0 60.0
228 56.9 56.9
80 50.1 50.1

1184 70.0 70.0
544 69.4 69.4

D

552 62.0 62.0
568 63.4 63.4
364 58.8 58.8
208 56.2 56.2
104 51.0 51.0
772 65.2 65.2
680 70.0 70.0
536 68.1 68.1

The phonometric measures have to be corrected for the locations A and B according to the distance
from the centre of the road; indeed, as reported in Figure 2, the distances are different in these locations
since there are parking lots (the measures were, anyway, performed where no cars were parked).
Assuming a linear noise source, the sound in locations A and B arrives to the receptor attenuated by
the following factor:

∆Leq = 10 · log10 (6.18/3.81) = 2.1 dB(A)

 

≥

Figure 2. Distances of phonometer from the centre of the road.
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Therefore, the measures on locations A and B are incremented of 2.1 dB(A); these corrected values,
Leq

c, are reported in the third column of Table 1.
The model was calibrated using the generalized least squares method and the following values

were obtained: β0 = 4.427; β1 = 22.109; fmin = 287 veh/h. With these values, models (3)–(4) become:

Leq (f ) = 49.160 + 0.0335 · f if f < 287 (5)

Leq (f ) = 4.427 + 22.109 · log10 f if f ≥ 287 (6)

The value of the coefficient of determination, R2, is significantly high (0.878); Figure 3 reports the
comparison between measured and estimated data and the comparison between the model curve and
the experimental data. This model improves model (2) for which R2 was equal to 0.847. The RMSE
value also improved, decreasing from 2.48 to 2.22.

It is interesting to compare the results obtained between the two models for low traffic flow
values. It is noted that the proposed model can provide plausible results in all flow ranges, while the
logarithmic model provides acceptable values only for sufficiently high flow values (see Table 2 and
Figure 4).

Table 2. Comparison of models.

Flow [veh/h] Leq Model (2) Leq Model (5)–(6) Leq Model (7)

0 N/A 49.16 N/A
1 17.59 49.19 47.29
5 29.74 49.33 54.42

10 34.97 49.50 57.49
20 40.20 49.83 60.56
30 43.26 50.17 62.35
40 45.43 50.50 63.63
50 47.12 50.84 64.62
60 48.49 51.17 65.43
100 52.35 52.51 67.69
150 55.41 54.19 69.48
200 57.58 55.86 70.76
250 59.26 57.54 71.75
300 60.64 59.19 72.55
350 61.80 60.70 73.24
400 62.81 61.96 73.83
500 64.49 64.10 74.82
600 65.87 65.85 75.63
700 67.03 67.33 76.31
800 68.04 68.61 76.90
900 68.93 69.74 77.42

1000 69.75 70.75 77.89
1500 72.78 74.64 79.68
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Moreover, the proposed model was also compared with the model proposed in [54], which has
been widely used:

Leq (f ) = 55.5 + 10.2 · log10 f + 0.3 P − 19.3 log10 d (7)

where:

P is the percentage of heavy vehicles;
d is the distance from the source.

For the comparison, we assume a percentage of heavy vehicles of 10% and a distance from the
source equal to 3.81 m.

It should be noted that model (7) was not calibrated for the case study, so it is possible to compare
only the trend of the function, which is similar to that of model (2); model (7) overestimates the noise
levels for the case study examined, but, from the trend of the function, it presents the same problems
as model (2).

4. Conclusions

Noise pollution is one of the main external impacts of the road transport system. Numerous
models have been proposed in the literature, some more general, others more specific, for its estimation.
In almost all models, equivalent noise levels are assumed to be a function of the logarithm of traffic
flows; this theoretically correct hypothesis does not, however, allow the use of such models for very
low or zero flows.

On the other hand, in practice, in particular for urban roads, there is always background noise to
which the noise emitted by vehicular traffic is added. The approach proposed in this paper, based on
the use of a piecewise-defined function to be calibrated for the specific context, makes it possible to use
the calibrated model even on roads with very low or no traffic.

Comparison with a logarithmic model calibrated with the same data shows the robustness of the
proposed approach.

In the literature, the need to estimate noise emissions at low traffic values has always been
considered unimportant, because noise pollution is usually a real problem in case of high traffic flows.
Often, models have been calibrated and used only on high traffic roads and at peak times.
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The need to have a model that is also valid for low (or no) traffic flows occurs when we want to
examine, in simulation, the situation of an overall city network, also before and after interventions on
traffic schemes. In these cases, it may occur that on some road sections, the level of traffic is very low
or zero, even for the approximations of the model. The proposed approach makes it possible to use a
unique model to estimate all traffic conditions and, consequently, to compare the intervention scenarios.

The proposed approach can be used to calibrate specific models in other contexts; the calibrated
models (5)–(6), on the other hand, have uses limited to the case study or very similar situations.

The research prospects can be directed to test the proposed approach on other urban contexts and
to generalise the model based on this type of function so that it can also be used in contexts other than
the one in which it has been calibrated.
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